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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years, the unemployment rate in Germany has fallenfrom 10.5% in 2004 to

9.0% in 2007. Having followed legislature developments, a connection between this

decrease and the labor market reforms between 2001 and 2006 appears plausible. Among

others, theLaws for Modern Services on the Labor Market, or Hartz Laws, introduced

sweeping changes in labor market institutions, which follow the guidelinesupport and

demand. The demanding elements are related to the unemployed, who should be helped

to avoid or exit unemployment. To this end, some old laws weretightened and several

new rules came into force. Support refers to the assistance provided by the unemployment

agency to place unemployed workers.

In society, the Hartz Laws caused considerable debate. Whileliberal groups agreed

that, even after the reforms, still insufficient incentivesexisted for the unemployed to

escape unemployment, opponents criticized that the demanding elements were overem-

phasized. From time to time, this debate arises again. The last big discussion emerged in

January 2009 when the Federal Social Court declared the monetary support for children

of long-term unemployed granted according to the Hartz Lawsas unconstitutional.

Furthermore, in addition to social aspects of the reforms, the intentions and effects with

respect to microeconomic behavior and macroeconomic performance should be consid-

ered and analyzed. The aim of this work is therefore twofold.First, an overview of the

most important reform measures and the intended effects is given. Second, two specific

and very fundamental amendments, namely the merging of unemployment assistance and

social benefits, as well as changes in the duration of unemployment insurance benefits,

are analyzed in detail to evaluate their effects on individuals and the entire economy.

Many of the new laws are based on the suggestions of a reform commission, which

was appointed by the German government in 2002. The recommendations were compiled

in a 350-page report and handed over to the government, which, in turn, used the report
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to develop bills for the labor market reforms. Due to the complexity and multitude of

the resulting laws, the implementation was partitioned into four sub-packages, which

became effective consecutively. In order to give an overview of the reform program,

chapter 2 analyzes theFour Laws for Modern Services on the Labor Marketwith respect

to the underlying aims as presented by the commission report, as well as other connected

reform measures. Furthermore, since controlling with respect to the actual effects is

important, we sketch several economic and econometric evaluation studies for different

labor market instruments and measures.

There was one amendment in the fourth reform package which was and still is among

the most controversially discussed: the merge of unemployment assistance and social

benefits. This step actually resulted in lower unemploymentassistance benefits for a ma-

jority of the benefit claimants. Therefore, the effects of a benefit cut for the long-term

unemployed are studied in chapter 3 along with a decrease of entitlement duration for un-

employment insurance benefits. To this end, we construct a search and matching model

of the labor market and extend it in several ways by essentialfeatures of individual behav-

ior on the labor market. For instance, the incentive effect of a two-tier benefit system is

considered by allowing for effort adjustments in job searchover the unemployment spell.

Based on this labor market model, parameters are estimated structurally using data from

the German Socio-Economic Panel database. The parameter estimates are then used to

evaluate the effects of these specific reform measures and ofalternative reform scenarios

numerically. Thus, it is possible to examine both the impacts on the microeconomic level

(i.e. changes in individual behavior) and the consequencesfor the economy as a whole

(e.g. (un)employment, unemployment insurance contributions, or welfare).

In our labor market model presented in chapter 3, optimal behavior and equilibrium

values cannot be solved analytically. Particularly due to the non-stationary exit rate out

of unemployment, a solution like in a standard matching framework is not feasible. In

order to establish a numerical solution of models like ours from chapter 3, Semi-Markov

techniques are needed. The main problem is to compute transition probabilities between

the different labor market states, and therefore chapter 4 sheds light on Semi-Markov

processes in labor market theory. First, a general introduction to Semi-Markov processes

is given and it is shown how transition probabilities and limiting distributions can be

determined. Second, numerical results are computed using the Semi-Markov process of

labor market states from our model in order to evaluate and assess the chosen numerical

computation methods.

Finally, chapter 5 summarizes the main findings of this thesis.



Chapter 2

The Laws for Modern Services on the

Labor Market in Germany

2.1 Introduction

In the year 2002, the course for very far-reaching reform measures of the unemployment

insurance system in Germany was set. The first step in this direction was the appointment

of the so-calledHartz Commissionby the German government in February 2002. Com-

mission members included representatives from politics, private industries, trade unions,

and one professor (of politics), who represented the academic position. The proper name

of this group was ‘Kommission für moderne Dienstleistungen am Arbeitsmarkt’, which

can be translated ascommission for modern services on the labor market.1 The commis-

sion’s task was to develop a reform concept in order to make labor market institutions

more effective. Many of their proposals were accepted by thegovernment and realized

in theFour Laws for Modern Services on the Labor Markets, labeled accordingly as the

Hartz Lawsin public. The enacted laws mainly changed the German SocialCode, the

‘Sozialgesetzbuch’ (SGB).2 Table 2.1 gives an overview of the reform packages.

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the Four Laws for Modern Services on the

Labor Market, referred to asHartz I-IV, and a few other connected amendments. Empha-

1In public discussion and the media, the commission was referred to as theHartz Commission, named

after its President, Peter Hartz, who had been the Human Resources executive from Volkswagen AG.
2The German Social Code consists of 12 code books, labeled as Sozialgesetzbuch I - XII, or SGB I -

XII. SGB II addresses basic support for job seekers. It contains the rules for the long-term unemployed

and was created by the Fourth Law for Modern Services on the Labor Market in 2003. In SGB III, the

rules for the support to find and keep a job are recorded. Until2003 and before the Fourth Law for Modern

Services, SGB III contained the rules for all unemployed. From 2004 on, the regulations for the long-term

unemployed were placed in SGB II.
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Chronology Action Section

Jan 2002 Job-AQTIV Law 2.6.1

Feb 2002 Appointment of the Hartz Commission 2.1

Aug 2002 Proposal of reform measures by the Hartz2.2-5

Commission, basis for the following laws

Jan/May/Jul 2003 First Law for Modern Services on the

Labor Market (Hartz I) 2.2

Jan 2003 / Jan 2006Second Law for Modern Services on the

Labor Market (Hartz II) 2.3

Jan 2004 Third Law for Modern Services on the

Labor Market (Hartz III) 2.4

Jan 2005 Fourth Law for Modern Services on the

Labor Market (Hartz IV) 2.5

Feb 2006 Benefit entitlement drop 2.6.2

Table 2.1: Chronological overview of the developments on thelabor market in the reform

years. The dates show when the laws became effective.

sis is placed on those measures which are relevant for economics either due to economic

modeling possibilities or for normative reasons. Where applicable, respective economet-

ric or economic studies for evaluation are pointed out.

Before we turn to the recent changes, we further go back in history and trace the

evolution of the German unemployment insurance system. In Germany, unemployment

benefits were first introduced and explicitly distinguishedfrom poor relief in 1914. The

benefits for the unemployed started one week after unemployment and were paid for

six weeks, see Stolleis (2003). Later, in 1927, national unemployment insurance was

established. Contributions were paid equally by employers and employees, payments

lasted half a year, and Employment Offices were created, see Stolleis (2003).

After World War II, reinvention and reorganization of the unemployment insurance

system was needed. This led to the foundation of theFederal Employment Officein

Nuremberg and the subordinate local Employment Offices in 1952. The tasks of these

agencies included job search and unemployment insurance services. In 1969, when un-

employment had been recognized as a problem of skill mismatch, the agencies’ tasks

were extended to supporting training measures. Those measures were recorded in the

Third Social Code Book of Germany, known as Sozialgesetzbuch III (SGB III), see

Stolleis (2003). Over the years, specific aspects or rules were enhanced or refined. Dur-
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ing the 1980s, the unemployment insurance (UI) entitlementduration for older workers

was extended several times, while the wage replacement ratefor the unemployed with-

out children was cut. These changes are analyzed by Hunt (1995), who finds that the

longer potential duration of UI benefits explains the prolonged unemployment spells in

Germany to a certain degree.

In the following years, discussions about the German unemployment benefit system

being too generous surfaced regularly. Basic economic literature identifies high benefits

as a reason for the lacking incentive among the unemployed tofind a job, see Pissarides

(2000). Moreover, the inflexible labor market was criticized. For these reasons, the Ger-

man government formed the Hartz Commission in 2002, which proposed broad labor

market reforms in their commission report. These suggestions and the resulting amend-

ments to the former laws are analyzed in this work.

The outline of this chapter follows the official classification: sections 2.2-2.5 present

the changes due to the Hartz I-IV laws, respectively. Section 2.6 describes other related

amendments of SGB III enacted shortly before or after the Hartz reforms. The changes

are all extracted from the ‘Bundesgesetzblatt’ (BGBl.), whichis the official media of

law promulgation in Germany. This chapter focuses on the changes of SGB III and

the creation of Sozialgesetzbuch II (SGB II) as these two code books were substantially

affected by the modifications.

2.2 Hartz I

In this section, the main changes made by the First Law of Modern Services on the Labor

Market, known as the Hartz I Law, are presented. All amendments are promulgated in

the BGBl. I p. 4607 (2002); most of them changed the Third SocialCode Book, SGB

III (2002), and connected rules in other code books. The lawscame into effect in the

beginning of 2003. The following rules all refer to SGB III (2002).

2.2.1 New benchmarks of asuitable job

The new labor market policy should be in line with thesupport and demandprinciple

according to the Hartz Commission (2002), p. 45. New benchmarks forsuitable jobsare

one demand to be met by the unemployed because by the First Lawof Modern Services

on the Labor Market, the rules with respect to acceptable joboffers were changed. For

example, if a job in Germany is offered, this job should not berejected due to distance

reasons alone, according to the Hartz Commission (2002), p. 93. Rejection of such
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an offer is only possible for good reason. An acceptable reason for rejection would be

family care or if the offer refers to a part-time job only, forexample. However, simply a

long distance between the home of the unemployed and the job offered is not accepted, so

relocating is considered reasonable. Article 1 No. 15 BGBl. I p. 4607 (2002) implements

these suggestions into the Social Code as § 121 SGB III (2003).

The evaluation of this amendment refers to its activation potential regarding the un-

employed. The official evaluation of this and other measuresare conducted by Mosley

et al. (2006). In case studies and polls among Employment Office agents, they find that

the application of these stricter rules is rated as increasingly important and inter-regional

mobility is very often tested by the Employment Office. Nevertheless, Mosley et al.

(2006) find little positive effects. The mobility requirements apply to the unemployed

without family and hence only for a subgroup of the unemployed. Besides, mobility of

the unemployed has already been assessed as good by agents independent of the sanc-

tion threat, and employers have demonstrated a limited interest in hiring workers from a

distance. Thus, there was actually no need to tighten this rule from their point of view.

Altogether, the effect of this law is regarded as negligible.

2.2.2 Early notification

This new rule also belongs to the group of demands for the unemployed as well as those

employed workers threatened by unemployment. In order to speed up the job search, the

Hartz Commission (2002), p. 82, suggests that workers shouldreport to the Employment

Offices as early as threatened by unemployment. This is realized by article 1 No. 6 BGBl.

I p. 4607 (2002) in § 37b SGB III (2003). If early notification is missed, a monetary

sanction as proposed by the Hartz Commission (2002), p. 84, isapplied, established by

article 1 No. 19 BGBl. I p. 4607 (2002) in the Social Code as § 140 SGB III (2003).

This activating measure is also officially evaluated withinthe report of Mosley et al.

(2006). According to the authors, the goal of higher job-to-job placement (a new job

before unemployment actually occurs) is not met. Their analysis, based on case studies

and surveys among executives from several Employment Offices as well as data from

the Federal Employment Office, identifies that only about 7% of early notifiers make a

job-to-job transition, and it is not clear whether this results from the workers’ efforts or

from the earlier placement effort of the Employment Offices.
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2.2.3 Reversal of the burden of proof

Under the new laws, the unemployed individual has to prove that he followed the rules

of the German Social Code. For example, if the unemployed declines a job or misses a

notification, to qualify for support he has to prove that the declined job was not a suitable

one or that he missed a notification for good reason. This is suggested by the Hartz

Commission (2002), p. 93, and finds its expression in article 1No. 20 a) BGBl. I p.

4607 (2002) and in § 144 (1) SGB III (2003).

2.2.4 More differentiated sanction rules

The Hartz Commission (2002), p. 99, reports on the rarely imposed sanctions when

unemployed do not comply with the rules of the German Social Code. They see one

reason for this in the inflexible and long blocking period of 12 weeks, i.e. the retention

of benefits for three months. Such a sanction is considered too harsh for relatively mi-

nor violations and Employment Office agents hesitated to impose this severe sanction.

Consequently, sanctions were no longer credible to the unemployed. In order to restore

the credibility of the law and the Employment Offices, the imposition of more flexible

sanctions was enabled. It was thus made possible for the agent to adjust the sanction

according to the delict. The promulgation of the corresponding law is in article 1 No.

20 b) and c) BGBl. I p. 4607 (2002). In the Social Code, this is included by § 144 (3)

and (4) SGB III (2003). For example, if the unemployed refuses a job or an integration

measure for the first time, benefits can be blocked for three weeks, see § 144 (4) No. 1 c)

SGB III (2003).

Within the framework of the official evaluation of the Hartz Laws, these new rules

are analyzed by Mosley et al. (2006). The findings from case studies and evaluations of

aggregate data are heterogeneous. In particular, the sanctions due to insufficient search

efforts by the unemployed are exercised very differently among Employment Offices.

After an increase of total sanction impositions in the yearsafter this reform, the level

stabilizes at about the pre-reform level for sanctions due to violation againstsuitable job

rules. Hence, the aim to impose more sanctions and establish the credibility has not

been achieved so far. In a microeconometric analysis, Mosley et al. (2006) use a random

growth difference-in-difference estimator to evaluate the effectiveness of the new sanc-

tion rules. They analyze data from the years 2001-2004 and find quite varied impacts on

the integration into the general labor market and on the exitinto lasting employment. For

the states of the former East Germany, the effect of sanctions tends to be stronger than

for the states of the former West Germany. Unambiguously positive effects are reported
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only for women in the states of the former East Germany. For the other groups, results

vary between significant and insignificant over the different periods under consideration.

Altogether, the effect of the sanction changes can be assessed as positive, but not consis-

tently positive. Standard models of benefit sanctions studyreductions in unemployment

benefits rather than the retention of benefits for some time, compare Abbring et al. (2005)

or Lalive et al. (2005). Such sanctions will be addressed later.

2.2.5 New rules for continuing education

After having presented the demands towards unemployed workers, we turn to the sup-

porting measures. One aspect of the support provided concerns continuing education.

The accumulation of human capital and education has always been highly appreciated,

especially in countries like Germany which are poor in natural resources. The Hartz

Commission (2002) emphasizes the importance of continuing education on p. 158. Al-

though it is primarily seen as the task of the employer to educate his workers on-the-job,

additional external education should further be provided by the Employment Offices in

order to avoid unemployment according to the Hartz Commission (2002). The respective

rules were completely revised and simplified. The new paragraphs §§ 77-86 SGB III

(2003) are promulgated by article 1 No. 14 BGBl. I p. 4607 (2002). One new concept,

for example, is that of education vouchers. Vouchers are issued by the Employment Of-

fices and the workers can exchange them for a certified training measure, see § 77 (3)

SGB III (2003). The purpose of the vouchers is to increase theself-accountability of the

unemployed and through certification, high quality standards should be ensured.

Schneider et al. (2006) evaluate the effects of this reorganization on behalf of the

government. They point out that the Employment Offices criticize the harder selection

criteria for the assignment of the education vouchers for continuing education on the one

hand and that the unemployed are now burdened with the choiceof an appropriate pro-

gram on the other hand. Regarding the effects of continuing education on employment

chances, two partial effects can be identified. First, during participation in the program

the search effort of the unemployed is lower, leading to worsened employment prospects.

Second, the actual impact of the program appears after program completion and is ex-

pected to improve employment prospects then. As a result, the duration of continuing

education programs was decreased by the reform, hence the real program effect now sets

in earlier. Furthermore, Schneider et al. (2006) show that employment probabilities in-

crease for the treatment group (the program participants) compared to the non-treated

group (the non-participants) after completion. Altogether, the new rules concerning con-
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tinuing education are clearly more effective than the old ones.

The treatment effects of continuing education on the duration of unemployment are

analyzed by Lalive et al. (2008) for data from the Swiss labormarket. Comparing two

different estimators, they are not able to find evidence thatcontinuing education reduces

the unemployment spell.

2.2.6 Support of older workers

With regard to demographic changes, the Hartz Commission (2002) considers it neces-

sary to support older workers in particular, p. 117. In the reforms, this is taken into

account through several rules. First, if an unemployed aged55 or older gets a job offer

with a lower wage than his wage before unemployment, the Employment Office pays a

part of this difference for some time. This is embedded by article 1 No. 43 BGBl. I p.

4607 (2002) in the Social Code as § 421 j SGB III (2003). Second,there should also be

an incentive for employers to hire older unemployed. Therefore, the part of the social se-

curity contributions normally paid by the employer is covered by the Employment Office

in such cases according to § 421 k SGB III (2003). In the Bundesgesetzblatt, this change

is also declared in article 1 No. 43 BGBl. I p. 4607 (2002). However, this subsidy was

abolished in January 2008.

The official study of the support measures for older workers is done by Zwick et al.

(2006). They don’t find significant effects on the employmentchances of the treated

unemployed (with support) compared to the non-treated unemployed (no support), which

is, at least to some extent, ascribed to the poor knowledge about and the rare use of these

instruments.

2.2.7 ‘Personal-Service-Agenturen’

In their report, the Hartz Commission (2002), p. 148, proposes the establishment of so-

called ‘Personal-Service-Agenturen’ (PSA). PSAs work on behalf of, though indepen-

dently of the employment agencies. They employ unemployed and integrate them into

the labor market. Thus, PSAs are comparable to temporary employment companies: em-

ployers offer temporary jobs there, which are available because employees are on leave,

pregnant, or due to seasonal adjustments, for instance. In this way, employers can search

for permanent workers also through the PSAs with the advantage of being able to ‘test’

a possible worker to a certain extent. The primary goal of PSAs is the integration of

unemployed in the first labor market. In the Social Code, the rules with respect to PSAs

are recorded in § 37c SGB III (2003) through article 1 No. 6 BGBl.I p. 4607 (2002).
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Furthermore, according to § 37c (1) SGB III (2003), the PSAs have to offer continuing

education to currently jobless workers.

Mosley et al. (2006) compare the outcomes of treated groups and non-treated groups

using a Kaplan-Meier estimator. The findings are quite surprising: not only are PSAs a

rather expensive labor market instrument, but they are evenineffective. Created in order

to integrate unemployed into the labor market, they actually decrease the probability of

leaving unemployment in the time period under consideration.

As a consequence, the rules for PSAs were relaxed again in 2006. Employment

Offices are no longer forced to establish a PSA. Thus, it is nowpossible to use this

instrument whenever it is considered helpful, which promises improved efficiency.

2.2.8 Competition between integration measure providers

In article 1 No. 43 BGBl. I p. 4607 (2002), a new § 421 i SGB III (2003) is promulgated.

According to this new paragraph, a competition between potential providers of labor

market integration activities is possible. Also, the compensation of a provider can be

performance-based. This rule aims to increase the competition among those providers,

make their services more efficient, and lead to new ideas concerning integration mea-

sures.

This labor market instrument is evaluated in the official framework by Mosley et al.

(2006). In a microeconometric analysis of the average treatment effect (participation in

the new integration measure program) they identify few differences between the treat-

ment group and the control group, which did not attend to sucha program. Although

some positive effects of the program on the subsequent job duration can be identified,

this rule is abolished by article 1 No. 64 BGBl. I p. 2917 (2008).

2.2.9 Controlling and bonus for good performance

In order to create an incentive for Employment Office agents to place unemployed into

jobs, a performance-based bonus is proposed by the Hartz Commission (2002) on p. 179

ff. This suggestion is realized by article 1 No. 36 BGBl. I p. 4607 (2002) in § 400a

SGB III (2003). Furthermore, a controlling of local agencies and the newly established

PSAs should be made continuously, compare Hartz Commission (2002), p. 187 ff. In

the Social Code, these rules are recorded in § 9 (2) SGB III (2003) and § 11 (3) SGB III

(2003) by the promulgation of article 1 No. 4 and No. 4a BGBl. I p.4607 (2002).
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2.3 Hartz II

The Hartz II reform was actually the Second Law for Modern Services on the Labor

Market. Like the First Law for Modern Services on the Labor Market, this package is

promulgated in BGBl. I p. 4621 (2002), and it essentially became effective in 2003.

The most important changes referred to jobs without social security contributions or with

reduced social security contributions.

2.3.1 ‘Minijob’

In order to reduce illegal employment, the so-called ‘Minijob’ is suggested by the Hartz

Commission (2002), p. 169. For these Minijobs, no social security contributions or taxes

have to be paid by the worker. The employer also profits since he pays a flat percentage

of social security contributions and taxes. Such marginal jobs already existed before

the Hartz II reform, but with a lower wage of 325 Euros. The Hartz Commission (2002)

proposes a Minijob wage of 500 Euros per month, but 400 Euros was the wage ultimately

accepted by the government. The relief of unemployment insurance contributions with

respect to a marginally employed worker is stated in § 27 (2) SGB III (2003). Article 1

No. 3e BGBl. I p. 4621 (2002) embeds the wage of 400 Euros in § 347 No. 5 c) SGB

III (2003). The termmarginal employmentand the corresponding wage are defined in

Social Code IV3, § 8 (1) SGB IV (2003), which is adjusted by article 2 No. 3 BGBl. Ip.

4621 (2002) to the amount of 400 Euros.

In the officially commissioned analysis, Fertig et al. (2006) find in a panel data model

with fixed effects that the number of marginal jobs increasedsubstantially due to this

reform. Opponents of Minijobs criticize that these would crowd out regular (part-time)

employment. However, Fertig et al. (2006) do not find evidence for these objections as

with the data available to them, there was no econometric analysis possible with respect

to this question. Nevertheless, the intended aim to build a bridge for the unemployed

into regular employment via a Minijob cannot be verified, either, although movements

between Minijobs and regular employment can be observed.

2.3.2 ‘Midijob’

For an intermediate wage, social security contributions ofthe worker should increase

gradually from a lower level according to the Hartz Commission (2002), p. 170. The

logic behind this idea is that a worker earning just slightlymore than 400 Euros should not

3SGB IV (2003) contains the common rules and specifications for all parts of the Social Code.
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be burdened with the full contributions. Thus, through a ‘Midijob’ a (gradual) transition

into a regular job should be possible and more attractive by gradually increasing social

security contributions. This intermediate wage is set between 400.01 Euros and 800

Euros by article 2 No. 5 b) BGBl. I p. 4621 (2002) in § 20 SGB IV (2003). The amount

of the wage that is subject to social security contributionsfrom the worker’s perspective

results from § 344 (4) SGB III (2003) and it is promulgated in article 1 No. 3d a) BGBl.

I p. 4621 (2002). In contrast to the worker, the employer mustcover the complete

contributions without any reliefs in this intermediate wage range.

Fertig et al. (2006) analyze the effects of the Midijob rule in a panel data model with

fixed effects. They find that there would have been significantly less jobs in this wage

area without the new Midijob. Concerning net movements, there were more workers

unemployed before their Midijob than employed. Hence, there is some evidence to sup-

port the intended aim, namely the transition into employment. In polls among firms,

most employers stated that the marginal employment reformswould not change their

employment behavior, compare Fertig et al. (2006). At the same time, however, regular

employment decreased and marginal employment and temporary employment increased

between 2002 and 2004, suggesting a substitution effect to some extent.

2.3.3 Starting a business by an ‘Ich-AG’

The Hartz Commission (2002), p. 165, also proposes the concept of the ‘Ich-AG’ in order

to reduce illegal employment. Accordingly, unemployed workers may receive monetary

support for three years when starting their own business. The subsidy for the own busi-

ness is recorded in § 421 l SGB III (2003) by article 1 No. 5 BGBl. Ip. 4621 (2002).

It amounted to 600 Euros, 360 Euros, and 240 Euros per month inthe first, second, and

third year, respectively - and only if the revenues of the Ich-AG remained below 25,000

Euros per year. However, this rule was only temporary and ended in July 2006. Today,

only the short-term unemployed can apply for support for their own business, see § 57

SGB III (2008).

Wießner et al. (2006) evaluate the employment effects of this subsidy. The likelihood

of not being registered as unemployed six months after support begin is about 60 percent

higher for the treated group (the group with the own-business subsidies) than for the

control group. Hence, this measure was indeed effective, although the effectiveness of

reducing unemployment is decreasing over time.
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2.4 Hartz III

The third reform package, the Hartz III Law, became effective in January 2004. This law

is announced in BGBl. I p. 2848 (2003) and mainly changed the SGBIII (2003).

2.4.1 Self-administration of the Employment Offices

According to the suggestions of the Hartz Commission (2002),the Federal Employment

Office and all subordinate offices should change from bureaucratic agencies to market-

oriented service providers. In order to support the change,the renaming of the Employ-

ment Offices is proposed, see Hartz Commission (2002), p. 223.The names chosen are

‘Bundesagentur’ instead of ‘Bundesanstalt’ on the central level and ‘Agentur f̈ur Arbeit’

instead of ‘Arbeitsamt’ on the local level, compare article1 No. 4 BGBl. I p. 2848

(2003), for example, or article 1 No. 11 b) BGBl. I p. 2848 (2003). This renaming

affected the complete German Social Code.

2.4.2 Simplification of labor market policy instruments

Some reform measures were introduced in order to facilitatethe use of labor market pol-

icy instruments and to reduce administrative work. For example, job creation programs

were simplified by the consolidation of several programs into one measure through arti-

cle 1 No. 153 BGBl. I p. 2848 (2003). This merge is proposed by theHartz Commission

(2002) on p. 52. Furthermore, subsidies of wages for job creation measures are no longer

percentage values, but flat rates depending on the educationof the unemployed, compare

article 1 No. 144 BGBl. I p. 2848 (2003) and § 264 SGB III (2003).

Schiemann et al. (2006) analyze the survival function in unemployment for program par-

ticipants and comparable non-participants between 2000 and 2004. In this context, hav-

ing exited unemployment into employment means having a job for at least six months.

They find that the duration of unemployment tends to be higherfor the treated unem-

ployed than for the non-treated control group. However, forselected groups and selected

regions in some years, there are also positive employment effects due to the measure.

Another labor market instrument are benefits for reduced working hours and other

transfer measures due to operational reorganization of thefirm or to avoid the dismissal

of employees or to make job-to-job transitions possible. Article 1 No. 120 BGBl. I p.

2848 (2003) creates the new §§ 216a and 216b SGB III (2004), which contain the rules.

The treatment effects of these measures are evaluated by Schneider et al. (2006) based on

micro data. Because such programs already existed before thereform, they do not only
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analyze the effects of the program, but also compare the outcomes with the impacts of the

rules before the reform. Schneider et al. (2006) can hardly find any significantly positive

employment effects of the measures, emphasizing that a long-term analysis would be

necessary for a final assessment.

Finally, the monetary integration measures supporting theunemployed with place-

ment difficulties were simplified and restricted. For the disabled unemployed, support is

unchanged and remains at70% of the wage, compare § 219 SGB III (2004), while subsi-

dies for all other unemployed are at maximum of50% of the wage, compare § 218 SGB

III (2004). The paragraphs 217-219 SGB III (2004) are changed by article 1 No. 121

BGBl. I p. 2848 (2003) and the Hartz Commission (2002) suggests the simplification of

active labor market instruments on p. 51 and the following pages.

Zwick et al. (2006) analyze the effect of these subsidies on the treatment group compared

to the pre-reform era and compared to the non-treated. They find significantly positive

long-term effects among those who received subsidies: after three years, the fraction of

regularly employed is about20-40% higher in the treatment group than in the control

group. For the new rules in particular, they do not find evidence of better short-term em-

ployment effects than for those in the treated group in the pre-reform period. There was

not enough data available for the evaluation of possible long-term effects.

A broad survey of econometric methods for the evaluation of active labor market

programs can be found in Heckman et al. (1999). These methodscan be used for as-

sessing the effectiveness of training, job subsidy, and jobsearch programs. The methods

addressed are the estimation of treatment effects by using the outcomes of a treatment

group and a control group, by using social experiments, or byusing econometric models

based on the assumption that behavior is stable.

Saint-Paul (1998) provides a general equilibrium model in order to evaluate the mac-

roeconomic effects of active labor market programs on wages, unemployment, and wel-

fare. By assuming that those programs are effective on the microeconomic level and in-

crease search effort of long-term unemployed, he analyzes the support of those programs

by workers. He shows that workers favor active labor market programs if the probability

of getting unemployed is high and if the elasticity of labor demand is high.

2.4.3 Changes in monetary benefits

The Hartz Commission (2002), p. 134, proposes a pooling of benefits in order to sim-

plify the rules and to reduce administration efforts. Consequently, extra payments for

professional training participants were abolished. They are now simply eligible for un-
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employment benefits, compare article 1 No. 62 BGBl. I p. 2848 (2003) and the new

§§ 116-119 of SGB III (2005). Furthermore, article 1 No. 86 BGBl. I p. 2848 (2003)

eliminates the old rules in §§ 153-159 of SGB III (2004).

Other simplifications were the standardization of the qualifying period for unemploy-

ment insurance benefits for all workers and a reduction of thetime frame for qualifying.

Articles 1 No. 65 and No. 66 BGBl. I p. 2848 (2003) state just one qualifying period of

at least 12 months in the last two years before unemployment as opposed to the old §§

123 and 124 SGB III (2003).

Simplifications were also introduced regarding social security contributions of unem-

ployment benefit receivers. Now, a flat fraction of21% has to be paid, see article 1 No.

71 BGBl. I p. 2848 (2003), which changes § 133 SGB III (2003).

The monthly exemption for extra income, that can be earned inaddition to benefits,

is set to165 Euros in article 1 No. 73 BGBl. I p. 2848 (2003), whereas before,20% or

at least165 Euros could be earned additionally, see § 141 SGB III (2003).In the area of

benefits and monetary sanctions, many more rules were changed by the Hartz III reform.

However, as these mainly concern details, we focus now on thenext reform package.

2.5 Hartz IV

The last reform package from the Laws for Modern Services on the Labor Market was

the one which caused the most public discussion. The main issue raised by the public was

the merge of unemployment benefits with social benefits for long-term unemployed, and

consequently, the reduction of benefits for the average long-term unemployed individ-

ual.4 The termHartz IV became a synonym for this change and the perceived injustice.

Nevertheless, the Fourth Law for Modern Services included more than just this one mea-

sure. The rules for the long-term unemployed are removed from the Third Social Code

Book and the Second Social Code Book is created by BGBl. I p. 2848 (2003). Promul-

gated in December 2003, the law came into force in 2005. The most important rules are

presented in the following subsections.

2.5.1 Flat unemployment assistance payments

The amount of unemployment insurance benefits did not changein the course of the Hartz

IV reform. Until today, these payments have remained at 60% of the former net wage

4Blos and Rudolph (2005) show that the benefits for long-term unemployed actually decreased for a

majority of the recipients.
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for an unemployed person without children (67% for an unemployed person with at least

one child). However, the unemployment assistance paymentsdid change. Before 2005,

these benefits were based on the former net wage. A long-term unemployed obtained

53% of the former net wage (57% if he had at least one child), see § 195 SGB III (2003).

Beginning in 2005, flat unemployment assistance benefits wereintroduced in a newly

created code book, SGB II (2005). The basic amount, stated in§ 20 (2) SGB II (2005),

is equal to the amount of social benefits: 345 Euros in the states of the former West

Germany and 331 Euros in the states of the former East Germany. Additionally, extra

payments are granted for children, partners, housing, and heating costs. Health insurance

contributions are also paid by the Federal Employment Office. For details and the exact

text of the law, see chapter 3 of SGB II (2005), especially §§ 20, 21, and 23 SGB II

(2005).

This change is proposed by the Hartz Commission (2002) on p. 125 in order to

simplify the administration of long-term unemployed and social benefit recipients. The

subsequent laws are promulgated in article 1 BGBl. I p. 2954 (2003). This amendment is

the focus of chapter 3, where a comprehensive evaluation of the benefit decrease is made

by means of a search and matching model of the labor market.

2.5.2 ‘Job-Centers’ as contact points

According to article 3 No. 3 BGBl. I p. 2954 (2003), newly created ‘Job-Centers’ should

be the contact point for all job seekers,5 compare § 9 (1a) SGB III (2005). Further-

more, § 44b SGB II (2005) establishes the foundation of teamswithin these Job-Centers

in order to fulfill their duties according to the Second Social Code Book, see article 1

BGBl. I p. 2954 (2003). As a reaction to these new rules, many local authorities sued

against the high financial burden and for their right to self-administration, which they

saw restricted by this merging of communal and federal tasksin Job-Centers. In 2007,

the Federal Constitutional Court of Germany declared the responsibility of Job-Centers

for both long-term unemployed and social benefit recipientsas unconstitutional, compare

Bundesverfassungsgericht (2007), reference number 2 BvR 2433/04. According to the

judgment, the organization has to be restructured by the endof 2010.

5Job-Centers should serve as a contact point for job seekers as well as for social benefit recipients in

order to merge administration.
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2.5.3 Suitable jobs

The basic principle ofsupport and demandstated by the Hartz Commission (2002), p.

93, with respect to suitable jobs was already realized by theFirst Law for Modern Ser-

vices on the Labor Market in the Third Social Code Book, see subsection 2.2.1. The

respective changes for the long-term unemployed followed through the Fourth Law for

Modern Services on the Labor Market. Article 1 BGBl. I p. 2954 (2003) implements the

rules as § 10 SGB II (2005). For example, unlike the short-term unemployed, the long-

term unemployed must now accept, if necessary, significantly ‘worse’ jobs than they had

before, see § 10 (2) No. 2 SGB II (2005).

2.5.4 One-Euro jobs

Another much disputed rule concerns the job opportunities stated by article 1 BGBl. I p.

2954 (2003) as § 16 (3) SGB II (2005). According to this rule, job opportunities should be

created for unemployed who could not be placed into a regularjob. The unemployed then

should get anappropriate allowancein addition to their unemployment benefits. Since

such an appropriate allowance often qualifies as one Euro perworking hour, these jobs

are also calledOne-Euro Jobs. However, such a low wage is considered inappropriate by

a broad spectrum of the population. Another debatable pointis that workers with such

job opportunities no longer count as unemployed in the unemployment statistics, despite

the fact that accepting such a job cannot actually be seen as successful integration into the

labor market. The number of workers employed in these job opportunities has stabilized

at about 300,000 in recent years, see Bundesagentur für Arbeit - Statistik (2008).

2.5.5 Integration agreement

The Hartz Commission (2002), p. 75, proposes the assignment of a case manager to

each long-term unemployed person. One task of the case manager is to create a contract

with the unemployed, like theintegration agreementas established by the Job-AQTIV

Laws6 in the Third Social Code Book. The contents of this contract include integration

measures and benefits provided by the Employment Office, as well as the efforts to be

made by the unemployed, and it is refreshed after six months.The aim is to create a

binding arrangement in order to activate the unemployed. This contract is established by

article 1 BGBl. I p. 2954 (2003) in § 15 SGB II (2005). If an unemployed refuses to

6The Job-AQTIV Laws were promulgated in 2001, see subsection2.6.1.
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make this agreement, sanctions will be imposed according to§ 31 (1) No. 1 a) and b)

SGB II (2005).

2.5.6 Means tests for long-term unemployment benefits

Means tests for long-term unemployed had already existed before the Hartz reforms, see

§§ 193 and 194 SGB III (2003), but with the Hartz IV reform, thetests became more

severe. For example, more of the accumulated wealth is now taken into account and a

smaller amount is left unconsidered, see § 12 SGB II (2005). The complete rules are

given by §§ 9 and 11-12 SGB III (2005) and are promulgated in article 1 BGBl. I p.

2954 (2003).

2.5.7 Sanctions

The new laws of SGB II (2005) also contain sanctions to reduceunemployment benefit

payments. The Hartz Commission (2002) describes them on p. 93and on p. 101 and,

as a result, § 31 SGB II (2005) is implemented by article 1 BGBl. Ip. 2954 (2003).

For example, an unemployed individual loses 30% of benefits if he does not complete an

integration measure, see § 31 (1) No. 2 SGB II (2005), or 10% ifhe misses reporting to

the Employment Office, compare § 31 (2) SGB II (2005).

Abbring et al. (2005) analyze the effect of sanctions on the exit rates out of un-

employed in the Netherlands. For this purpose, they extend ajob search model with

reservation wages and optimal behavior by a system of sanctions. In addition to the

reemployment rate, they estimate a sanction rate dependingon observable characteris-

tics (selective imposition of sanctions) and unobservablecharacteristics (endogeneity of

sanctions). They find that benefit sanctions increase searcheffort not only instantly due

to benefit reductions, but also permanently due to higher (perceived) monitoring.

Lalive et al. (2005) present a study about the effectivenessof benefit sanctions in Switzer-

land. Their setup is also a job search model accounting for the risk of punishment when

not exerting enough search effort. In the econometric analysis, Lalive et al. (2005) find

positive ex-ante (threat of sanctions) and positive ex-post (sanction actually imposed) ef-

fects of the sanction system on the exit rate out of unemployment, which confirms the

results of Abbring et al. (2005).
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2.6 Further changes before or after the Hartz reforms

In this section, two other labor market reforms, that were not part of the Hartz reforms,

are presented. Some of the new rules are in line with the HartzLaws, while others are

contradictory. The first laws considered are the Job-AQTIV Laws, which were enacted

before the Hartz reforms. The second law was established afterwards.

2.6.1 Job-AQTIV Laws

In the year before the appointment of the Hartz Commission, the so-calledJob-AQTIV

Lawswere promulgated. These laws mainly changed the Third Social Code Book in the

areasactivationandplacementof the unemployed, as well as training and wage subsidies.

Two groups of changes are described here.

The first group concerns placement services of the Employment Offices and the rela-

tionship to the unemployed. Under the new laws, all unemployed persons have to sign a

contract with the Employment Offices, known as theintegration agreement7, see article

1 No. 4 and No. 13 b) BGBl. I p. 3443 (2001). The contents of this contract are stated

by §§ 6 and 35 SGB III (2002).

Another new concept was the cooperation with private job service providers, so more

efficient services and placements could be possible. Article 1 No. 15 BGBl. I p. 3443

(2001) introduces § 37a SGB III (2002) in a corresponding manner. If the agency de-

cides to outsource job services to private providers, the unemployed can only decline for

an acceptable reason. An unemployed individual, on the other hand, has the right to get

private services when still unemployed after six months. Mosley et al. (2006) analyze

the effects of private placement services according to thisrule using micro data. They

find few differences between the treated (those with privateplacement services) and the

non-treated group8 with regard to the exit rate out of unemployment. Moreover, the esti-

mated Kaplan-Meier survival function in unemployment of the non-treated control group

even lies slightly below the survival function of the treated group. Mosley et al. (2006)

also find that the job duration of a placed worker is longer, onaverage, for the control

group than for the treated group. Ultimately, the rule with respect to private services is

abolished by article 1 No. 16 BGBl. I p. 2917 (2008).

The second group of changes refers to wage subsidies, of which several were ex-

tended or newly established. For example:

7For more details, see subsection 2.5.5.
8The non-treated group is a control group which gets placement services exclusively from the Employ-

ment Offices.
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• The wages of unskilled workers are subsidized if the employment contract con-

tinues during continuing education, compare article 1 No. 72 BGBl. I p. 3443

(2001).

• New subsidized job creation measures are introduced, see article 1 No. 98 BGBl.

I p. 3443 (2001).

• Wage subsidies for handicapped juveniles are enacted by article 1 No. 60 BGBl. I

p. 3443 (2001).

• Continuing education rotation: during continuing education of a worker, the em-

ployer can hire an unemployed person and obtain wage subsidies from the Em-

ployment Office, see article 1 No. 67 BGBl. I p. 3443 (2001).

• Support of older workers: the Employment Office pays continuing education mea-

sures if the employment contract continues while an older worker is getting trained,

compare article 1 No. 114. BGBl. I p. 3443 (2001).

2.6.2 Changes in the benefit entitlement duration

Along with the Fourth Law of Modern Services on the Labor Market, another reform of

the Third Social Code Book is promulgated in article 3 No. 2 BGBl. Ip. 3002 (2003). It

concerned the entitlement duration of unemployment insurance payments.

Under the previous rule, unemployment insurance benefits were paid for a maximum of

12 months, see § 127 (2) SGB III (2003). From 45 years of age andolder, and depend-

ing on the number of months unemployment insurance contributions had been paid, the

payments could be longer, up to 32 months for a 57-year-old worker. In February 2006,

the rule changed especially for the older unemployed, compare article 3 No. 1 BGBl. I

p. 3002 (2003). The maximum entitlement period was 18 monthsfor a worker aged 55

years or older. However, because this was judged as too harshby the public and policy

makers, the maximum entitlement length was changed once more in January 2008. Un-

der the current rule, an unemployed person that is at least 58years old is eligible for a

maximum of 24 months of unemployment insurance payments, see § 127 (2) SGB III

(2008) for details. Figure 2.1 illustrates the changes in maximum UI benefit entitlement

depending on the age of the unemployed over recent years.

The duration of unemployment assistance payments did not change with the recent

modifications. As long as he searches for a job and passes the means test, an unemployed

person receives unemployment assistance benefits.
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Figure 2.1: The developments in the maximum entitlement duration of UI benefits for

different age groups. Sources: § 127 (2) SGB III (2002), article 3 No. 1 BGBl. I p. 3002

(2003), and article 1 No. 7 BGBl. I p. 3245 (2007)

2.7 Further developments and concluding remarks

The previous sections outline the labor market reforms in Germany between 2001 and

2006. Many of the amendments are based on the proposals of theHartz Commission

in order to decrease unemployment and restructure both the Federal Employment Office

and the local Employment Offices. This very broad and extensive reform project was

enacted within about two years, which is quite a small time frame for such far-reaching

changes.

This impression strengthens as formal shortcomings were revealed over time by a

steadily increasing number of legal actions, especially against the Hartz IV benefit rules.

The successful lawsuit against the benefit rate for childrenof long-term unemployed,

as well as the unconstitutional form of administration in Job-Centers are examples that

attracted considerable public attention. Therefore, the initial resentments in huge parts of

the German population could not be curtailed and still evokeongoing discussion.

However, some rules established by the reform were already revised again in the

meantime. For instance, the entitlement duration for the unemployment insurance benefit

was extended again for older workers beginning in 2008 and unemployment agencies

no longer have to create PSAs. Hence, legislature has also identified the necessity for

corrections and improvement.

While there is still a wide range of opinions in society reflecting the mixed and diverg-

ing feelings about the amendments to the labor market laws, one may wonder whether
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the reforms at least had the desired economic effects. The respective evaluations offi-

cially commissioned by the German government provide heterogeneous results. Many

measures show a partial positive effect on employment and employment prospects, like

the changes in continuing education, the new rules for Ich-AGs or the more flexible sanc-

tions. However, some new rules had no or even negative impacts, such as job creation

measures or PSAs.

In the next chapter, the implications of two specific and veryimportant reform measures,

namely of decreasing UA benefits and decreasing UI benefit entitlement duration, are

analyzed within a search and matching framework. In this way, we can assess the mi-

croeconomic effects of these changes as well as the impacts for the economy as a whole.



Chapter 3

Unemployment benefits, distribution,

and efficiency1

3.1 Introduction

Continental European unemployment is notorious for its persistence. France, Italy, and

Germany have had rising unemployment rates from the 1960s upto 2000 and even on-

ward. There seems to be a consensus now that a combination of shocks and institutional

arrangements lies at the origin of these high unemployment rates (Ljungqvist and Sar-

gent, 1998, 2007a, b; Mortensen and Pissarides, 1999; Blanchard and Wolfers, 2000).

Neither institutions nor shocks alone can explain the rise in unemployment: institutions

have always been there, but unemployment has not - at least not at this level - and shocks

have hit many countries, but not all countries have high unemployment rates. The step

from this shock-institutions insight towards finding a solution to the European unemploy-

ment problem seems to be short: as shocks will always be there, institutions have to be

addressed. A common suggestion is therefore to reduce long and generous unemploy-

ment benefits.

Is this advisable? Should the length and level of unemployment benefits be reduced in

order to reduce unemployment? Finding an answer makes one face a classic efficiency-

equity trade-off. While reducing unemployment per se is beneficial, the income of the

unemployed and the insurance mechanism implicit in unemployment benefits should not

be neglected.

The aim of this chapter is to examine qualitatively and quantitatively the employment

1The model and the estimation described in this chapter are based on a paper written together with

Andrey Launov and Klaus Ẅalde, compare Launov et al. (2009). Section 3.10 shows my individual con-

tributions in detail.
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and welfare effects of a policy reform which reduces the length and level of unemploy-

ment benefits. Germany is used as an example of a continental European country since

the labor market reforms implemented in 2005/2006 comprised both the reduction of

benefits and the cut of the entitlement duration2, and because the German unemployment

benefit system has a typical two-tier structure as many otherOECD countries. Unemploy-

ment insurance (UI) payments before the reform were paid fora period of 6 to 32 months

followed by unemployment assistance (UA) payments, the latter potentially lasting up

to infinity. The experience of Germany with rising unemployment rates over decades is

shared by many other countries and, similarly to Germany in 2005/2006, many countries

did reduce length and level of unemployment benefits in orderto address the issue of

high and persistent unemployment, compare OECD (2004).

The Hartz IV reforms have introduced two main modifications.First, the UA pay-

ments, formerly proportional to net earnings before the jobloss, were replaced by a uni-

form benefit level. The effect of this new rule on the income oflong-term unemployed

workers was ambiguous. There were unemployed whose benefit payments were lower

before 2005 than after the reform, mainly unemployed workers from the low wage sec-

tor. Those were the ‘winners’ of the reform (47 percent of long-term unemployed). On

the other hand, there were also long-term unemployed with relatively high wages before

entering unemployment. These were affected negatively by the new law and their income

has dropped (53 percent of long-term unemployed). Despite the shares of ‘winners’ and

‘losers’ are roughly equal, the gain of the winners has turned out to be lower than the

loss of the losers, leading to a loss of the average long-termunemployed of about7%

due to Hartz IV (Blos and Rudolph, 2005; OECD, 2007). Second, forworkers who en-

tered unemployment from February 2006 onward, the maximum duration of entitlement

to unemployment insurance payments was reduced to 12 monthson average (formerly,

14 months was the average).

At first sight, the reforms seem to have worked. The reported unemployment rate

dropped between 2004 and 2007 from10.5% to 9.0%. On the other hand, also growth

rates in Germany were comparatively high during this period. While the German econ-

omy shrank in 2003, it had recovered in the following years and probably also created

new jobs. Given this background, we are left with at least three questions: did the re-

forms reduce unemployment and increase output? Did they increase the welfare of the

unemployed and / or employed workers? Did they increase social welfare or expected

utility? In short, the findings of this chapter suggest that post-reform unemployment ben-

2In the following, we refer to these reforms as the Hartz IV reforms since this term became a synonym

in public especially for these two amendments.
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efits did not reduce the insurance mechanism of UA payments too much and improved

the incentive effects.3

These conclusions are reached by using a model which combines various strands of

the literature and adds some new and essential features. A general equilibrium match-

ing framework is extended by duration-dependent unemployment benefits, endogenous

job search effort, risk-averse households, an exogenous ‘spell effect’, and Semi-Markov

tools. Each of these extensions is crucial. The duration dependence of unemployment

benefits in our model is important as this is a feature of basically all OECD unemploy-

ment benefit systems. Letting agents optimally choose theireffort to find a job, the

incentive effects of (reforms of) the unemployment benefit system on the search intensity

can be analyzed. In a framework with risk-averse households, we can also evaluate the

insurance effects of benefits for long-term unemployed. Thespell effect allows to obtain

- depending on how fast it sets in - rising, falling, or hump-shaped exit rates. Finally,

tools from the Semi-Markov literature are required in orderto deduce the unemployment

rate from individual search. We can thereby compute macroeconomic efficiency effects

resulting from microeconomic incentives.

Optimizing the values of the labor market agents provides uswith their Bellman equa-

tions, which are differential equations that can be solved numerically. Optimal behavior

implies an exit rate into employment which is a function of the time spent in unemploy-

ment. Thereby, a flexible endogenous distribution of unemployment duration is obtained,

which we employ to determine the structural model parameters via Maximum Likelihood

estimation.

The main theoretical contribution of our analysis is the explicit treatment of the Semi-

Markov nature of optimal individual behavior due to the presence of spell-dependent un-

employment benefits: optimal exit rates do not only depend onwhether the individual

is unemployed (the current state of the worker), but also on how long an individual has

been unemployed. While this Semi-Markov aspect has been known for a while, it has

not been fully exploited so far in the search literature. Using results from applied math-

ematics, analytic expressions for individual employment probabilities contingent on the

current employment status and the duration of unemploymentcan be derived. They allow

us to compute aggregate unemployment rates using a law of large numbers in this pure

idiosyncratic risk economy. Given this link from optimal individual behavior to aggre-

gate outcomes, the distribution and efficiency effects of changes in level and length of

unemployment benefits are analyzed.

The main empirical contribution is the careful modeling of exit rates into employ-

3However, it will turn out that the reforms did not lead to a Pareto improvement.
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ment. Individual incentives due to falling unemployment benefits imply more search

effort and therefore higher exit rates over the unemployment spell. Empirical evidence

shows, however, that exit rates tend to fall - at least after some initial increase over the

first 3-4 months of unemployment. We therefore combine individual incentive effects

with an exogenous time-decreasing spell effect and with unobserved heterogeneity. As is

well known, the latter implies inter alia falling aggregateexit rates even though individ-

ual exit rates are rising or constant. Our structural estimation results then establish the

importance of the duration effect and the unobserved heterogeneity effect. We find that

the model can replicate empirical stylized facts of first rising and then falling exit rates.

The main policy contribution is the emphasis and structuralestimation of the trade-off

between insurance and incentive effects of labor market policies. The degree of risk aver-

sion - crucial for understanding the insurance effects - is jointly estimated with exit rates,

the spell effect, and other model parameters. A comparativestatic analysis using the esti-

mated version of the theoretical model then allows to deriveprecise predictions about the

employment and distribution effects of changes in the length and level of unemployment

benefits.

The model of this chapter is related to various strands of theliterature. From a theo-

retical perspective, it is built on the search and matching framework of Diamond (1982),

Mortensen (1982), and Pissarides (1985), recently surveyed by Rogerson et al. (2005).

Duration-dependent unemployment benefits and endogenous search intensity have origi-

nally been analyzed by Mortensen (1977) in a one-sided job search model. Equilibrium

search and matching models include Cahuc and Lehman (2000) and Fredriksson and

Holmlund (2001).4 These models, however, are less powerful than our model in explain-

ing the anticipation effect of the reduction in benefits, as exit rates within each benefit

regime are constant. There also exists a substantial literature that studies optimal insur-

ance allowing for an arbitrary time path of unemployment benefit payments, for exam-

ple Shavell and Weiss (1979), Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997), or Shimer and Werning

(2007). The focus of this chapter is more of a positive naturetrying to understand the

welfare effects of existing systems which have a simpler benefit structure than the ones

resulting from an optimization approach.5

4Albrecht and Vroman (2005), as well as Coles and Masters (2007) also have duration-dependent un-

employment benefits, but they do not analyze the implications for individual effort. Albrecht and Vroman

(2005) focus on the equilibrium wage dispersion and inefficient job rejection. Coles and Masters (2007)

model aggregate uncertainty, which leads to implicit transfers between firms and a stabilizing effect on the

unemployment rate over the business cycle.
5Acemoglu and Shimer (1999) do consider a general equilibrium model, but their setting is restricted

to time-invariant benefits only.
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From an empirical perspective, we estimate a parametric duration model, in which

duration dependence of the hazard function due to non-stationary benefits is fully de-

scribed by the equilibrium solution of our theoretical model.6 Econometric models with

duration-dependent benefits have originally been estimated by van den Berg (1990) and

Ferrall (1997).7 Van den Berg et al. (2004) and Abbring et al. (2005) extend the setting

by introducing non-stationary benefits due to monitoring and sanctions. In contrast to

our model, this literature deals with one-sided job search,which makes application of its

estimates in a general equilibrium analysis rather difficult. In addition to that, a focus

on incentive effects is only partial with the insurance effects remaining largely unad-

dressed. There also exists a larger empirical equilibrium search literature that deals with

unemployment benefit heterogeneity (Bontemps et al., 1999),heterogeneity in workers’

abilities (Postel-Vinay and Robin, 2002), and heterogeneity in workers’ values of non-

participation (Flinn, 2006). Unlike in our model, however,none of these contributions

views heterogeneity as being a result of duration dependence.

Finally, Semi-Markov methods are taken from the applied mathematical literature,

see e.g. Kulkarni (1995) or Corradi et al. (2004), in order to determine transition proba-

bilities of labor market states and the steady state distribution.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 3.2 presents different strands

of literature in more detail. In section 3.3, the theoretical model, institutional setting,

behavior of supply and demand sides, as well as the combination of both in economic

welfare are pointed out. Section 3.4 describes the equilibrium properties of the model.

Section 3.5 illustrates the structural estimation and the underlying data. The simulation

results are discussed in three subsequent sections: section 3.6 shows the results from

the pre-reform steady state, section 3.7 evaluates the effects of the German labor market

reforms in 2005 and 2006, as well as alternative policy scenarios, and section 3.8 analyzes

partial insurance and incentive effects of UA benefits. Finally, section 3.9 concludes.

3.2 Different strands of literature

This section gives an overview of literature related to the model we will develop in this

chapter. First, we begin with an introduction to labor market modeling. Second, basic

articles with respect to related econometric issues are presented. Finally, some more

general analyses having either some interesting model features or trying to find answers

to questions similar to ours are discussed.

6See Lancaster (1990) for a comprehensive introduction.
7See also Eckstein and van den Berg (2007) for a literature review on non-stationary empirical models.
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3.2.1 Basics of modeling

In his seminal paper, Mortensen (1977) analyzes the job search decision of an unem-

ployed worker who chooses search intensity optimally. In this model, an unemployed

worker searches until he gets a job offering a wage higher than his reservation wage. This

reservation wage is affected by the alternative income he gets while unemployed (unem-

ployment benefits). The crucial point of this work is that benefits exhaust after a certain

unemployment spell. So, if the benefit level increases, there are two effects: i) insured

unemployed become choosier with respect to the wage they accept, i.e. the reservation

wage increases, but ii) non-insured unemployed search harder as they want to become

eligible for the (now) higher benefits again. The total effect is therefore ambiguous and

it is not generally clear which of the partial effects is the dominating one. Consequently,

one can not say whether unemployment will decrease or increase due to higher benefits.

The work of Burdett (1979) is similar. He constructs a job search model with unem-

ployed choosing their search effort optimally and with reservation wages, extended by

on-the-job search. In an unemployment insurance system with exhausting benefits, Bur-

dett (1979) shows that the reservation wage decreases and search effort increases over

the unemployment spell until the benefit drop is reached where the benefits stay constant

equal to zero. Hence, although the incentive mechanism of the unemployment insurance

system with exhausting benefits is very similar to the microeconomic part of our model,

the analyses by Mortensen (1977) and Burdett (1979) are partial as they ignore job sep-

aration into unemployment, wage determination, and macroeconomic effects. Also, the

analysis is of a theoretical nature and no empirical test is provided.

In a job search model, Burdett and Mortensen (1998) explain the existence of wage

dispersion in an economy where both employed and unemployedworkers search for new

jobs. Firms search for new workers by posting wages and workers wait for the job offer

to arrive. In this framework, the reservation wage of the unemployed can be derived,

i.e. the minimum wage which makes a job as attractive as unemployment. If the wage

offered exceeds the reservation wage, an unemployed accepts the job. Furthermore, the

reservation wage can be used to determine the steady state unemployment rate. Employed

workers, on the other hand, search on-the-job for new offersand switch the job whenever

a higher wage is available. In this way, an equilibrium wage dispersion can be explained

in a framework with ex-ante homogeneous workers. In contrast to our model, there

is no explicit search intensity decision of the unemployed in the model of Burdett and

Mortensen (1998). In addition, by the one-sided wage posting of the firm, the influence

of a worker on wage determination is completely neglected.

The Pissarides (1985) article is an important contributionto matching literature, in
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which he explains labor market dynamics following exogenous output shocks. In the

basic matching model, unemployed workers and vacancies do not find each other imme-

diately, but face a probability of meeting each other, so there are search frictions in the

labor market. When an unemployed worker and a firm with a vacancy meet, they bargain

over the wage by splitting the cumulative surplus of the match. Pissarides (1985) shows

that labor market tightness, wage, and reservation productivity jump to their new equilib-

rium and steady state values immediately after informationor parameter changes, while

unemployment adjusts gradually. However, although the model fits the general predic-

tions and stylized facts of the time series data, it overestimates the quantitative effects.

There is no empirical test in this article, but the model has been the basis for many fol-

lowing empirical and theoretical analyses and to some extent also for our model in this

chapter.

Moffitt (1983) explains the observation that many eligible individuals do not par-

ticipate in benefit programs by a stigma effect of benefit reception. The acceptance of

benefits might lead to less self-respect and therefore to disutility resulting from partici-

pation in welfare programs. Moffitt (1983) models this assumption and performs a test

with data from the ‘Aid to Families with Dependent Children’ program. He finds that

this stigma is caused by the mere reception of benefits and notby the amount once the

individual is in the program. However, it is more likely thata person participates, the

higher the potential benefit is. Also Blumkin et al. (2008) analyze a social stigma ef-

fect. The stigma effect in their model is attached to benefit recipients by society, which

suspects that a recipient might be undeserving and could actually care for himself. As

society is not able to distinguish deserving from undeserving recipients directly, there is

a statistical branding as undeserving. This public opinion, combined with a public ex-

posure connected with the reception of benefits (the recipient has to go to the welfare

agency and can be seen by neighbors, for example), generatesstigma costs that reduce

utility derived from consumption. Like in Moffitt (1983), the stigma effect in the model

of Blumkin et al. (2008) directly enters the utility function. The spell effect in the setup of

our model might, among other things, also reflect a social stigma. As the name ‘spell ef-

fect’ already suggests, this effect captures remaining duration-dependent influences other

than the search effort of an unemployed. For example, a social stigma may lead to an in-

creasing spell effect over the unemployment duration sinceunemployed become more

and more ashamed of their situation and try harder to find a job. Such a behavior causes

the exit rate to rise over the unemployment spell.

Furthermore, one may think of an employer stigma: employersmay perceive a long

unemployment duration as a signal and therefore prefer unemployed having smaller un-
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employment spells. Such a stigma is analyzed by Vishvanath (1989) in a setup where

job offers arrive randomly at unemployed. With a certain probability, the match is then

actually realized. A job offer is connected with a wage drawnfrom a wage offer distri-

bution. A firm knows the unemployment history of the applicant and offers on average

a lower wage to an unemployed the more job matching failures he has had before. The

unemployed, in turn, knows this relationship and determines his reservation wage so that

it decreases over the unemployment spell. Vishvanath (1989) shows further that, given

the usual specifications of wage offer distributions, the exit rate out of unemployment

depends negatively on the length of the unemployment spell.In this way, falling hazard

rates out of unemployment can be explained by true duration dependence due to sta-

tistical discrimination of unemployed with longer durations by firms. The drawback of

this setup with respect to our model is that the individual does only decide about the

reservation wage and not about search effort, since search costs are exogenously given

in Vishvanath (1989). Furthermore, no bargaining aspects with respect to the wage are

considered and the exogenous wage offer distribution only depends on how often an ap-

plicant failed to form a match in his unemployment history. However, the spell effect in

our setup, which captures all duration-dependent effects influencing the job arrival rate

other than the search effort of an unemployed, might also represent a kind of employer

stigma. As it is not clear whether this spell effect decreases right from the start, is hump-

shaped, or even stays constant over the duration, it is specified in a flexible way in order

to fit the form implied by the data.

Albrecht and Vroman (2005) analyze the effects of time-varying unemployment ben-

efits in a wage-posting search model. Individuals with different amounts of benefit will

have different reservation wages and therefore accept different wage offers. A two-tier

unemployment benefit system, for example, leads to a two-point wage distribution. There

will be high wage offers, which will be accepted by all unemployed, and there will be

low wage offers, only accepted by those with low benefits. Simulations show that the

increase of the high benefits leads to a lower reservation wage both for the high and the

low benefit group due to re-entitlement incentives. However, wage dispersion in this

model leads to inefficient job rejection, so a declining benefit scheme is not optimal in

this framework. Our model is a matching model with wage bargaining and not a search

model with wage posting. However, we also consider a declining benefit system and

additionally, we explicitly model search effort and its effects on the individual job arrival

rates. Finally, we estimate our model parameters structurally and do not have to choose

parameters ‘arbitrarily’.

A search model in a non-stationary environment is describedin van den Berg (1990b).
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In a structural model, it is shown that the reservation wage changes over the unemploy-

ment spell. These changes are induced by altering exogenousvariables, which affect the

value of being unemployed, like non-stationary benefits, job arrival rates, or the wage

offer distribution. However, van den Berg (1990b) does neither consider the possibility

of job loss in his model nor wage-setting mechanisms, an endogenous job arrival rate, or

macroeconomic effects. All these aspects are included in our structural model.

The nature of wage determination in our setup is wage bargaining between the firm

and the worker after they have met and later, in subsection 3.3.2, we will provide an

explanation why. However, at this point we will present the bargaining approach and

alternative methods of wage determination from the literature. For more detailed de-

scriptions see Mortensen (2007), Mortensen and Nagypal (2007), and Hall and Milgrom

(2008).

• Nash bargaining

In general, two possibilities arise when a firm and a worker meet: they break off

negotiations or they find an agreement. The threat point of the worker is his outside

option Ui, i.e. the value of staying unemployed. Upon agreement, the worker

receives the current wage plus the continuation value of thejob,wi +Vi. The value

of the firm isPi when producing and the outside option is zero, i.e. zero profit

from opening a vacancy. In total, the prospective surplus ofa match isPi +Vi−Ui.

It will be divided according to a sharing rule or bargaining powerβ. Hence, the

worker’s value is his threat point valueUi plus the fractionβ of the surplus,

wi + Vi = Ui + β [Pi + Vi − Ui] ⇔ wi = βPi + [1 − β] [Ui − Vi] .

If workers have no bargaining power, thenβ = 0 and the firm posts the wage

exactly equal to the reservation wage,wi + Vi = Ui.

• Strategic bargaining

In general, there are three possibilities when a firm and a worker meet: they break

up the negotiations, delay bargaining, or find an agreement.In contrast to Nash

bargaining, bargaining here can last some periods with alternating bids and coun-

terbids. Delaying the negotiations in a period results in disagreement payoffs of

unemployment benefitsz for the worker and vacancy expenses ofγ for the firm.

Abortion of the negotiation results in outcome0 for the firm andUi for the worker.

With probability δ, bargaining is broken up. Productivity changes with transition

probabilityπi,i′ . Then, there are two indifference conditions,
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1. wi + Vi = δUi + [1 − δ]
[
z + 1

1+r

∑

i′ πi,i′ (w
′
i + Vi′)

]

if the firm proposeswi and the worker accepts,

2. Pi − w′
i = [1 − δ]

[
−γ + 1

1+r

∑

i′ πi,i′ (Pi′ − wi)
]

if the worker proposesw′
i and the firm accepts.

If the firm can bid first, it will offerwi from the first indifference condition, which

is the wage in the equilibrium and immediately accepted. Nonetheless, the wage

is higher than in a Nash equilibrium because the power to delay the negotiation

provides the worker with a higher surplus.

However, if there is no possibility of delaying negotiations, δ = 1, then the threat

points in both bargaining models are the same.

• Infrequent wage bargaining

Let wages depend on the productivity of the match. Nash bargaining may not occur

in the instant of productivity changes, but infrequently with Poisson rateα. At the

moment of a productivity shock with new productivityp, the Bellman equation of

the firm is

rJp (w) = p− w − sJp (w) + α [Jp − Jp (w)] .

Jp (w) is the value of the firm with wagew from the last negotiation,Jp is the value

after the renegotiation of the wage, which occurs with Poisson rateα, with new

productivityp. Hence, the value of the firm depends on the changing productivity.

Infrequent bargaining leaves the Nash wage equation unchanged.

• Island matching

Suppose there are different secluded labor markets (“islands”) within the frame-

work of island matching. One vacancy and one unemployed can only be in one

labor market at any point in time. These sub-labor markets are competitive. Either

there are more workers than jobs, which leads to a wage equal to the reservation

wage and unemployment in that market. Or there are more jobs than workers,

which implies that the wage is equal to productivity and openjobs exist in that

specific market.

Models like the ones just considered above form the basis of the Hartz IV evaluation

in this chapter. A broad review of search and matching modelsin general can be found

in Rogerson et al. (2005).
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3.2.2 Basics of estimation

In estimation literature, there are two major strands: the non-structural and the struc-

tural econometric analyses. The non-structural approaches apply empirical matching

techniques, the evaluation of average treatment effects, and difference-in-difference esti-

mations, for example. The advantage of such a proceeding is that the complete effects of

a reform measure can be evaluated very specifically. Still, there are also several disad-

vantages of these approaches. First, when choosing the individuals of the control group,

it has to be clear that the individual from the treatment group and the one from the control

group are statistical twins, which means that there must be no other important difference

between them except for treatment and non-treatment. Second, with such a non-structural

approach only an already realized measure can be analyzed and predictions with respect

to policy changes are not possible. Third, on the basis of these econometric estimations

only conclusions on microeconomic level are possible. Hence, we prefer a structural

approach for our analyses, as also alternative policies should be simulated and macroe-

conomic effects are considered.

In the following, some basic econometric work is presented and related to our model

estimated in this chapter.

An empirical analysis on the basis of a reduced-form search model is provided by

Lancaster (1979). In this work, several estimation methodsare presented by establish-

ing possible specifications of the hazard rate and likelihood functions using the duration

densities and distributions. To some extent, this analysisis the starting point for hazard

rate and unemployment duration studies. Also the design of the likelihood functions in

the estimation of our model is based on the ones from Lancaster (1979). A broader and

more detailed introduction to the analysis of transition and duration data can be found in

Lancaster (1990).

With respect to the analysis of hazard rates of leaving unemployment, there is ongoing

discussion whether they are truly duration-dependent or whether the observed variation

stems from unobserved heterogeneity among the unemployed.True duration dependence

would arise from incentive effects of non-stationary benefits, for example, and be an issue

of theoretical economic modeling, therefore. On the other hand, it is plausible that some

unemployed find a job more easily than others for a reason which is not observable by

econometricians. Those unemployed would have a higher exitrate out of unemployment

than other unemployed. The exit rate for the individuals might then in reality be constant

over the individual unemployment duration, but different among unemployed. Not con-

sidering this heterogeneity then leads to a misinterpretation as duration dependence. Due

to the unobservability, such a heterogeneity is more a matter of econometrics rather than
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economic modeling.

In our model, however, we consider both sources of duration dependence. True state

dependence is allowed for by duration-dependent modeling of job search effort of an

unemployed individual in a world of non-stationary benefit payments like in Mortensen

(1977) and by the spell effect described above. Unobserved heterogeneity is included in

the likelihood contribution of the unemployed. Those unemployed who left unemploy-

ment before the benefit cut may have had an incentive to do so and therefore a higher exit

rate level. Such an incentive can be found in the means test ofbenefits for long-term un-

employed. Before becoming eligible to those benefits, comprehensive information about

the income situation of an unemployed is collected. We assume that unemployed them-

selves know right from the start whether they would pass the means test or not, while

we do not. It is then plausible that those who know that they would fail, have a higher

exit rate out of unemployment. Altogether, in this way we account for true duration de-

pendence and for unobserved heterogeneity. In the following, some econometric studies

are described, addressing either true duration dependence, unobserved heterogeneity, or

both.

Heckman and Borjas (1980) deal with the question whether the number of previous

unemployment spells and their duration positively affect future unemployment probabil-

ities. Based on stochastic process theory, they consider thefollowing different types of

state dependence: i) the transition rate depends on the number of unemployment spells

experienced before, what Heckman and Borjas (1980) call ‘occurrence dependence’, ii)

‘duration dependence’, where the transition rate to a job depends on the current unem-

ployment spell duration, and iii) ‘lagged duration dependence’, where transition rates de-

pend on previous unemployment spell durations, e.g. if productivity loss due to missing

work experience is expected by employers. In this framework, they test the two possi-

ble explanationstrue state dependenceversusuncontrolled heterogeneity. To this end,

an introduction to Markov processes is given and extended bythe different types of state

dependence first. With the derived distribution functions,three different tests of true state

dependence can be performed: a conditional exit times test for occurrence dependence,

a regression test for all kinds of state dependence, and Maximum Likelihood (ML) tests.

For their dataset, Heckman and Borjas (1980) do not find evidence for any of the three

state dependences, once considering sample selection biasand heterogeneity bias. In our

econometric analysis, duration dependence is taken into account and specified in a way

that it can also be constant, i.e. no duration dependence at all. Hence, the specification

of the duration dependence intrinsically contains a test ofduration-dependent exit rates.

The results based on data from the German Socio-Economic Panel database (GSOEP)
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provide evidence for the existence of true duration dependence in the way that the exit

rate increases over the first months of unemployment and decreases afterwards.

True duration dependence and unobserved heterogeneity areconsidered by van den

Berg and van Ours (1994) in a non-parametric and non-structural way by specifying the

exit rate out of unemployment by a mixed proportional hazardfunction. This function

contains a component for each of the featuresduration dependenceandunobserved het-

erogeneity. The estimations are run with quarterly data from France, Great Britain, and

the Netherlands and the results are inhomogeneous for the different countries and dif-

ferent sexes with respect to duration dependence and with respect to the existence of

unobserved heterogeneity. However, the findings show that both effects should not be

neglected. In our model, we also account for true duration dependence and unobserved

heterogeneity. The advantage of our approach is that the estimation is based on a struc-

tural model, which allows to evaluate different policies onmicroeconomic as well as on

macroeconomic level.

The search model of Abbring et al. (2005) has already been mentioned in section 2.5.

They study the effects of benefit sanctions and monitoring ofjob search behavior in the

framework of a job search model. Both the job-finding rate and the benefit-sanction rate

depend on the search intensity of the unemployed. By optimizing the values of the un-

employed, they derive optimal search behavior, the reservation wage, and hazard rates of

leaving unemployment. The estimation of the model with datafrom the Netherlands pro-

vides evidence for two effects of sanctions and monitoring:i) the ex-ante effect, meaning

that the level of search intensity is higher even if no sanctions were imposed yet due to

the mere existence of sanctions in the benefit system, and ii)the ex-post effect, which

means that search intensity increases at the moment a sanction is imposed. Van den Berg

et al. (2004) also consider the effect of benefit sanctions onthe unemployment-to-job

transition rates of welfare benefit recipients, who are not entitled to UI benefits. Those

sanctions are imposed if the search and registration requirements of the welfare agencies

are not met. The model they use is basically taken from an earlier version of the Abbring

et al. (2005) paper and estimated with different data from the Netherlands. For this data,

van den Berg et al. (2004) also verify a permanently positive effect of an imposed sanc-

tion on the exit rate from unemployment to employment. Unlike in our model, the wage

offer distribution in Abbring et al. (2005) and van den Berg etal. (2004) is exogenous and

there is no job separation, so a job is held forever. Hence, the analyses are restricted to

a purely microeconomic level and general equilibrium or macroeconomic effects remain

unaddressed.

Eckstein and Wolpin (1995) provide further evidence that hazard rates into employ-
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ment decrease with increasing unemployment duration. Theyanalyze the transition to the

first job in a search model, where both unemployed and employed workers exert search

effort to get matched and an endogenous wage distribution ispossible in a model with

Nash bargaining. Using quarterly data from U.S. youths between 1979 and 1986, Eck-

stein and Wolpin (1995) find evidence for a decreasing hazardrate into employment with

increasing unemployment duration. Furthermore, they replicate the observation that the

mean of the accepted wages decreases with the duration of unemployment in a structural

model. As this paper is a purely econometric work, macroeconomic and welfare effects

are missing.

3.2.3 Literature on (optimal) UI systems

In a discrete-time one-sided job search model, Shavell and Weiss (1979) analyze whether

benefits should decrease or increase during unemployment. To this end, the value of

the unemployed is maximized under a fixed governmental budget for benefit expenses.

Shavell and Weiss (1979) consider pure insurance effects, where unemployed are not able

to influence their job-finding probability by their search intensity, and combined insur-

ance and incentive effects, where probabilities to find a jobdepend on the effort devoted

to search. They study both effects in a world without saving and borrowing first and relax

this assumption later.

The findings crucially depend on the assumptions above and can be summarized as fol-

lows: i) for exogenous probability / no saving or borrowing,constant benefits over the

unemployment spell are optimal, ii) for endogenous probability/no saving or borrowing,

a declining benefit scheme is optimal if search effort is unobservable, iii) for exogenous

probability/saving and borrowing, an increasing benefit sequence is optimal, and finally,

iv) for endogenous probability /saving and borrowing, benefits should increase first and

decrease later if search effort is unobservable. The intuitive explanation of i) is that

benefits can’t influence search effort and consequently consumption smoothing is opti-

mal, while in case ii) incentive effects of benefits have to beconsidered, which influence

search effort and the reservation wage. Case iii) takes into account that initial wealth

should be consumed by an unemployed first and then benefits should be provided, even

if search effort is exogenous. Finally, case iv) is a mixtureof all other cases, so initial

wealth leads to increasing benefits first and the incentive effects to decreasing payments

finally.

Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) extend the work of Shavell andWeiss (1979) by taxation

of workers after unemployment. Interpreting unemploymentinsurance as a contract be-
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tween a worker (agent) and the government (principal), Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997)

find that optimal unemployment benefits decrease over the unemployment spell and wage

taxes in the subsequent job depend on the prior unemploymentspell. They calibrate the

model and in this way, more specific conclusions are possible: the hazard rate from un-

employment to employment increases before benefits expire,the wage replacement ratio

starts at a fairly high value of99% and decreases with longer unemployment duration,

and the tax rate on the wage of the job after unemployment increases with the previous

unemployment spell (note that there is a negative tax rate ifunemployment lasted less

than six weeks).

Also in our model, insurance and incentive effects are studied, but additionally, general

equilibrium effects are considered. This has the advantagethat, with the benefit bud-

get and the wage distribution being not exogenously given, the reactions of workers and

firms, as well as macroeconomic variables can be analyzed, too. The model parameters

are estimated structurally, which furthermore enables a quantitative assessment and is

preferred over a calibration.

Coles and Masters (2007) compare UI systems with finite benefitpayments to UI

systems with infinite benefit payments in an economy with stochastically changing job

destruction shocks. Unemployed workers do not choose theirleisure optimally, but lower

unemployment benefits reduce their reservation wages. Firms have all the bargaining

power and equilibrium is characterized by the optimal vacancy decision of the firms.

With reservation wages decreased, they will post lower equilibrium wages for unem-

ployed. This leads to higher profits for the firms and consequently changes the job arrival

rate for all unemployed. So there is no distribution of arrival rates at a point in time.

Using this model, they find that finite benefit payments cause lower unemployment and

make unemployment less volatile over the business cycle. Incontrast to them, we have

individual and duration-dependent job arrival rates and economic growth in the business

cycle is reflected by productivity changes. The advantage ofour model is that it not only

accounts for business cycle movements, but also for individual incentive effects. Further-

more, we estimate our parameters structurally and do not rely on calibrated parameters.

Fredriksson and Holmlund (2001) examine the optimal UI benefit system in a search

and matching model. There are insured unemployed and non-insured unemployed, both

with wage-dependent benefits, and transitions from the group of insured to the group

of non-insured occur at a given rate. As a result, benefit duration is not fixed and the

optimal search effort, as well as the arrival rate of jobs areconstant over time. Wage

is determined by Nash bargaining. The optimal UI program according to their setup

has decreasing benefits over the unemployment spell becausethey work as an incentive
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for insured unemployed to search harder. For non-insured unemployed, the decreasing

benefits cause a re-entitlement effect, so search effort is raised in order to get a job and

qualify for the higher benefits again. In contrast to Fredriksson and Holmlund (2001),

insured unemployed in our model know when their benefits expire because there are

official rules. So this is a more realistic setup from our point of view, which leads to

variable optimal search effort over the unemployment spell. Furthermore, we consider

the spell effect for unemployed as an alternative source of true duration dependence. A

further advantage of our model is the structural estimationof the parameter values, while

Fredriksson and Holmlund (2001) use calibrated values.

There are not many job search models with savings due to difficulties to establish

optimality. Lentz (2009) determines optimal unemploymentbenefits in a labor market

model allowing for optimal savings, optimal job search effort, and a wage distribution.

It can be shown that search effort is lower, the more wealth the unemployed possesses.

Furthermore, workers reduce wealth while unemployed and a positive shift of the wage

offer distribution results in higher search effort, especially at the lower wage levels. Lentz

(2009) analyzes the hazard rate of the model using weekly drawn micro data from Den-

mark and finds that search effort increases over the unemployment spell as wealth de-

creases, revealing another kind of true state dependence ofthe hazard rate. The optimal

replacement rate of unemployment benefits is determined to be between43% and82%,

depending on interest rates and search cost parameters. Although considering savings is

an interesting issue for the analysis of unemployment insurance systems as they provide

a sort of self-insurance against unemployment, it should benoted that this model neglects

some other important aspects. Firm behavior, for example, is left unconsidered and the

wage distribution is exogenously given. In addition, duration dependence stemming from

incentive effects of non-stationary benefits are ignored. Both features, endogenous wage

determination as well as search incentives, are included inthe model as described in the

following section.

3.3 The model

Starting point is a Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides-type matching model extended for

duration-dependent unemployment benefits, endogenous search effort, risk-averse house-

holds, and an exogenous spell effect. To solve it, we use Semi-Markov tools. The sep-

aration rate for jobs is constant and there is no on-the-job search. We focus on steady

states in our analysis. Households are ex-ante identical, but endogenously heterogeneous

in their unemployment duration.
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3.3.1 Production, employment, and labor income

The economy has a work force of exogenous constant sizeN.Employment is endogenous

and given byL, so the number of unemployed amounts toN − L. Firms produce under

perfect competition on the goods market and each worker-firmmatch produces outputA,

which is constant. The production process of the worker and the firm can be interrupted

by exogenous causes, which occur according to a time-homogeneous Poisson process

with a constant arrival rateλ.

Unemployed workers receive UI benefitsbUI or UA benefitsbUA. Benefits are mod-

eled to reflect institutional arrangements in many Europeancountries. One of the most

important features is the dependence of UI benefits on the unemployment duration. Em-

pirical work has repeatedly shown that the length of entitlement to unemployment in-

surance payments plays a crucial role in determining the unemployment rate, compare

Moffitt and Nicholson (1982) or Blanchard and Wolfers (2000).An unemployed with a

spells shorter thans receives UI benefitsbUI . Afterwards, he getsbUA,

b (s) =

{

bUI 0 ≤ s ≤ s

bUA s < s
. (3.1)

We assume a decreasing benefit scheme withbUI > bUA ≥ 0. Benefits can be paid either

at a fixed level or proportional to previous income.

An unemployed worker finds a job according to a time-inhomogeneous Poisson pro-

cess with arrival rateµ (.). This rate will also be called job-finding rate, hazard rate,or

exit rate to employment. It is allowed to depend on effortφ (s (t)) an individual exerts to

find a job. Effort today (int) depends on the lengths (t) this individual has been spending

in unemployment since his last job. The spell increases linearly in time and starts int0

where the individual has lost the job,s (t) = t− t0. An individual whose duration of un-

employment spells (t) exceeds the length of entitlement to UI benefitss, s (t) ≥ t0 + s,

will be called a long-term unemployed.

In addition to effort, the exit rate of an individual will also depend on aggregate labor

market conditions and on something which, for simplicity, is called a spell effect. La-

bor market conditions are captured by labor market tightness θ that differs across steady

states,θ ≡ V/U . We assume that effort and tightness are multiplicative: noeffort implies

permanent unemployment and no vacancies imply that any effort is in vain. The spell

effect captures all factors exogenous to the individual which affects his exit rate to em-

ployment. This can include stigma, ranking (Blanchard and Diamond, 1994), and gains

or losses in individual search productivity. We denote thiseffect byη (s) . Assuming that

a stigma becomes worse the longers is, η (s) is expected to fall ins. Summarizing, the
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exit rate will be of the formµ (φ (s (t)) θ, η (s)) .

There is a long discussion in the literature whether aggregate falling exit rates are

due to a duration effect (as modeled here byη (s)) or due to unobserved heterogeneity,

compare Kiefer and Neumann (1981), Flinn and Heckman (1982), or, non-parametrically,

Heckman and Singer (1984) as well as van den Berg and van Ours (1996).8 We take

unobserved heterogeneity into account in our empirical part and discuss its effects there.

The outcome of our duration-dependent exit rate will be an endogenous distribution

of unemployment duration. Its density is given by (e.g. Ross (1996), ch. 2)

f (s) = µ (φ (s) θ, η (s)) e−
∫ s

0
µ(φ(u)θ,η(u))du. (3.2)

This density will be crucial later for various purposes, including the estimation of model

parameters. It is endogenous to the model as the exit rateµ (φ (s (t)) θ, η (s)) follows

from the optimizing behavior of workers and firms.9

Unemployment benefit payments to short- and long-term unemployed are financed

by a tax rateκ on the gross wagewg such that the net wage isw = (1 − κ)wg. The

budget constraint of the government therefore reads

(

bUI

∫ s

0

f (s) ds+ bUA

∫ ∞

s

f (s) ds

)

(N − L) = κ
w

1 − κ
L, (3.3)

where
∫ s

0
f (s) ds (N − L) is the number of short-term and

∫∞

s
f (s) ds (N − L) is the

number of long-term unemployed. The government adjusts thewage taxκ such that this

constraint holds at each point in time.

The wage is determined by bargaining, to which we return below.

3.3.2 Optimal behavior

• Households

Households are infinitely lived and do not save. The present value of having a job is

given byV (w) and depends on the current endogenous wagew only. Employed workers

enjoy instantaneous utilityu (w,ψ), whereψ captures disutility from working.10 The

valueV (w) is constant in a steady state as the wage is constant, but differs across steady

states. Whenever a worker loses his job, he enters the unemployment benefit system and

8See also section 3.2 for details on true duration dependencevs. unobserved heterogeneity in the

literature.
9Also note that due to drop of benefits ats, f (s) will have a more general hurdle structure.

10This parameter only serves to contrast search effort of unemployed workers and plays no major role.
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obtains insurance paymentsbUI for the full length ofs. Workers are immediately granted

full benefit entitlements, so unemployment benefits are not experience-rated. See the

bargaining setup for further discussion. Hence, the value of being unemployed when just

having lost the job is given byV (bUI , 0), where0 stands for a spell of length zero. This

leads to a Bellman equation for the employed worker of

ρV (w) = u (w,ψ) + λ [V (bUI , 0) − V (w)] . (3.4)

The Bellman equation for the unemployed worker reads

ρV (b (s) , s) = max
φ(s)

{

u (b (s) , φ (s)) +
dV (b (s) , s)

ds

+µ (φ (s) θ, η (s)) [V (w) − V (b (s) , s)]} . (3.5)

The instantaneous utility flow of being unemployed,ρV (b (s) , s) , is given by three com-

ponents. The first component shows the instantaneous utility resulting from consumption

of b (s) and effortφ (s). The second component is a deterministic change ofV (b (s) , s)

as the value of being unemployed changes over time. The thirdcomponent is a stochastic

change that occurs at job-finding rateµ (φ (s) θ, η (s)) . When a job is found, an unem-

ployed gains the difference between the value of being employedV (w) andV (b (s) , s).

An optimal choice of effortφ (s) for (3.5) requires

uφ(s) (b (s) , φ (s)) + µφ(s) (φ (s) θ, η (s)) [V (w) − V (b (s) , s)] = 0, (3.6)

where subscripts denote partial derivatives. Equation (3.6) states that the expected utility

loss resulting from increasing search effort must be equal to the expected utility gain due

to higher effort.

Finally, the value of unemployment an instant before becoming a long-term unem-

ployed has to be identical to the value of being long-term unemployed ats,

V (bUI , s) = V (bUA, s) . (3.7)

• Firms

The value of a jobJ to a firm is given by its instantaneous profitA − w/ (1 − κ),

which is the difference between revenueA and the gross wagew/ (1 − κ), reduced by

the risk of being driven out of business:

ρJ = A− w/ (1 − κ) − λJ , (3.8)

whereρ stands for the interest rate, which is identical to the discount rate of households,

and where we anticipate that the value of a vacancy is zero.
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Given that individual arrival rates are a function of the individual unemployment

spell, the expected exit rate out of unemployment is the meanover individual arrival

rates, given the endogenous distribution of the unemployment spellf (s) from equation

(3.2):

µ̄ =

∫ ∞

0

µ (φ (s) θ, η (s)) f (s) ds. (3.9)

As a consequence, the vacancy filling rate isθ−1µ̄. The value of a vacant job isρJ0 =

−γ + θ−1µ̄ [J − J0], saying that the flow value of a vacancy is given by vacancy costsγ

plus the gains from filling this vacancy, which occurs by the vacancy filling rate. With

free entry, the value of holding a vacancy isJ0 = 0, leading to

J = γθ/µ̄. (3.10)

• Wages

Let wages be determined by Nash bargaining. We assume that the outcome of the bar-

gaining process is such that workers receive a shareβ of the total surplus of a successful

match,

V (w) − V (bUI , 0) = β

[

J

(
w

1 − κ

)

− J0 + V (w) − V (bUI , 0)

]

.

The total surplus is the gain of the firm plus the gain of the worker from the match,

where the latter depends crucially on the outside option of the worker. The fact that we

useV (bUI , 0) as the outside option of the worker means that all workers (even if only

working for an instant or, in the limit, if only bargaining) are entitled to full unemploy-

ment benefits and hence,bUI over the full lengths andbUA for s > s.11 An alternative

would consist in specifyingV (b (s) , s) as the outside option: if the bargain fails, the

unemployed worker remains unemployed and continues to receive the benefits he re-

ceived before the unsuccessful bargaining. This would be theoretically interesting as an

endogenous wage distribution would arise as in Albrecht andVroman (2005), where the

distinguishing determinant across workers is the previousunemployment spell. Using an

identical outside option for all individuals, however, hasthe advantage that all workers

are homogeneous. Once an unemployed finds a job, all history is deleted, all workers are

the same and, independently of their employment history, earn the same wage.12

11In the empirical part, the ‘full length’s will be provided by the data. In this sense, entitlement is taken

into account.
12Our assumption that all workers, even if they have worked only for a second, are entitled tobUI for

the full period of lengths is identical to saying that benefit payments are not experience-rated. While the

absence of experience rating is generally distorting the firm’s decision to lay off workers (see e.g. Mongrain

and Roberts, 2005), this does not play a role in our setup as the separation rate is exogenous. It would be

interesting to study the impact of endogenous separation decisions, but we leave this for future research.
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Following the steps as in Pissarides (1985), we end up with a generalized wage equa-

tion that reads

(1 − β)u (w,ψ) + β
w

1 − κ
= (1 − β)u (bUI , φ (0)) + β [A+ θγ] , (3.11)

see appendix A.1. The left-hand side corresponds to what in models with risk-neutrality

and without taxation is simply the wage rate. If we hadκ = 0 andu (w,ψ) = w − ψ,

we would obtain justw on the left and additionally(1 − β)ψ on the right. Consequently,

the worker is not only compensated for the outside option in the case of unemployment,

u (bUI , φ (0)), but also for the disutility resulting from work,ψ. The tax rate, that appears

in the termw/ (1 − κ), results from the instantaneous profit of a firm (3.8), which needs

to pay a gross wage ofw/ (1 − κ). The right-hand side is a simple generalization of

the standard wage equation of Pissarides (1985). Instead ofbenefits for the unemployed

(which we would find on the right for risk-neutral householdsand no duration depen-

dence of effort), we have instantaneous utility from being unemployed. The impact of

the production side is unchanged when compared to the standard wage equation.

Instead of specifying the outside option differently, one could also allow for strategic

bargaining. Many recent papers have used strategic bargaining given that either payoffs

change over time and Nash bargaining would correspond to myopic behavior (Coles and

Wright, 1998; Coles and Muthoo, 2003), that a careful analysisof on-the-job search

makes strategic bargaining more appropriate (Cahuc et al., 2006), or that unemployment

does not have such a strong effect on bargaining as generallythought (Hall and Milgrom,

2008).13 Bruegemann and Moscarini (2007) find, while analyzing a different question,

that the quantitative differences between distinct wage-setting rules are small. Given that

we want to focus here on the direct incentive effects of non-stationary unemployment

benefits on search effort, we feel justified to ‘switch off’ the strategic channel and leave

this for future work.

3.3.3 Welfare

When evaluating unemployment policies, we take all agents inour economy into ac-

count. There are employed workers with valueV (w) , unemployed workers with value

V (b (s) , s) depending on their spells, and firms with valueJ. When we compare one

policy to another, we look at total output (i.e. employment), distributional effects, and

overall welfare. We obtain a social welfare functionΩ by aggregating - in the spirit of

13Coles and Masters (2004) analyze wage setting by strategic bargaining in a matching setup with non-

stationary unemployment benefits. They do not consider endogenous search intensity, however.
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Hosios (1990) or Flinn (2006) - over all these welfare levelsin a standard Bentham-type

utilitarian way,

Ω = L [V (w) + J ] + (N − L)

(∫ s

0

V (bUI , s) f (s) ds+

∫ ∞

s

V (bUA, s) f (s) ds

)

.

(3.12)

Social welfare is given by the numberL of employed workers and occupied jobs times

their welfare plus the number of unemployed workersN−L times the average welfare of

an unemployed. This average is obtained by integrating overall spellss, wheref (s) is

the endogenous density (3.2), with exit ratesµ (φ (s) θ, η (s)) that follow from the steady

state solution of the model, and theV (bi, s) are the values of being unemployed with a

spells and benefit paymentsbi from equation (3.1).

3.4 Equilibrium properties

3.4.1 Individual (un)employment probabilities

In models with constant job-finding and separation rates, the unemployment rate can eas-

ily be derived by assuming that a law of large numbers holds. Aggregate employment

dynamics can then be described byL̇ = µ [N − L] − λL, which allows to compute un-

employment rates. With spell-dependent effort, individual arrival ratesµ (.) are heteroge-

neous and employment dynamics need to be derived using techniques from the literature

on Semi-Markov or renewal processes, see Kulkarni (1995) orCorradi et al. (2004), for

example.

The generalization of Semi-Markov processes compared to continuous-time Markov

chains consists in allowing the transition rate from one state to another to depend on

the time an individual has spent in the current state. We apply this here and let the

transition rate from unemployment to employment depend on the times the individual

has been unemployed. Hence, switching from a constant job-finding rateµ to a duration-

dependent rateµ (s)14 implies switching from Markov to Semi-Markov processes. These

processes are calledsemias the spell dependence of the job-finding rateµ (s) is not

Markovian. However, these processes are still calledMarkovas, once an individual has

found a job, history no longer counts. This is also why these processes are called renewal

processes: whenever a transition to a new state occurs, the system starts from the scratch,

it is ‘renewed’ and history vanishes.

We start by looking at individual employment probabilities. Let pij (τ, s (t)) describe

14For simplification, we useµ (s) instead ofµ (φ (s) θ, η (s)).
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the probability with which an individual who is in statei (eithere for employed oru for

unemployed) today int, will be in statej ∈ {e, u} at some future point in timeτ , given

that his current spell is nows (t). These expressions read, starting withs (t) = 0 and

taking into account that the separation rateλ remains constant (see section 4.3),

puu (τ, 0) = e−
∫ τ

t
µ(s(y))dy +

∫ τ

t

e−
∫ v

t
µ(s(y))dyµ (s (v)) peu (τ − v) dv, (3.13a)

peu (τ) =

∫ τ

t

e−λ[v−t]λpuu (τ − v, 0) dv. (3.13b)

Expressions for complementary transitions are given bypue (τ) = 1−puu (τ) andpee (τ) =

1 − peu (τ), respectively.

These equations have a straightforward intuitive meaning.Consider first the case

of τ being not very far in the future withτ = t. Then all integrals are zero and the

probability of being unemployed atτ is, if unemployed att, one from equation (3.13a)

and, if employed att, zero from equation (3.13b). For aτ > t, the parte−
∫ τ

t
µ(s(y))dy in

equation (3.13a) gives the probability of remaining in unemployment for the entire period

from t to τ. An individual unemployed today can also be unemployed in thefuture if he

remains unemployed fromt to v (the probability of which ise−
∫ v

t
µ(s(y))dy), finds a job

in v (which requires multiplication with the exit rateµ (s (v))) and then moves from

employment to unemployment again over the remaining interval τ − v (for which the

probability ispeu (τ − v)). As this path is possible for anyv betweent andτ, the densities

for these paths are integrated. The sum of the probability ofremaining unemployed all

of the time and of finding a job at somev, but being unemployed again atτ then gives

the overall probabilitypuu (τ, 0) of having no job inτ when having no job int. Note

that there can be an arbitrary number of transitions in and out of employment between

v andτ. The interpretation of equation (3.13b) is similar. The probability of remaining

employed fromt to v is simpler,e−λ[v−t], because the separation rateλ is constant.

As we can see, equations (3.13a) and (3.13b) are interdependent: the equation for

puu (τ) depends onpeu (τ − v) and the equation forpeu (τ) depends onpuu (τ − v). For-

mally speaking, these equations are integral equations, sometimes called Volterra equa-

tions of the first kind (3.13b) and of the second kind (3.13a).Integral equations can

sometimes be transformed into differential equations, which then simplifies their solu-

tion in practice. In our case, however, no transformation into differential equations is

feasible.

After having determined the probability of still being unemployed inτ when becom-

ing unemployed int and hence having a spell of lengths (t) = 0, we need an expression

for puu (τ, s (t)). This means, we need the transition probabilities for individuals with
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an arbitrary spells (t) of unemployment. Given the results from equations (3.13a) and

(3.13b), this probability is straightforwardly given by

puu (τ, s (t)) = e−
∫ τ

t
µ(s(y))dy +

∫ τ

t

e−
∫ v

t
µ(s(y))dyµ (s (v)) peu (τ − v) dv. (3.14)

An unemployed with spells (t) in t has different exit ratesµ (s (y)), which are known

from our analysis of optimal behavior at the individual level. Hence, only the integrals

in equation (3.14) are different compared to equation (3.13a), while the probabilities

peu (τ − v) can be taken from the solution of equations (3.13a) and (3.13b).

3.4.2 Aggregate unemployment

Using our findings in equations (3.13) and (3.14) onpeu (τ) andpuu (τ, s (t)), we can

now derive the expected number of unemployed for any distribution of spellF (s),

Et [N − Lτ ] = [N − Lt]

∫ ∞

0

puu (τ, s (t)) dF (s (t)) + peu (τ)Lt. (3.15)

Starting at the end of this equation, given there areLt employed workers int, the ex-

pected number of unemployed workers at some future pointτ out of the group of those

currently employed int is given bypeu (τ)Lt. Again, one should keep in mind that the

probabilitypeu (τ) allows for an arbitrary number of switches between employment and

unemployment betweent andτ , so it takes the permanent turnover into account.

For the unemployed, we compute the mean over all probabilities of being unemployed

in the future, if unemployed today, by integrating overpuu (τ, s (t)) given the current

distributionF (s (t)) . Multiplying this by the number of unemployed today,N − Lt,

yields the expected number of unemployed atτ out of the pool of unemployed int. The

sum of these two expected quantities is the expected number of unemployed at some

future pointτ .

The expected unemployment rate atτ then simply is expression (3.15) divided byN.

When we focus on a steady state, we letτ approach infinity. In order to obtain a simple

expression for the aggregate unemployment rate and to show the link to the textbook

equation, we assume a pure idiosyncratic risk model where microeconomic uncertainty

vanishes on the aggregate level. Hence, we assume a law of large numbers holds and

the population share of unemployed workers equals the average individual probability of

being unemployed. This ‘removes’ the expectation operators so that in a steady state,

equation (3.15) becomes

N − L = [N − L]

∫ ∞

0

puu (s (t)) dF (s (t)) + peuL.
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We have replacedLτ = Lt by the steady state employment levelL and the individual

probabilities by the steady state expressionspuu (s (t)) andpeu. The probabilitypeu is no

longer a function ofτ as this probability will not change in steady state, while there will

always be a distribution ofpuu (s (t)), even in steady state.

Solving for the unemployment rates gives

U

N
=

peu

peu +
[
1 −

∫∞

0
puu (s (t)) dF (s (t))

] =
peu

peu +
∫∞

0
pue (s (t)) dF (s (t))

. (3.16)

If we assumed a constant job arrival rate here, we would getpeu = puu = λ/ (λ+ µ)

andpue = µ/ (λ+ µ). Inserting this into our steady state results would yield the stan-

dard expression for the unemployment rate,U/N = λ/ (λ+ µ). In our generalized

setup, the long-run unemployment rate is given by the ratio of individual probability

peu to be unemployed when employed today divided by this same probability plus1 −
∫∞

0
puu (s (t)) dF (s (t)).

3.4.3 Functional forms and steady state

For estimation purposes and for the numerical solution, we need to specify functional

forms for the instantaneous utility function and for the arrival rate. Let the instantaneous

utility function of an unemployed worker, used e.g. in equation (3.5), be given by

u (b (s) , φ (s)) =
b (s)1−σ

1 − σ
− φ (s) . (3.17)

Search effort is measured in utility terms. The utility function of an employed worker has

the same structure, only that consumption is given byw and work effort is the constant

ψ.

The arrival rate of jobsµ (φ (s) θ, η (s)) is assumed to obey

µ (φ (s) θ, η (s)) = η (s) [φ (s) θ]α . (3.18)

If one interpretsη (s) as a productivity of search, one can look at the expression for µ (.)

like at a production function. Input factors are effortφ (s) and vacancies per unemployed

worker θ. With 0 < α < 1, inputs have decreasing returns. Effortφ (s) follows from

behavior of households and labor market tightnessθ is the result of free entry and exit

into the creation of vacancies. The spell effectη (s) is an exogenous function of the

unemployment spells and its particular parametric form is explained in the next section.

In a steady state, all aggregate variables are constant and there is a stationary distri-

bution of unemployment spells. The solution of the steady state can most easily be found

in two steps. Choosing starting values for the wagew and labor market tightnessθ, one
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can solve for the search effort of an unemployed, the value ofbeing unemployed, and the

value of a job,φ (b (s) , s), V (b (s) , s), andV (w), respectively. Once these quantities are

known, the remaining equations of the model can be used in thesecond step to solve for

the wage rate and tightness,w andθ, and check the initial guess in this way. In doing so,

all other endogenous variables are determined as well, likethe exit rateµ (φ (s) θ, η (s))

and the implied densityf (s), instantaneous utilitiesu (.), the tax rateκ, individual em-

ployment probabilitiespij, the implied number of short- and long-term unemployed as

well as the unemployment rateU/N , the number of vacancies, the value functionJ for

the firm, and social welfareΩ.15

3.5 Structural estimation

3.5.1 Exit rates out of unemployment

Before we estimate the model using data from the GSOEP16, the functional form of the

spell effectη (s) from equation (3.18) has to be specified. In order to do so, we consider

the distributional aspects of our data on observed unemployment duration. The specifi-

cation of the spell effectη (s) needs to be sufficiently flexible to be able to capture these

aspects.

The left panel of figure 3.1 shows the non-parametric estimate of the hazard function

from the entire sample of unemployment durations. The rightpanel of this figure shows

the hazard function for the subsamples of individuals with entitlement length equal to

12 months as the solid line. The dashed line shows the hazard rate of those non-entitled

to unemployment insurancebUI .17 Both panels plot exit rates for the first 2.5 years of

unemployment.

From these figures, we can see a clear downward duration dependence of the exit

risk. On the one hand, this may be due to the true downward state dependence of an in-

dividual hazard rate, see e.g. van den Berg and van Ours (1994)or Eckstein and Wolpin

(1995), providing the evidence on this. On the other hand, this may be due to unmea-

sured heterogeneity, compare Heckman and Singer (1984) or van den Berg and van Ours

(1994). Indeed, as far as Germany is concerned there is at least one source of such un-

15Appendix A.2 provides an explicit presentation of all equations which are given implicitly in the model

description above and describes the solution procedure.
16For more background on the GSOEP and for descriptive statistics, see appendix A.3.
17See Tanner and Wong (1983) for the definition of the estimatorand consistency proof. We use Gaus-

sian kernel. Optimal bandwidth is estimated by cross-validation discussed in Tanner and Wong (1984).
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Figure 3.1: Non-parametric hazard functions (entire sample ands = 12).

observed heterogeneity. Namely, individuals receiving UIbenefits may or may not be

eligible to UA benefits, once the entitlement period expires. Eligibility to UA benefits

is determined by ameans test, where an individual has to provide lengthy information

about income sources of the household, number and age of dependents etc. If the means

are sufficient, the person becomes ineligible to UA benefits,but might still claim social

assistance, which eventually may or may not be provided. Unobservability in our context

means that, if exit out of unemployment occurs before the expiration of entitlement, an

econometrician cannot know about the outcome of the test. The individuals themselves,

however, are very likely to know what the result of the test will be. Thus, in case they do

not expect to pass the test, they would search harder and therefore exit faster into employ-

ment. This behavior, if uncontrolled for, results in a decreasing non-parametric estimate

of the hazard rate. Clearly, the true individual exit rate in this particular case may as well

be constant or increasing up to the expiration of entitlement and constant thereafter, as in

Mortensen (1977) and van den Berg (1990b). Finally, both trueindividual state depen-

dence and unobserved heterogeneity may manifest themselves simultaneously, compare

van den Berg and van Ours (1996) and van den Berg and van Ours (1999) for evidence

of these effects in U.S. and French data, respectively.

Thus, the individual exit rate derived from the theoreticalmodel should be able to

capture two characteristics, namely: i) steady increase before the expiration of entitle-

ment, as in Mortensen (1977), and ii) steady decrease thereafter, as in Heckman and

Borjas (1980). Our theoretical exit rates are broadly consistent with both. When we as-

sume that there is no effect other than that of benefits and tightness, soη (s) is constant

in equation (3.18) due toδj = 0 (no stigma), our model predicts exit rates that increase

befores. If δj is very high, exit rates fall over the spell. For intermediate values ofδj, we

get a non-monotonic behavior and exit rates increase in the first months and fall subse-
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quently. We are therefore confident that our theoretical exit rates are sufficiently flexible

for a successful estimation of the model.

Our aim is to provide a fully structural econometric model inorder to estimate the

deep parameters of the theoretical model of section 3.3 in presence of possible exogenous

individual state dependence and unobserved heterogeneity.

3.5.2 Econometric model

• Specification

We estimate the model parameters applying the ML method. Thelikelihood function is

constructed using the exit rates as implied by the model. Forthe estimation, we sample

data of entrants into unemployment and employment from the GSOEP.18

The exit rate from unemployment is given by equation (3.18) from the theoretical model.

The effort levelφ (s) needs to be replaced by the optimal value as implied by the first-

order condition (3.6). Soφ (s) is a function of the spells, benefits paid ats, the spell

effect η (s), total entitlement durations, the wagew, and labor market tightnessθ. To

simplify notation, we group the individual variables givenby the dataset into a vector

z ≡{bUI , bUA, s, w, θ}. There are additional variables given in the sample, which possi-

bly affect effort and the spell effect. We group these additional variables in a vectorx that

contains the rest of personal characteristics. In order to express the econometric model

as general as possible, we take those variables into accountfor the spell effect and the

separation rate, with corresponding parametersχ andζ. Hence, the separation rate reads

λ(x) and the spell effect is denoted byη (s;x) = η0 (x) g (s). Summarizing, conditional

on the vector of observed characteristics, the exit rate from equation (3.18) can be written

as

µj (s) = µ (φ (s; z) θ, η (s;x)) = η0 (x) g (s) [φ (s; z) θ]α , j = 1,2. (3.19)

Effort φ (s; z) implies an endogenous individual duration dependence due to the anticipa-

tion of the benefit reduction andη (s;x) is the exogenous individual duration dependence,

the spell effect. Finally,j indicates the benefit regime before (j = 1) and after (j = 2)

expiration of unemployment insurance payments.

We have four types of labor market histories in the dataset. The first group are individ-

uals who enter unemployment with the right to claim UI benefits and exit unemployment

before the expiration of the entitlement period such thats ≤ s. As argued above, for

18For more background on the GSOEP and for descriptive statistics, see appendix A.3.
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these individuals we do not observe the outcome of the means test forbUA. We do as-

sume, however, that individuals know about the outcome evenbefore applying forbUA.

Therefore, letφ (s; z|0) indicate the search effort given thatbUA = 0, which corresponds

to the hypothetical test failure. Similarly, letφ (s; z|bUA) stand for the hypothetical case

in which the test is passed and sobUA > 0. Finally, letξ ≡{α, σ, δj , χ, ζ, π}j=1,2 denote

the vector of parameters to be estimated and letπ denote the fraction of the individuals

that pass the test. Then, for a single unemployment spell, the individual log-likelihood

contribution of an unemployed belonging to this group is

ln ℓ (ξ) = ln
(

π [µ1 (s; ξ,x, z|bUA)]du e−
∫ s

0
µ1(u;ξ,x,z|bUA)du

+ (1 − π) [µ1 (s; ξ,x, z|0)]du e−
∫ s

0
µ1(u;ξ,x,z|0)du

)

. (3.20a)

In this equation and the following,du is a dummy variable such thatdu = 1 if the unem-

ployment spell is uncensored,dt is a dummy variable such thatdt = 1 if an individual

passes the means test,dj is a dummy variable such thatdj = 1 if the employment spell

is uncensored, andl is the employment duration.

Second, consider individuals who enter unemployment with the right to claim UI

benefits, fail to find a job before entitlement expires, transit to either UA or zero benefit

level and thereby reveal the outcome of the means test, and potentially exit unemploy-

ment only after the expiration of entitlement, sos > s. The log-likelihood contribution

of these events is given by

ln ℓ (ξ) = dt ln π + (1 − dt) ln (1 − π) + du lnµ2 (s; ξ,x, z)

−

∫ s

0

µ1 (u; ξ,x, z) du−

∫ s

s

µ2 (u; ξ,x, z) du. (3.20b)

For individuals who do not have the right to claim UI benefits and enter unemploy-

ment receiving lower UA benefits from the very beginning (dt = 1) or not at all (dt = 0),

we have

ln ℓ (ξ) = dt ln π + (1 − dt) ln (1 − π) + du lnµ2 (s; ξ,x, z) −

∫ s

0

µ2 (u; ξ,x, z) du.

(3.20c)

For the final group, entrants to employment, the log-likelihood contribution is

ln ℓ (ξ) = dj lnλ (x) − λ (x) l. (3.20d)

Our parametric assumptions about the shape ofg (s) is

g (s) = e−δ1sδ2 + 1. (3.21)
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We choose this parametric form for the spell effect as it should be able to cover all the

cases of state dependence illustrated in figure 3.1 even in the absence of unobserved

heterogeneity. Indeed, the term in equation (3.21) spawns avariety of shapes for the

hazard function: it can be time-invariant, increasing or decreasing, being concave or

convex. Thus, even if the influence of unobserved heterogeneity may not be significant,

the model is still flexible enough to replicate the non-parametric estimates. For positive

δi, the individual spell effectη0 (x) g (s) is 2η0 (x) at s = 0 and tends toη0 (x) for s

approaching infinity.19

The parameterization forη0 (x) is the usualη0 (x) = ex
′χ. Similarly, the conditional

exit rate out of unemployment is parameterized asλ (x) = ex
′ζ .

• Estimation procedure

The estimation of model parameters uses a part of the numerical solution method for

the steady state. We take exogenous values forρ (0.003, corresponding to an annual in-

terest rate of3.7%) and bargaining powerβ (0.5). As described in appendix A.2, for a

given wagew and vacancy to unemployment ratioθ, the individual exit rate at any mo-

ment of the unemployment spell can be computed. Using individual survey data implies

that the wagew for each individual is known and the correspondingθ can be taken from

macroeconomic data. Individual exit rates can therefore becomputed for each individual

job market history in our dataset, given an initial guess forthe model parametersξ. The

sum of all log-contributions is then maximized by varying parameters inξ in order to find

the ML estimator.

Note thatξ is estimated without explicitly specifying the wage-setting mechanism.

If we used linked employer-employee data, the model could beestimated by using the

observable productivity data. This would also allow us to estimate the bargaining power

parameterβ, as well as provide more information on the discrepancy between the ob-

served wage and an endogenous wage solution implied by the model. For the rest of

the parameters unrelated to the wage-setting mechanism, however, both approaches must

be equivalent, assuming that wage setting is correctly specified in the second one. Fur-

ther, computing the steady state solution suggests that estimation with given wage and

tightness is faster by a factor of about 4.

19We experimented with a generalization replacing2 by some parameter to be estimated. This did not

turn out to be viable, however.
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• Identification

Altogether, the econometric model described in equations (3.20a)-(3.20d) covers three

conceptual features of the observed unemployment durationdata: i) endogenous duration

dependence of the hazard rate, induced by the anticipation of the future reduction in ben-

efit payments as described by Mortensen (1977) or van den Berg (1990), ii) exogenous

duration dependence of the hazard rate induced e.g. by stigma (Vishvanath, 1989; Blan-

chard and Diamond, 1994), and iii) influence of unobserved heterogeneity as in Heckman

and Singer (1984) or van den Berg and van Ours (1994), that is obtained through unob-

servability of the results of the means test.20 As one can see from the contributions as

given by equations (3.20a)-(3.20d), all these effects are readily identifiable. The sep-

aration rate parameter vectorζ is always identified by the data on the job durationl

and observed characteristics, as becomes obvious from equation (3.20d). Givenλ (x),

the scale parametersχ and the exogenous duration dependence parameters{δj}j=1,2 are

identified from the subsample of non-entitled individuals as described in equation (3.20c)

and post-entitlement incremental durations in equation (3.20b), since endogenous dura-

tion dependence for these is time-invariant. Given that exogenous duration dependence

is pinned down, the parametersα andσ, that shape the endogenous duration dependence

induced by anticipation of benefit reduction, are identifiedby the variablesbUI , bUA, and

s in z in equation (3.20a). Finally, the fractionπ of those who pass the means test is

identified by equations (3.20a)-(3.20c).

20Of course, one can also think of some additional sources of unobserved heterogeneity. In this case, the

model is extended in a standard way, with heterogeneity entering additively (or multiplicatively) into either

η or λ, after which a marginal contribution to the likelihood, with unobserved component integrated out, is

considered. However, unlike with unobserved outcome of themeans test, this would already be the hetero-

geneity induced by some unknown source, which makes its modeling less interesting. Moreover, and most

importantly, the computational burden of fitting the model with an additional unobserved heterogeneity

increases immensely.
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Coeff. SE z-Stat. p-Value

ζ0 −4.6274 0.0834 −55.4948 0.0000

χ0 −4.2730 0.2961 −14.4290 0.0000

α 0.5105 0.0533 9.5715 0.0000

σ 0.6076 0.0800 7.5992 0.0000

δ1 0.0033 0.0003 12.2187 0.0000

δ2 2.3522 0.0967 24.3270 0.0000

π 0.2029 0.0312 6.4977 0.0000

Table 3.1: Results of the structural estimation of the unconditional model.

3.5.3 Estimation results

• Preliminary discussion

Table 3.1 reports the estimation results21 for the specifications excluding observed indi-

vidual characteristics.22

As for the estimation results, our main finding is the significance of the exit rate

parameterα. This means that changes of the optimal effort path in response to any un-

employment benefit reform, be it the reform ofbUI,UA or of s, will have a significant

impact on the exit rate out of unemployment. This finding in particular can contribute

to the empirical dispute about the dependence between unemployment benefits and exit

decision. Evidence in the literature is conflicting with Hujer and Schneider (1989) and

Arulampalam and Stewart (1995) finding minor or negligible dependence, and later Car-

ling et al. (2001) and Røed and Zhang (2003) stating the opposite. With our significantα,

any change in the design of unemployment benefit mechanism will induce a significant

response on the macroeconomic level.

The next important finding is the role of unobserved heterogeneity. From table 3.1,

we can see thatπ is significant at5% level, implying that the prospect of not passing the

means test significantly increases search effort. Along with that, the results show that the

estimates ofδi are significantly different from zero. This means that, onceunobserved

21One evaluation of the total likelihood takes over 6.5 minutes with Matlab 6.1 on a laptop with 1.6 GHz

CPU and 0.99 GB RAM. The optimization which leads to the estimates in table 3.1 requires 15 hours to

converge.
22We restrict the results shown here to the unconditional results since this is the focus of the theoretical

model and the policy simulations, where we do not have observed heterogeneity among individuals.
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components are accounted for, there is still true individual state dependence, which is

captured by the spell effect. Thus, we find that the unobserved heterogeneity, as well as

the exogenous individual downward state dependence are responsible for the declining

non-parametric hazard rates in figure 3.1.

• Predicting labor productivityA and vacancy costsγ

After having estimated all the parameters inξ, labor productivityA and vacancy costs

γ23 have to be determined. The ML estimation is built on the household side of the model

only, but the parametersA andγ are outcomes of the general equilibrium framework of

the economy in steady state24, assuming wage and labor market tightness are exogenous.

In the econometric analysis, there is variation in the data with respect to exogenously

given wages, UI and UA benefits, as well as UI entitlement durations. In order to ac-

count for variation ofbUIi, bUAi, andsi in the general equilibrium model, the data for a

representative agent is used. The representative individual earns the mean wage of the

dataset,w = 1161.21 Euros25. His UI payments are given by the replacement ratioρUI

times the mean wage, corrected for the shareω = 56.52%26 of individuals in the dataset,

who are entitled to UI payments,bUI = ωρUIw. The estimated share of unemployed

passing the means test for UA benefits isπ = 20.29%, compare table 3.1. Hence, also

UA payments for the representative agent are the product of the replacement rateρUA,

the previous wagew, and the shareπ, bUA = πρUAw. Average sample entitlement to UI

payments is14 months, sos for our representative agent is14.

With these exogenous variables, the parametersA andγ can be determined.27 Productiv-

ity A and vacancy costsγ are computed such that the average wage and average tightness

in the sample result as endogenous general equilibrium variables in the model. The re-

sulting labor productivityA = 1227.03 is just above the wage rate ofw = 1161.21,

leaving some room for firm profits. The costs of a vacancy are given byγ = 112.18.

Having determinedA andγ28, the pre-reform steady state, the comparative statics,

23Compare section A.4 in the appendix for the solution structure of the model with respect toA andγ.
24See subsection 3.4.3 for the description of the economy in steady state.
25Monetary values are all expressed in Euros. However, we omitthe Euro notation in the following for

the sake of clarity.
26See section A.3 in the appendix for descriptive statistics.
27See enclosed CD for the Matlab program.
28As about90% of the spells in our data are completed between 1997 and 1999,the productivity can

be seen as an average value over the years 1997-1999. Using the growth rates of 1997 (1.8%) and 1998

(2.0%), the productivity of 1999 can be determined asA = 1252.07. Compare section A.5 in the appendix

for details.
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and insurance and incentive effects are evaluated in the following sections treating wage

and labor market tightness as endogenous.

3.6 Numerical solution I: the pre-reform steady state

With the estimated parameters and equilibrium values given, the next step is a discussion

of the pre-reform steady state. First, the steady state values of the situation before the

Hartz IV reforms are analyzed and then we turn to the microeconomic dynamics in steady

state.

3.6.1 Equilibrium values in the pre-reform steady state

In this section, the structurally estimated, the predicted, and the exogenous parameters, as

well as the equilibrium parameters are used in order to characterize the steady state equi-

librium of the pre-reform era as implied by the theoretical model. All parameters plus

some selected endogenous model variables are provided in table 3.2. As in the estimation

procedure, the rate of time preferenceρ is chosen to fit the annual interest rate of3.7%.

The bargaining powerβ is set equal to0.5. For the numerical solution of the model, we

use the parameter estimates from the unconditional estimation model for two reasons.

First, as there is no observed heterogeneity in the theoretical model, the respective pa-

rameter estimations are more in the spirit of the model, and second, earlier research in

the analysis of Launov et al. (2009) revealed that the unconditional and the conditional

results do not differ significantly from each other. This suggests that observed hetero-

geneity does not actually play a big role for the separation rate and the spell effect and

hence, it can be neglected when solving the model numerically. The predicted separation

rate from the unconditional estimation model is given byλ = 0.01 and the spell effect

parameter byη0 = 0.014.29 The other estimated and predicted parameters are directly

taken from the previous section.

In the pre-reform steady state, meaning before the Hartz IV reforms, benefit payments

of both short-term and long-term unemployed workers depended on the previous wage.

The replacement rates are given byρUI = 0.6 for UI andρUA = 0.53 for UA payments

for those entitled. The benefits for the representative agent, bUI andbUA, are determined

in the same way as in subsection 3.5.3 asbUI = ωρUIw andbUA = πρUAw. Average

sample entitlement to UI payments is abouts = 14 months and this value is taken for the

29The separation rate is determined in the unconditional model by λ = eζ0 = 0.01 with ζ0 = −4.6274

and the spell effect parameter byη0 = eχ0 = 0.014 with χ0 = −4.2730.
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exogenous parameters

ρ β

0.003 0.5

estimated and predicted parameters

λ η0 σ δ1 δ2 α

0.010 0.014 0.608 0.003 2.352 0.510

A γ

1227.03 112.19

policy parameters

ρUI ρUA s

0.6 0.53 14

equilibrium values

w θ u κ µ̄

1162.21 0.3 16.6% 4.8% 0.06

Table 3.2: Parameters and selected equilibrium values.

numerical solution of the pre-reform steady state. The outcome of the model for the tax

rate,κ = 4.8%, and the unemployment rate,u = 16.6%, meets the range of the actual

unemployment insurance contribution rate (this is the onlypurpose of taxes in our model)

of 6% and the actual unemployment rate in 1997-1998 of about12% 30. The average job

arrival rate in the pre-reform steady state computations ofthe model is̄µ = 0.06.

In sections 3.7 and 3.8, the comparative statics of different reform scenarios are run.

For this purpose, the exogenous, the estimated, and the predicted parameters are taken as

given and the change of policy parameters is evaluated in order to understand the effects

on the equilibrium values in steady state.

Before that, however, the microeconomic dynamics in steady state will be analyzed.

3.6.2 Dynamics on the microeconomic level in steady state

Although the economy is in steady state, there are still dynamics on the microeconomic

level. At any point in time, individuals find and lose jobs. And at any point in the un-

employment spell, unemployed adjust search effort optimally. Figure 3.2 illustrates the

developments on the microeconomic level in the pre-reform steady state over the unem-

ployment spell. The upper left panel shows the evolution of the exogenous spell effect.

The estimation results for the parameters ofη (s) imply that the spell effect decreases

right from the beginning of unemployment, approaching a lower limit of η0 = 0.014.

As a consequence, also the value of being unemployed falls over the unemployment

spell. If there was no spell effect, soη (s) stayed constant, a long-term unemployed

would live in a stationary world and the value of being long-term unemployed would

be stationary as well. However, with a negative spell effectthe job-finding rate - taking

optimally chosen effort into account - goes down and the value of being unemployed

approaches a lower limit determined by the lower limit ofη (s). This is shown by the

30Data taken from Bundesagentur für Arbeit - Statistik (2008).
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Figure 3.2: Productivity, search effort, exit rate, and value of being unemployed as func-

tions of the spells (in months).

upper right panel and needs to hold generally as equation (A.8) in the appendix shows.

The optimal reaction of the unemployed worker is shown in thelower left panel by

the search effort exerted. Effort unambiguously increasesduring the first five months of

unemployment. While the estimated spell effect is decreasing, this increase reflects the

rising incentives to search harder, the closers and the benefit cut come. Optimal effort is

the outcome of the interplay between the spell effect (lowerη (s) reduces optimal effort)

and the potential gain from finding a job. This can be seen fromthe first-order condition

in equation (3.6) or, more directly, from equation (A.7) in the appendix. As gains increase

due to a falling value of being unemployed, this second effect tends to increase effort.

After some time, however, the increase in the gain of finding ajob is no longer strong

enough to compensate the ‘discouraging’ impacts from the spell effect. Search effort

eventually falls and approaches a constant. The fact that unemployed workers finally

‘give up’ is ultimately the effect of the exogenous negativespell effect.

The figure on the lower right shows the exit rates out of unemployment forbUA =

0, averagebUA, and bUA = bUI . Unsurprisingly, the level of the exit rate is smallest

for an unemployed eligible to long-term benefits amounting to full UI benefits,bUA =

bUI (dotted line). In this case, the incentive effects of the non-stationary unemployment

benefit system are completely missing and the exit rate is only affected by the spell effect.

Consequently, the job arrival rate evolves qualitatively like the spell effect and decreases
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Figure 3.3: Fractionx (s) of consumption loss equivalent to search effort loss.

right from the start. The dashed line shows the job arrival rate for an individual receiving

the averagebUA, i.e. the benefits of the representative agent that were usedin the pre-

reform steady state. The rising rate during the first months of unemployment stems from

the incentive effects and the resulting search effort increases, which is finally overcome

by the spell effect. Third, the subfigure on the lower right offigure 3.2 shows the job

arrival rate forbUA = 0, i.e. no long-term benefits at all. The exit rates are on the highest

level and the increase of the rate is sharpest compared to theother two cases ofbUA. The

incentive effects for leaving unemployment befores are, of course, much higher due to

the complete abolishment of long-term benefits. However, also for this case, the spell

effect finally causes the exit rate to decrease after about five months of unemployment.

Given the utility function

u (b (s) , φ (s)) =
b (s)1−σ

1 − σ
− φ (s) ,

one may ask how costly search is in terms of consumption. Or more specific, which

percentage consumption reductionx (s) in a world without search effort generates the

same utility as in the world where optimal effort costsφ (s) exist. For this purpose, the

share of consumption lossx (s) due to search is determined by

([1 − x (s)] b (s))1−σ

(1 − σ)
=
b (s)1−σ

(1 − σ)
− φ (s) .

Computing the consumption loss for the average unemployed inthe pre-reform steady

state shows that it is substantial, ranging between97 and102 percent. Figure 3.3 shows

the evolution of the loss fractionx (s) over the unemployment spell.
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Figure 3.4: (Un)employment effects of decreasing long-term benefitsbUA.

3.7 Numerical solution II: the effects of the reforms

The 2005-2006 unemployment benefit reforms in Germany were characterized by a re-

duction of UA benefits,bUA, and entitlement length,s, as described in subsections 2.5.1

and 2.6.2, respectively. Benefits decreased by about7% on average and mean entitle-

ment lengths dropped by about two and a half months from14 to 11.5 months. These

changes are now considered in the model. The sectioning is asfollows: first, each change

is analyzed individually (the change ofbUA and then the change ofs) before both policy

parameters are reduced simultaneously. Finally, we account for economic growth of the

economy between the pre-reform steady state and the comparative static steady states,

which also affects the economic outcomes and welfare positions.

3.7.1 Decreasing the unemployment assistance benefitsbUA

Figure 3.4 shows the effects of decreasing UA benefitsbUA on the labor market when

reading the horizontal axes from right to left. The new levels implied by the reforms

are marked by a vertical line. The figure on the upper left shows the search effort of an
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Figure 3.5: Welfare effects of decreasing long-term benefits bUA.

unemployed at the beginning of his unemployment spell. Thiseffort increases as benefits

bUA decrease, which illustrates the incentive effects of lowerlong-term benefits for short-

term unemployed. Higher search effort implies a higher job-finding rate and hence, it

becomes more likely that a job is found faster, leading to a higher mean exit rate. As

a consequence, the unemployment rate in the economy goes down for decreasing UA

benefits as shown in figure 3.4 on the lower left. Not surprisingly, less unemployment

leads to a higher vacancy-unemployment ratioθ, which means that the labor market

becomes tighter for firms, although firms open less vacanciesdue to the increased gross

wage.

With unemployment decreasing, there are more employees financing less unemployed,

who, in addition, get lower long-term benefits. Hence, a balanced governmental budget

makes the tax rate go down. Net wage, finally, is displayed in the lower right figure and it

increases as long-term benefits are cut. From the wage equation (3.11), three parameters

influencing the wage can be identified: initial search effortand the tax rate have a negative

effect, while the labor market tightness has a positive effect on the bargained net wage.

Obviously, the positive effects of a tighter labor market and decreasing taxes dominate

the negative effort effect. So without considering any welfare questions, the cut ofbUA

by the Hartz IV reforms seems to be a good move against the too generous institution.

Now we go on and add welfare measures. Figure 3.5 shows the values of different

types of labor market agents and the welfare of the economy. While the newly short-term

unemployed win due to the reform, the newly long-term unemployed are worse off in

terms of their expected lifetime values. The long-term unemployed are directly hurt by

the cut inbUA, so it is no surprise that their value decreases. The short-term unemployed

are now subject to higher search pressure because in the nearfuture their benefits may

drop from bUI to an even lower level ofbUA. However, the higher search effort also

increases their job arrival rate. The value of unemploymentdepends negatively on the
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search effort and positively on the exit rate out of unemployment, which can be seen

from equations (3.5) and (3.17). So, as figure 3.5 suggests, the expected gains from

employment outweigh higher effort costs for the short-termunemployed withs = 0.

The value of the employed worker is influenced by two forces: positively by both the net

wage and unemployment benefits. Due to the reform, net wage increases and UA benefits

are cut. For the employed worker, the gains of a higher wage obviously compensate for

the prospective loss of becoming unemployed some time in thefuture, compare equation

(3.4). More surprising is the fact that firms lose with droppingbUA, but remembering that

gross wage increases slightly explains lower equilibrium profits. In the right subfigure,

the overall welfare effect of the reform can be seen. Welfareslightly increases with

decreasing UA benefits, not only as a result of welfare gains of the employees and the

short-term unemployed, but also as there are the formerly unemployed, who gain since

they are now employed.
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Figure 3.6: (Un)employment effects of decreasing entitlement durations.

3.7.2 Decreasing the entitlement periods

In this subsection, the effects of a decreasing entitlementperiods are discussed. Figure

3.6 shows the effects on the labor market when reading the horizontal axis from right to

left. Like for the reduction ofbUA, the search effort of a newly unemployed increases,

reflecting the incentive effects of an earlier drop to the UA benefits in a two-tier system.

Also for s it holds that higher effort leads to higher job arrival rates, reflected by the

increasing mean job arrival ratēµ. A higher probability of finding a job faster results in

lower unemployment rates as illustrated by the subfigure on the lower left. Consequently,

the labor market tightness increases unambiguously, although vacancies drop slightly.

For the budget of the government, the effects are similar to those of the long-term benefit

reduction. There are now less unemployed to be financed and more workers financing

the remaining unemployed. Additionally, the high short-term benefitsbUI expire earlier

now, which further relieves the governmental budget and leads to tax reductions. Lower

tax rates and a higher labor market tightness do also fors decreases outweigh negative

effort effects in the wage equation, yielding net wage raises. Hardly visible, the gross

wage paid by the firms increases slightly. Altogether, the effects of entitlement duration
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Figure 3.7: Welfare effects of decreasing entitlement duration s.

cuts are very similar to the effects of long-term benefit drops.

Figure 3.7 illustrates the implications on individual values and total welfare. The

value of the newly short-term unemployed increases, although this group is affected

most by the cut. So again, the expected gains of a more likely employment outweigh

higher search costs. However, in contrast to droppingbUA, the value of the long-term

unemployed ats goes up. In this context, a long-term unemployed is defined asan un-

employed whose short-term benefits terminated, so the definition adjusts to the current

s. Hence, the result of an increasing value for the long-term unemployed is driven by the

definition of short-term unemployment.

The value of the employed worker increases a little fors reductions, too. Hence, the

net wage increases still outweigh losses due to possible unemployment and give rise to

gains on the employee’s side. Firms are again the losers of a reform which cuts benefit

entitlement duration, with their value declining right from the start. As the values of all

households increase, social welfare increases as well. Again, there are the direct positive

effects of the households who keep their labor market status. Additionally, the gains of

the unemployed who found work due to the reform now have a higher value since they

are employed now. Summarized in the welfare function, the subfigure on the right shows

that those gains are high enough to compensate the profit losses of firms.
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Figure 3.8: (Un)employment effects of decreasing long-term benefitsbUA and decreasing

entitlement durations simultaneously.

3.7.3 Decreasing the unemployment assistance benefitsbUA and the

entitlement period s simultaneously

Recollecting the results from a reduction of long-term benefits or entitlement duration

alone, the expectations with respect to a simultaneous decrease ofbUA ands are quite

clear. The unemployment rate is still expected to go down as now the incentive effects

from both sources are acting and still, welfare is supposed to go up. The simultaneous

reductions within the numerical analyses are done in what wefiguratively call ‘Hartz

units’. As already stated earlier, the labor market reformscut long-term benefits by7%

and entitlement duration by about2.5 months. In the following, these are the steps that

are used for the successive continuation of the comparativestatics.

Figure 3.8 shows the (un)employment effects of simultaneously decreasingbUA and

s when reading the horizontal axis from right to left. The search effort of the newly

unemployed increases by more than for the single reductionsof bUA or s due to the

combined incentive to escape unemployment before the lowerlong-term benefits set in

after a shorter entitlement duration. Consequently, also the effects on the mean job arrival
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Figure 3.9: Welfare effects of decreasing long-term benefits bUA and decreasing entitle-

ment durations simultaneously.

rate and total unemployment are stronger than for the partial decreases: the former is

higher and the latter is lower now. A sharper drop in unemployment leaves even more

room for tax reliefs than each single reform measure and, as expected, the net wage

increases. For a simultaneous change in ‘Hartz units’, alsothe gross wage paid by firms

increases. As a consequence from equations (3.8) and (3.10), firms open less vacancies,

but declining unemployment still leads to a tighter labor market.

The welfare effects of the simultaneous changes are shown infigure 3.9. The value

of short-term unemployed ats increases as it was the case for partialbUA or s reductions.

An interesting question is what happens to the value of the long-term unemployed ats.

It decreased forbUA reductions and increased fors reductions. The dominating effect for

a simultaneous reform of both policy parameters is the increasing one. So also for this

reform scenario, long-term unemployed gain. The value of a job to a firm behaves like

before; it goes down as higher gross wages have to be paid, while employed workers are

still better off. Not surprisingly, welfare also increasesin total. Hence, in the framework

of our model a reform like Hartz IV is not only helpful to fight unemployment, but also

to increase social welfare.
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Figure 3.10: (Un)employment effects of decreasing long-term benefitsbUA and decreas-

ing entitlement durations simultaneously while the economy has grown.

3.7.4 Decreasing the unemployment assistance benefitsbUA and the

entitlement period s simultaneously in a grown economy

Finally, the joint effects ofbUA ands decreases are considered in the model economy

which experienced economic growth. For Germany, the official growth rates of real GDP

can be found in Statistisches Bundesamt (2009). Economic growth is assumed to increase

the total factor productivityA. In subsection 3.5.3, we see that average productivity

between 1997 and 1999 was1227.03 and from this value, we can determine productivity

in 1999 as1252.07. For the evaluation of the reforms, which became effective in 2005

and 2006, economic growth between 1999 and 2005 is taken intoaccount now.31 The

productivity in 2006 is then given by1333.39.

The implications for the labor market are presented in figure3.10 in order to show the

steady state of the economy in 2006. The incentive effects ofsimultaneously reducedbUA

ands are basically the same as in the economy without growth. The search effort ats = 0

increases and so does the mean job arrival rate. Not surprisingly, the unemployment rate

31Compare section A.5 in the appendix for details.
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Figure 3.11: Welfare effects of decreasing long-term benefits bUA and decreasing entitle-

ment durations simultaneously while the economy has grown.

keeps decreasing and the decline is even stronger than without economic growth. Firms

still have to pay higher gross wages and hence, gains from opening a vacancy will be

smaller, which leads to less vacancies. However, in total the decline in unemployment

leads to a tighter labor market compared to the situation without growth. Having in

mind the exit rate specification as given by equation (3.18),this increase ofθ, all other

things being equal, results in a higher exit rate and hence inlower unemployment. As a

consequence of decreases in unemployment, also the tax ratedeclines. Remembering the

wage equation (3.11), a growth ofA increases the right-hand side. However, at the same

time tightness is smaller than in the case without growth, which outweighs the increase

in A. Consequently, the workers are not able to profit from an increased productivityA

and the bargained net wage is comparatively lower.

Again, the welfare effects are analyzed next by figure 3.11. The results are substan-

tially the same as for the case without growth. All householdtypes win and the firms

lose. Also here, the gains of the households outweigh the losses of the firms leading to

an increase of welfare. However, the results of this subsection suggest that the reforms

brought no Pareto improvement and that the positive welfareand unemployment effects

were rather small. In the next section, we decompose the over-all effects of UA bene-

fit reforms in order to analyze isolated insurance and incentive effects of unemployment

benefits.
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3.8 Numerical solution III: insurance and incentive ef-

fects of unemployment assistance benefitsbUA

Quantitatively, the effects on welfare seem to be small: welfare increased by about1%.

This is not surprising, however, when intertemporal utility is considered. With16.6%

being unemployed in our framework and1/3 becoming long term unemployed, only

5.53% of the population are affected by the reform. In an intertemporal sense, income

is reduced only during5.53% of one’s lifetime. When current income of these5.53% is

cut by7%, lifetime income is reduced by0.39%. Hence, the apparently low quantitative

effects make sense.

In order to analyze and understand the total effect of changing long-term benefits

bUA in detail, the impacts are evaluated partially. First, the pure insurance effects ofbUA

are studied on a theoretical level before they are assessed in the framework of our labor

market model. Furthermore, the combined insurance and incentive effects of benefits for

long-term unemployed are evaluated. For all of these variations, we focus on the impacts

of a changingbUA.

3.8.1 An analytical benchmark for the pure insurance effects

The above analysis of decreasingbUA in subsection 3.7.1 can be summarized by saying

that the labor market reform changes the unemployment rate and total welfare by about

one percentage point. To gain intuition about welfare reactions, let us recall the classic

result from optimal fair insurance.

An individual can be in one of the two statesemploymentor unemploymentwith

probabilityp and1−p, respectively. Earningw in the state of employment and receiving

b when unemployed, expected utility is given bypu (w)+ (1 − p)u (b). The government

finances benefits by a labor tax and equates income with expenditure, κw/ (1 − κ) p =

b (1 − p), wherep is both the probability of being employed and the share of thepopu-

lation which is employed. Maximizing expected utility given this constraint requires the

marginal utilities in both states to be equal,u′ (w) = u′ (b), and a tax that impliesw = b.

Identity of benefits to net wage provides perfect insurance and consumption smoothing

in the absence of incentive effects.

This result is now replicated for our labor market model. Assume that the path of

effort is not influenced by the reform, so it is exogenously given. Assume further that

the gross wage and the number of vacancies are not affected asoptimal firm behavior

is neglected. Then, keepingbUI constant for simplification, a change inbUA is simply
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a transfer of income from the state of being employed to the state of being long-term

unemployed through the fiscal system by the tax on labor income. Maximizing the social

welfare function (3.12) by choosingbUA and letting the tax rate adjust accordingly, yields

(see appendix A.6)

V ′ (w)
Ulong

N
=
N − L

N

∫ ∞

s

d

dbUA

V (bUA, s) f (s) ds. (3.22)

In the light of standard results of optimal insurance, this expression is easy to under-

stand. Also here, the marginal utilities (intertemporal utilities, the value functions) are

compared, but furthermore the distribution of the unemployment spell is taken into ac-

count. This happens in two ways: first, through the share of long-term unemployed in

the total number of unemployed and second, through the density f (s) - how often and

how long this state of being long-term unemployed occurs. The first effect is due to the

fact that this maximization problem takes the third state - short-term unemployment - as

given. If there were no short-term unemployed and hence,Ulong

N
= N−L

N
, the optimality

condition would readV ′ (w) =
∫∞

s
d

dbUA
V (bUA, s) f (s) ds. This exactly corresponds to

the optimality condition from a static insurance model extended by the distribution as

captured byf (s).

In the next subsection, the pure insurance effects are evaluated numerically in our labor

market model.

3.8.2 Quantitative benchmark results of the insurance effects

When solving the model described in the previous subsection 3.8.1 numerically, some

adjustments with respect to the original setup have to be made. Basically, the labor

market model is solved for an exogenousgrosswage, exogenous number of vacancies,

an endogenous tax rateκ, but exogenous search effort. The solution structure of the

insurance effects model can be found in subsection A.7.1 of the appendix.

As before, the unemployment effects are considered first in figure 3.12, but this time

with increasingbUA. With the search intensity path given from the pre-reform steady

state, there are no unemployment effects at all. Therefore,dynamics on the microeco-

nomic level are given by the path as visible in figure 3.2. The only endogenous variable

in this setup is the tax rate and it is computed, once having solved for all values of the

households, by equation (A.19). The tax burden for the employees rises with increasing

long-term benefitsbUA to keep the government budget balanced. Consequently, the net

wage decreases accordingly for the given gross wage.

Figure 3.13 shows the distributional effects of increasingthe long-term benefits in an
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Figure 3.12: The insurance effects of unemployment benefitsbUA regarding

(un)employment.
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Figure 3.13: The insurance effects of unemployment benefitsbUA regarding welfare.
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Figure 3.14: The insurance effects of unemployment benefitsbUA.

economy when incentive effects are not considered. The firm value stays constant for all

bUA as optimal behavior of firms is neglected when analyzing the insurance effects and

so vacancies are assumed to be constant. For all individuals, the values are increasing

in bUA starting from the representativebUA, they reach a maximum, and finally decrease.

Also social welfare follows this pattern. This suggests that there is not enough insurance

against unemployment in the pre-reform economy if incentive effects are left unconsid-

ered.

Figure 3.14 illustrates the effect of changes inbUA on the tax rate and thenet wage

in addition to the value of having a job, the value of being short-term and long-term

unemployed, and overall welfare. In this way, the optimalbUA resulting from equation

(3.22) can be visualized.

The figure shows that UA benefitsbUA are required to behigher than the net wagew

when the pure insurance effects ofbUA are considered. The reason is that the existing UI

benefits do not provide full insurance with a replacement rate of60%. Consequently,bUA

must overcompensate this loss of the short-term unemployedfor full insurance to hold.

Furthermore, the figure shows that the optimalbUA is lowest for the employed worker,

followed by the optimalbUA of the short-term unemployed, and highest for the long-

term unemployed, who is affected directly. The closer an individual is to the UI benefit

exhaustion ats, the higher is the optimalbUA of this individual. The welfare maximizing

bUA lies at aboutbUA = 2000.
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Figure 3.15: The insurance and incentive effects of unemployment benefitsbUA on

(un)employment.

3.8.3 Quantitative benchmark results of the insurance and the in-

centive effects

In addition to the insurance effects ofbUA, the incentive effects of non-stationary ben-

efits are taken into account now and therefore, search intensity is no longer taken as

exogenously given from the pre-reform steady state. Thegrosswage and the number of

vacancies are treated as exogenous since optimal firm behavior is still neglected. The

formation of optimal household behavior is exactly like in the full equilibrium model.

Consequently, unemployment is now endogenous on the macroeconomic level in addi-

tion to the tax rateκ. Subsection A.7.2 in the appendix shows the solution structure of

this setup.

Figure 3.15 illustrates the unemployment effects of increasing benefitsbUA. As long-

term benefits increase, search effort ats = 0 declines substantially showing the negative

incentive effects of higher benefitsbUA. Short-term unemployed do no longer fear long-

term unemployment so much because the benefit cut ats vanishes. This is also reflected

in the falling mean exit rate out of unemploymentµ̄. The optimizing behavior of firms
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Figure 3.16: The insurance and incentive effects of unemployment benefitsbUA on wel-

fare.

is still left unconsidered and therefore, the number of vacancies does not change. With

the lower level of search intensity, the unemployment rate goes up and consequently,

the labor market tightness reduces according to the bindingtightness definition (A.24).

The second endogenous macroeconomic variable is the tax rate resulting from the budget

constraint of the government. From equation (A.25), it becomes clear that the tax burden

increases as there are more unemployed, who get higher benefits. Therefore, net wage

goes down, keeping gross wage fixed.

The distribution effects are shown in figure 3.16. Qualitatively, the effects of an in-

creasingbUA, while allowing for incentive effects, are completely reversed compared to

subsection 3.8.2: all values decrease right from the start.This reflects the fact that now

search effort reacts to the higher benefits and unemploymentadjusts accordingly. Un-

employed lose due to higher UA benefits as already suggested in section 3.7. Losses

resulting from lower expected gains of employment outweighthe gains from higher con-

sumption in the state of long-term unemployment. Consequently, all labor market agents

now wish to have a lowerbUA.

In order to compare the different welfare levels implied bybUA, the values of all

agents are shown in figure 3.17 together with the tax rate and the net wage. Welfare

decreases are smallest for employed workers since they are the last to be hurt by the low

exit rates out of unemployment. Welfare is lowest for the short-term unemployed since

they do not yet profit from the highbUA, but still they are burdened with a low exit rate.

Unlike for the pure insurance case of subsection 3.8.2, the UA benefits do no longer have

to overcompensate benefits for short-term unemployed,bUI . The UA benefits are lower

than the net wage for all types of labor market agents once insurance effects are taken

into account. Therefore, full insurance is no longer desired.

The last step to the complete general equilibrium effects asshown in figures 3.4 and
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Figure 3.17: The insurance and incentive effects of unemployment benefitsbUA.

3.5 is the permission of optimal firm behavior and thus, endogenizing vacancies and gross

wage.

3.9 Conclusion

The starting points of this chapter are the motivation of ourlabor market model and a

survey of related literature. We develop an estimable search and matching model with

endogenous search effort in a non-stationary unemploymentbenefit system. The main

extension compared to the existing search and matching literature is the endogenous

distribution of unemployment duration that arises due to individual choice of search

intensity in a non-stationary environment. Based on optimalmicroeconomic behavior,

macroeconomic quantities like the unemployment rate are determined employing tools

from Semi-Markov methodology.

Outcome of the optimal behavior of unemployed in the theoretical model is a struc-

tural, duration-dependent transition rate from unemployment to employment of an in-

dividual being a function of various model parameters. Thistransition rate is used to

determine the unemployment duration density, which is the basis for the structural pa-

rameter estimation via Maximum Likelihood. Finally, steady state policy changes are

simulated using the parameter estimates.

We find several remarkable results. Concerning the estimation results, it is first dis-

covered that the parameterα from the exit rate function is significant. This means that

the duration-dependent search effort affects the exit rateout of unemployment and hence,

changing benefits does play a role for the search intensity and for macroeconomic per-
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formance. Furthermore, evidence is found for an unobservedheterogeneity among in-

dividuals: an estimated fraction of only about20% of the short-term unemployed pass

the means test for long-term benefits, which is likely to be known by the unemployed,

but unobserved by the econometrician if exit occurs befores. However, this unobserved

heterogeneity obviously leads to differences in the individual exit rates out of unemploy-

ment. Hence, we verify true individual state dependence of the exit rate as well as state

dependence implied by unobserved heterogeneity.

The simulations of different reform scenarios, on the otherhand, allow for the as-

sessment of individual and aggregate labor market and welfare effects when the length

and level of unemployment benefit payments are changed. As anexample of such re-

forms, the effects of the recent German labor market reformsare evaluated. First, we

analyze each reform measure partially before we finally study the combined effects. To-

tal unemployment decreases due to the reform and so does the tax rate. The impacts on

the different labor market groups are differentiated: basically, the households win and

firms lose. Therefore, the reforms fail to establish a Paretoimprovement according to our

model, while increasing total welfare. Moreover, partial insurance and incentive effects

of long-term benefits are analyzed. Regarding the pure insurance effects, the main find-

ing is that a complete insurance against unemployment due toUI benefits below the net

wage requires UA benefits which exceed the net wage. Permitting incentive effects of the

benefit system restores the known relations: optimal benefits for long-term unemployed

do not establish full insurance against unemployment.
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3.10 Individual contributions to the sections of chapter 3

As mentioned earlier, the paper of Launov et al. (2009) builds the basis of this chapter.

My individual contributions are as follows:

• 3.1 Introduction:10%

• 3.2 Different strands of literature:100%

• 3.3 The model:33%

• 3.4 Equilibrium properties:33%

• 3.5 Structural estimation:5%

• 3.6 Numerical Solution I:50%

• 3.7 Numerical Solution II:90%

• 3.8 Numerical Solution III:60%

• 3.9 Conclusion:60%

• Matlab source code for the steady state computations (see enclosed CD):90%

With respect to the paper in its version from April 2009, thischapter was extended by

sections 3.2 and 3.6-3.8.
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Chapter 4

Semi-Markov processes in labor market

theory

4.1 Introduction and underlying setup

Semi-Markov processes are, like all stochastic processes,models of systems or behavior.

As extensions of Markov processes and renewal processes, Semi-Markov processes are

widely applied and hence, an important methodology for modeling. Semi-Markov pro-

cesses are used in computer science and engineering, e.g. inqueuing theory and server

models, see Cohen (1982). In finance, for example, credit rating and reliability models

are based upon Semi-Markov theory like in D’Amico et al. (2006). Other applications in

business administration are operations research like in Sobel and Heyman (2003), as well

as manpower models as described in Mehlman (1979). Moreover, Semi-Markov mod-

els are employed in sociology or socioeconomics, see Mills (2004) for a model of the

marriage market. In biology and medicine, Semi-Markov processes are used for progno-

sis and the evolution of diseases, see Beck and Pauker (1983) or Foucher et al. (2005).

For demographic questions, models of disability or fertility, Semi-Markov processes are

employed, too, see Hoem (1972).

Consequently, Semi-Markov processes are interdisciplinary important and, of course,

also economics has discovered the usefulness for modeling issues. Already Markov pro-

cesses, which can be seen as a special case of Semi-Markov processes, are widely used to

describe the different states of an economy or an individual. Depending on the currently

occupied state only, there are different transition rates to other states. Possible applica-

tions of Markov chains in economics are standard matching models of the labor market

as described in Pissarides (2000) or money demand models like in Kiyotaki and Wright

(1993). In this chapter, we will focus on the former ones as the methods presented build
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the background for the numerical solution of our labor market model in chapter 3.

Typically, the possible states of an individual in the labormarket areunemployment

or employmentand the transitions between these states are described by Markov pro-

cesses. For simplification, most of the models in literaturetake the transition rates be-

tween the labor market states to be constant, see the standard matching setup in Pissarides

(2000), Pissarides (1985), Mortensen and Pissarides (1994), for example, or Rogerson

et al. (2005) for an overview. This simplification may be appropriate for many questions

if incentive effects of labor market institutions can be neglected. For other applications,

however, this assumption needs generalization. When the behavior of individuals and

the incentive effects of unemployment insurance systems are to be analyzed, for exam-

ple, stationary job arrival rates over the unemployment spell are no longer realistic, see

Mortensen (1977) amongst others. In fact, it is plausible that the arrival rate of jobs ex-

hibits true duration dependence. Reasons for this can be found in search effort reactions

due to non-stationary benefits or stigmas attached to or perceived by long-term unem-

ployed. Empirical evidence with respect to non-stationaryhazard rates can be found in

Heckman and Borjas (1980), Meyer (1990), or van den Berg and vanOurs (1994), for

instance.1 However, models considering duration-dependent hazard rates are typically

restricted to analyze microeconomic behavior only and thus, the Semi-Markov structure

is negligible as the first order condition for optimal behavior is unaffected. Therefore in

chapter 3, a full equilibrium labor market model is built up with non-stationary exit rates

out of unemployment and the parameters of the model are estimated structurally.

Allowing for duration-dependent transition rates has methodological consequences

regarding the state distribution of individuals. Analytical solutions for transition proba-

bilities and distributions are no longer feasible for such models having non-analytic and

non-stationary transition rates and numerical solution methods are required. Thus, the

purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, an accurate, but intuitive definition and clas-

sification of Semi-Markov processes among the family of stochastic processes will be

given, emphasizing the application to labor market models.Second, it provides a recipe

of how to solve for the transition probabilities of Semi-Markov processes, as well as the

description of the limiting behavior.

In a first step, this chapter presents the Semi-Markov theory. The properties and tran-

sition probabilities, as well as the limiting behavior are discussed on the basis of Pyke

(1961a) and Pyke (1961b), Kulkarni (1995), and Ross (1996). While the transition proba-

bilities of continuous-time Markov chains are computed using the Chapman-Kolmogorov

equations, which can be solved analytically, for Semi-Markov processes, the correspond-

1For a discussion of non-stationary hazard rates and possible sources, see subsection 3.2.2.
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ing probabilities are based on the renewal argument and convolution theory. An analyt-

ical solution is very difficult in this case and impossible for the setup of chapter 3, so

the determination of the transition probabilities and of the limiting probabilities is about

numerical solution methods and it makes sense to deal with a specific example. Consid-

ering the economic model of chapter 3, there exist two groupsin the labor market like

in the standard model: the unemployed and the employed workers. This makes things

as simple as possible, but clearly shows the solution approach at the same time. The

job of an employed worker is destroyed at an exogenous separation rateλ and so the

waiting time until job destruction is exponentially distributed with parameterλ. An un-

employed job seeker with unemployment spells gets new offers at rateµ (φ (s) θ, η (s)),

whereφ (s) is the job search effort of the unemployed with spells, θ is the labor market

tightness, andη (s) is an exogenous spell effect.2 Having an unemployment insurance

system with non-stationary benefits, it makes sense to assume that an unemployed indi-

vidual adjusts his search effort over the spell. With increasing unemployment duration,

for example, the lower benefits of long-term unemployed get closer. Thus, it is plausible

that effort increases before long-term unemployment is realized. Assuming that the job

arrival rateµ (φ (s) θ, η (s)) increases with search effort, this partial effect would lead to

an increasing job arrival rate. The duration-dependent spell effect η (s) catches remain-

ing duration-dependent factors, which may affect the job arrival rate. This partial effect

is discussed in chapter 3 in detail, where it leads to a decreasing job arrival rate for long-

term unemployed.

In this chapter, however, we focus on the pure duration dependence and not on its sources.

Therefore, we neglect all other arguments buts and reduce the notation toµ (s) for sim-

plification.

In chapter 3, the steady state behavior of the model economy is analyzed. Using the

optimal search effort of an unemployed over the unemployment spell, we derive the den-

sities for the duration in both states. With these densities, the parameters of the structural

arrival rate are estimated with micro data from the GSOEP. Based on the parameter esti-

mates, the job arrival rates can be computed as well as transition probabilities and hence,

the state distribution for an economy of representative agents can be determined apply-

ing the methods derived in this chapter. The knowledge of thestate distribution makes it

possible to evaluate the Hartz IV reforms in terms of unemployment and welfare effects

by models like the one in chapter 3.

The starting point for the calculation of the transition probabilities are interdependent

Volterra integral equations of the first and the second kind,which can be derived applying

2Compare subsection 3.3.1 for details on the modeling of the job arrival rate.
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the Semi-Markov theory. The key issue is to solve the integrals, which contain unknowns

and cannot be solved analytically. To this end, the problem is transformed into a discrete

one and numerical solution methods are discussed. The different methods have different

advantages and drawbacks. As a rule, the more precise a method is, the longer the com-

putation takes, leading to a time-preciseness trade-off. The different numerical results

for the transition probabilities are therefore collected and discussed. First, the special

case of constant arrival rates is considered. The Semi-Markov process is a continuous-

time Markov chain then, for which the transition probabilities are known. Hence, the

numerical solutions can directly be compared to the analytical solution. Permitting non-

stationary arrival rates, with the setup taken from chapter3, a comparison to an analytical

solution is no longer possible. Hence, the numerical methods can only be studied inde-

pendently and with respect to the limiting behavior. As expected, the more complicated

method provides the more exact results for the transition probabilities. Since this already

applies to smaller step numbers, the computational effort of the more complex method

can be outweighed by using less steps. This also applies to the limiting distribution.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.2 describes the basics of Semi-

Markov processes. From section 4.3 on, we apply the Semi-Markov theory to our labor

market model presented in chapter 3, in order to illustrate solution procedures for tran-

sition probabilities of Semi-Markov processes. In section4.4, numerical solution pro-

cedures are described. Section 4.5 presents and compares the outcomes of the different

numerical methods and section 4.6, finally, concludes with the findings of this chapter.

4.2 Semi-Markov processes - the basics

This section deals with the basics of (Semi-)Markov processes. First of all, like Markov

processes, a Semi-Markov process is a stochastic process. Astochastic process collects

realizations of one or more random variables over time and the theory of stochastic pro-

cesses tries to find models which describe such probabilistic systems. One can distinguish

between discrete-time processes and continuous-time processes. While the system is ob-

served at discrete points in time only in the first case, thereis continuous observation

given for the latter. Throughout this chapter, we focus on the continuous-time versions.

The starting point of this section is a brief introduction toMarkov processes since many

well-known concepts also hold for Semi-Markov processes. After that, the definition

of Semi-Markov processes will be given and their propertieswill be outlined. The sec-

tion concludes with a derivation of conditional transitionprobabilities of Semi-Markov

processes.
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4.2.1 Continuous-time Markov chains

Markov chains are stochastic processes and have the property of being memoryless. This

means that a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) is a sequenceof realized states and

the transition probability to another state depends on the current state only and not on the

history of states. Therefore, for the continuous-time Markov chain the following Markov

property holds:

P {X (t+ s) = j|X (t) = i,X (u) : 0 ≤ u < t} = P {X (t+ s) = j|X (t) = i} ,

whereX (t) denotes the state of the system at timet andX (u) : 0 ≤ u < t denotes all

statesX (u) in the history from0 up tot, compare Kulkarni (1995). In other words, this

property means that the probability of being in statej at t+ s, given that the system was

in statei at t and the complete history of states, is equal to the probability without the

information on the complete history.

The duration period of a CTMC in statei is exponentially distributed with parameter

λi, so the probability of leaving a statei towards anotherarbitrary state in a spell ofs or

less is given by

F (s) = P {S ≤ s} =

{

0 if x ≤ 0

1 − e−λix if x > 0.

The state duration period of leaving statei towards aspecificstatej is exponentially

distributed with parameterλij ≥ 0. By definition, it holds that
∑

j 6=i λij = λi. The

parametersλi andλij are also called transition or hazard rates, which becomes clear

when considering the definition of the hazard. The hazard rate is the probability of in-

stantaneously leaving statei at t, given that statei has been occupied tillt, see Lancaster

(1990). Therefore, the hazard rate for leaving statei to any state is the probability density

function of the durationf (t) divided by the survival function in this statei, 1 − F (t):

h (t) =
f (t)

1 − F (t)

=
λie

−λit

e−λit
= λi.

Equivalently, the hazard rateλij for leaving statei and going to statej can be determined.

The states of a Markov process and the corresponding transition rates can be visualized

in rate diagrams. Figure 4.1 shows the rate diagram for a two-state Markov process. Let

the states be state ‘0’ and state ‘1’ and the transition ratesλ01 andλ10 be given byµ and

λ3, respectively. Clearly, in a process with two states, the rate of leavingi and going to

3The variableλi with a subscript denotes general arrival rates, while the variableλ without any sub-

scripts is often used for separation rates in job search models. This notation is kept throughout this chapter.
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Figure 4.1: Rate diagram for a CTMC with two states (0 and1). The states are rep-

resented by the ovals. The transition rates are given at the arrows that symbolize the

transition.

j, λij, is identical to the rate of leavingi, λi =
∑

j 6=i λij. Therefore, the rates are simply

given byλ01 = λ0 = µ andλ10 = λ1 = λ.

The transition probability matrixP = [pij (t)] contains the probabilities that the sys-

tem which is initially in stateiwill be in statej att, P {X (t) = j|X (0) = i}. In order to

compute these transition probabilities, the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations can be used,

for details see Ross (1996), for instance. In contrast to discrete-time Markov chains

(DTMCs), where the limiting behavior depends on specific properties of the DTMC, the

limit of a CTMC transition probability matrix always exists.The limits are given by

lim
t→∞

pjj (t) =
1

λjηjj

and

lim
t→∞

pij (t) =
fij

λjηjj

,

wherefij is the probability that the spell of statei is less than infinity and a transition

occurs toj, fij = P {Tj <∞|X (0) = i}. Tj is the first time the CTMC enters state

j andηjj is the expected reoccurrence time of statej, given that the initial state isj,

ηjj = E [Tj|X (0) = j]. A proof is provided in Kulkarni (1995).

The interpretation of the limit ofpjj (t) is as follows:1/λj is the expected duration in

statej and once the process leaves statej, ηjj is the expected time until re-entering state

j.

For the limiting probability of ending inj when starting ini, one needs to know how

likely a transition fromi to j in a period less than infinity is, which is given byfij =

P {Tj <∞|X (0) = i}. Once the system enters statej, only the limiting probability

for ending in statej upon beginning in statej is needed, which we just determined

aspjj (t) = 1/(λjηjj). The joint probability is then the product of both probabilities,

thereforefij is multiplied by1/(λjηjj).
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The limiting probabilities are illustrated by returning tothe example from figure 4.1.

The rateλ1 is given byλ1 = λ and the rateλ0 by λ0 = µ. The expected reocurrence time

ηjj is given by the sum of the expected duration in both states,ηjj = 1
λj

+ 1
λi

. So, the

expected duration in statej, 1/λj, and the expected duration in statei, 1/λi, after having

left statej are added up. Having all this in mind,limt→∞ pjj (t) = 1
λjηjj

becomes4

lim
t→∞

p00 (t) =
λ

µ+ λ
and lim

t→∞
p11 (t) =

µ

µ+ λ
. (4.1)

In standard labor market models with the two statesemploymentandunemployment, this

limiting distribution is equal to the equilibrium unemployment rate and employment rate,

respectively, which can be shown by using a law of large numbers.

CTMCs whose expected returning time for a state is less than infinity are calledergodic

and they have an interesting property. Namely, the limitingdistribution of the states does

not depend on the initial distribution of states,pj = limt→∞ P {X (t) = j|X (0) = i}.

In this case, the limiting distribution can be computed by using the so-called balance

equations,
∑

jǫS

piλij =
∑

jǫS

pjλji,

combined with the condition that all probabilities must sumup to 1,
∑

jǫS pj = 1. The

idea behind the balance equation is quite simple: in the limit, flows out of statei must

equal flows into statei. This property also leads to the well-known expression for the

equilibrium unemployment rate in standard matching modelswith constant arrival rates.

4.2.2 Semi-Markov processes

Also for Semi-Markov processes (SMPs) it holds that only thecurrent state is relevant

for the transition rates - and in this sense, there is still memorylessness. However, the

transition rates to other states may change over the duration of a state and therefore,

the inter-arrival times between subsequent states are no longer exponentially distributed.

Thus, the extensions compared to CTMCs are an arbitrary duration distribution and non-

stationary transition rates.

A natural way to approach SMPs is through renewal theory, where inter-arrival times

between events do not need to be exponentially distributed.For this purpose, it is helpful

to define a Markov renewal sequence as a sequence of a bivariate random variable first.

4In a system with two states, the remaining limiting probabilities are computed bylimt→∞ pij (t) = 1−

limt→∞ pii (t). Hence, the limiting transition probability from state1 to state0 is limt→∞ p10 (t) = λ
µ+λ

and the limiting transition probability from state0 to state1 is limt→∞ p01 (t) = µ
µ+λ

.
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The two elements of this bivariate random variable are the observation timeSn of the

nth transition and the correspondingnth observationYn, n ≥ 0, YnǫI = {0, 1, 2, ..}.

The joint probability of observingYn+1 = j in an inter-arrival time ofSn+1 − Sn ≤ x,

conditioned on the observation history, satisfies the Markov property,

P {Yn+1 = j, Sn+1 − Sn ≤ x|Yn = i, Sn, Yn−1, Sn−1, ..., Y0, 0} =

P {Yn+1, Sn+1 − Sn ≤ x|Yn = i} ≡ Gij (x) . (4.2)

Finally, a SMP is a stochastic process that records the stateof the Markov renewal process

at each point in time, see Pyke (1961a).

More formal, let{(Yn, Sn) , n ≥ 0} be a Markov renewal sequence. LetN (t) be the

state with the last completed state spell beforet, N (t) = sup {n ≥ 0:Sn ≤ t} , and let

X (t) = YN(t). Then, the stochastic process{X (t) , t ≥ 0} is denoted as a Semi-Markov

process. The matrixG (x) = [Gij (x)] as defined in equation (4.2) is called thekernelof

the SMP, compare Kulkarni (1995).

Next, we discuss some properties of SMPs, which help to classify them. A SMP is

time-homogeneousif just the interval until the next transition matters for the probability

- not when this interval started, or more specific

P {Yn+1 = j, Sn+1 − Sn ≤ x|Yn = i} = P {Y1 = j, S1 ≤ x|Y0 = i} .

A SMP is calledregular if there is only a finite number of transitions possible in a finite

time period. The SMP isirreducibleif each state can be reached from any other state; the

states are said to communicate with each other in this case. Astatej is calledrecurrent

if the process returns to this statej in a spell less than infinity and it is calledtransient

otherwise (if it never returns). A state is denoted aspositive recurrentif it is recurrent

and the expected returning time to statei, given the process started ini, is less than

infinity. For a SMP, a recurrent statei is calledaperiodic if it is possible to visit this

state anytime.Periodicitywith periodd is given if a statei can only be visited at positive

multiple integers ofd, d > 1, see Ross (1996). Therefore, aperiodicity actually means

d = 1. The initial distribution vector of statesa = [ai] reports the probability that the

state of the system isi at the beginning,ai = P {X (0) = i}. Finally, a regular SMP is

fully specified by the initial distribution of statesa and the kernelG (x) = [Gij (x)].

Example. In standard labor market models with two states, all states in the SMP

communicate. Furthermore, the SMP is regular, positive recurrent, irreducible, and fi-

nally, aperiodic. It is intuitive why: the stateunemploymentis accessible from the state

employmentand vice versa. Hence, the states communicate and the SMP is irreducible.

The SMP is regular because the probability of very short durations is less than one. This
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means that finding a job or loosing it normally needs some time. It is positive recurrent

because the expected ‘revisiting’ duration for an unemployed or an employed is less than

infinity. The SMP is aperiodic because obviouslyd = 1 in this two-state process.

Deriving the conditional distribution of the states in a SMP{X (t) , t ≥ 0} at a fixed

t ≥ 0 requires something like the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations,but for SMPs. In

doing so, the renewal argument is used to develop integral equations, which is postponed

to the next subsection. The numeric methods described in theremainder of this chapter

then deal with the computation of these integral equations.

For positive recurrent, irreducible, and aperiodic SMPs, the limiting probability of

being in statej when starting in statei is independent ofi,

pj = lim
t→∞

P {X (t) = j|X (0) = i} =
πjηj

∑∞
k=0 πkµk

, (4.3)

whereπ is a solution toπ = πG (∞) andηk is the expected duration in statek, k =

0, 1, 2, ..., see Kulkarni (1995); also a proof is provided there.

For a labor market model with the two states1 (employment) and0 (unemployment),

the kernel is given byG10 (∞) = 1 andG01 (∞) = 1, henceπ = (1, 1) satisfies the

equationπ = πG (∞). Therefore, equation (4.3) becomesp0 = η0

η0+η1

. The limiting

probability of being unemployed is given by the expected duration of the state unem-

ployment divided by the sum of the expected duration in the two states unemployment

and employment. According to Cox (1962), this holds for any distribution.

Consequently, the limiting distribution in a two-state labor market model, with duration-

dependent transition ratesµ(.) andλ(.), becomes5

p0 =

∫∞

0
exp

{
−
∫ x

0
µ (v) dv

}
dx

∫∞

0
exp

{
−
∫ x

0
λ (v) dv

}
dx+

∫∞

0
exp

{
−
∫ x

0
µ (v) dv

}
dx
, (4.4)

p1 = 1 − p0.

Equipped with this intuitive, but also formal classification of Semi-Markov processes,

the next subsection describes the derivation of the transition probabilities with the integral

equations mentioned above.

4.2.3 Transition probabilities of Semi-Markov processes

Now we turn to the transition probabilities of SMPs. This subsection states the general

notation and the mathematical basics used throughout this chapter when computing the

conditional transition probabilities of a SMP. Pyke (1961a) and Pyke (1961b) are the

5See appendix chapter B.1 for a derivation.
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seminal articles mentioned in nearly every work about Semi-Markov processes. A very

accessible presentation embedded in a general introduction to stochastic processes can

be found in Kulkarni (1995).

However, before deriving the equation for the distributionof states, some more def-

initions and clarifications are needed. LetYn denote the state of a system after thenth

transition and let this state bei. Let the point in time of thenth transition be denoted by

Sn.

The conditional probability of going from statei to statej in a time interval ofx or

shorter is given by

Qij (x) ≡ P {Yn+1 = j, Sn+1 − Sn ≤ x|Yn = i} .

Besides the fact that it might not be 1 forx → ∞, Qij (x) features all properties of a

distribution function, compare Kulkarni (1995). Specifically, Qij (x) is non-decreasing

in x, dQij(x)

dx
≥ 0.

Example. A worker jumps between the two labor market states with the arrival rates

being either constant or duration-dependent. As already mentioned earlier, the process is

a CTMC in the first case and a SMP in the latter. Such a process is also called alternating

renewal process because it alternates between these two states. The probabilities that a

jump fromi to j occurs in a time period shorter or equal tox is given for these alternative

cases by

Q10 (x) =

{

1 − e−λx

1 − e−
∫ x

0
λ(y)dy

}

for

{

constantλ

duration-dependentλ (y)
, (4.5)

Q01 (x) =

{

1 − e−µx

1 − e−
∫ x

0
µ(y)dy

}

for

{

constantµ

duration-dependentµ (y)
,

assuming that the starting point of the time interval is0 and the endpoint isx. Due to the

homogeneity of the SMP, the probabilities and distributions only depend on the interval

lengthx and not on where the interval is situated on the time axis.6 The probabilities of

remaining in a given state, the duration distribution, for acertain amount of timex are

given in the duration-dependent case by

Q11 (x) = e−
∫ x

0
λ(y)dy, Q00 (x) = e−

∫ x

0
µ(y)dy. (4.6)

The probability thatany transition takes place in the spellx is given by summing up

the leaving probabilities for each possible statej, Qi (x) = Σj 6=iQij (x), not taking into

6So, it holds thatQik (x) = Qik (τ |t) whereτ = t + x.
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Figure 4.2: Three possible ways of starting in state1 at t = 0 and ending up in state1 a

time periodx later.

account transitions fromi to i. In a process with two states only, this becomes

Q1 (x) = Q10 (x) , Q0 (x) = Q01 (x) . (4.7)

Having done this preparation, we can now compute the probability of being in statej

atx, conditioned on starting from statei today. There is a ‘black box’ on the way fromi

to j: we know that the system is in statei today and in statej a periodx later, but neither

do we know when this transition occurs nor whether it occurs directly or via other states.

Consequently, all alternative ways of starting ini at t = 0 and ending up inj at x have

to be taken into account. Figure 4.2 illustrates some possibilities for a continuous-time

SMP with two states to start in statei and to end up in statei a time periodx later.

Translating all potential transitions that could occur in that ‘black box’ for a multi-

state process into mathematics gives the following expression:

pij (x) = δij [1 −Qi (x)] + Σk 6=i

∫ x

0

Qik (x− v) dpkj (v)

= δij [1 −Qi (x)] + Σk 6=i

∫ x

0

dQik (v) pkj (x− v) . (4.8)

Integral equations like equation (4.8) are Volterra equations of the first and second kind,

see Polyanin and Manzhirov (1998), for example. Equation system (4.8) gives the prob-
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ability that the process starting ini will be in j by x, see e.g. Kulkarni (1995) for a proof.

The integral
∫ x

0
Qik (x− v) dpkj (v) is called the convolution ofQik (.) andpkj (.), which

is denoted byQik ∗pkj (x). In the transition to the second line of equation (4.8), the com-

mutativity of the convolution is used,Qik ∗ pkj (x) = pkj ∗Qik (x).

The interpretation of equation (4.8) is as follows: the firstpart of the right-hand side is

the probability that the system, being in statei, never leaves statei until the end of the

periodx. In this case,i = j andδij = 1, so1 −Qi (x) is the survival probability in state

i. This case corresponds to the upper subfigure of figure 4.2. Ifj 6= i, thenδij = 0.

The second part of the right-hand side of equation (4.8) collects all cases in which the

transition fromi to j occurs via another statek 6= i, applying the renewal argument. First,

the probability that the process stays in statei for a period of lengthv and then passes to

statek is considered, captured byQik (v). Passing to this new statek can be interpreted as

a renewal of the process because the expected behavior of theprocess from then on is the

same as whenever the process entersk. Hence, the probability that the process which is

in statek atv will be in statej atx has to be taken into account, captured bypkj (x− v).

As the transition fromi to k could occur anytime between0 andx, all possible transition

times have to be covered by the integration overv. The cases, in which the transition

occurred via other states is illustrated fori = j in the two lower subfigures of figure 4.2.

Equation (4.8) can be rewritten, provided thatQik (v) is once differentiable, as

pij (x) = δij [1 −Qi (x)] + Σk 6=i

∫ x

0

pkj (x− v)
dQik (v)

dv
dv. (4.9)

This equation is the origin for the following analysis basedon labor market applications.

As theQik are expected to be known and differentiable in economic applications, the

starting point here will be equation (4.9) rather than equation (4.8) without loss of gener-

ality.

4.3 Semi-Markov processes with two states

As stated earlier, this chapter picks the example of our labor market model from chapter

3. There are the two labor market statesunemployment(0) andemployment(1) and thus,

four transition probabilities for the future: an unemployed /employed person can either

be unemployed or employed at some future point after a spellx. Let these probabilities
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be denoted bypij (x). Writing them out in terms of the general equation (4.9) gives

p00 (x) = 1 −Q0 (x) +

∫ x

0

p10 (x− v)
dQ01 (v)

dv
dv, (4.10a)

p10 (x) =

∫ x

0

p00 (x− v)
dQ10 (v)

dv
dv, (4.10b)

p11 (x) = 1 −Q1 (x) +

∫ x

0

p01 (x− v)
dQ10 (v)

dv
dv, (4.10c)

p01 (x) =

∫ x

0

p11 (x− v)
dQ01 (v)

dv
dv. (4.10d)

In the remainder of this section, we first discuss a special case of a SMP, namely one

with constant arrival rates for both states. Since the SMP isalso a CTMC in this case, the

results for the probabilities from the SMP theory can be compared to the known results

from CTMCs. This model is then extended in the way of chapter 3, where there are

constant arrival rates in the state of employment and duration-dependent arrival rates in

the state of unemployment.

4.3.1 Computing transition probabilities for constant arrival rates

Assuming a continuous-time setup, where the transition rates from one state to the other

are constant, the well-known expressions for the transition probabilities of being either

unemployed or employed depending on the current state can bederived. Letpij (x) be

the probability that a system being in statei will be in statej at a spellx later. Starting

from the Chapman-Kolmogorov backward equations, a system ofdifferential equations

can be derived. The solution to this system gives the transition probabilities:

p00 (x) =
λ

µ+ λ
+

µ

µ+ λ
e−[µ+λ]x,

p10 (x) =
λ

µ+ λ
−

λ

µ+ λ
e−[µ+λ]x,

p11 (x) =
µ

µ+ λ
+

λ

µ+ λ
e−[µ+λ]x,

p01 (x) =
µ

µ+ λ
−

µ

µ+ λ
e−[µ+λ]x, (4.11)

see Ross (1996) or Kulkarni (1995), for example. In the limit as x → ∞, the second

terms of the probability equations approach zero. Hence, the limiting distribution does

not depend on the initial distribution of states, sop1 = p01 = p11 = µ

µ+λ
andp0 =

p10 = p00 = λ
µ+λ

. Since CTMCs are special cases of SMPs, we will now show that the

transition probabilities (4.11) are special cases of the more general equations (4.10) for

transition probabilities of SMPs.
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First, the derivative ofQ01 (v) is prepared,

dQ01 (v)

dv
= µe−µv. (4.12)

Inserting this into the transition probability equation (4.10) for SMPs yields

p01 (x) = µ

∫ x

0

p11 (x− v) e−µvdv.

From subsection 4.2.3, it is known that the convolution ofp11 andQ01 is commutative,

that means the convoluted functions and the arguments can beinterchanged. Applying

this gives

p01 (x) = µ

∫ x

0

p11 (v) e−µ[x−v]dv. (4.13)

Next, the time derivative of equation (4.13) with respect tox is computed using the

Leibniz rule for integral functions, compare Wälde (2008),

ṗ01 (x) = µ

[

p11 (x) − µ

∫ x

0

p11 (v) e−µ[x−v]dv

]

.

Finally, replacing the convolution byp01 (x) from equation (4.13) yields

ṗ01 (x) = µ [p11 (x) − p01 (x)] = µp11 (x) − µp01 (x) . (4.14)

This is the expected differential equation which can be derived as well from the Chapman-

Kolmogorov backward equations. For the remaining three states, the corresponding dif-

ferential equations can be determined in the same manner. Solving these differential

equations gives the probabilities (4.11). Hence, interpreting the CTMC as a SMP with

constant arrival rates leads to the same transition probabilities.

4.3.2 Computing transition probabilities for general arrival rates

From this subsection on, we use duration-dependent job arrival rates as given in our labor

market model.7

Having non-stationary job arrival rates, the derivatives according to equation (4.5) are

given by

dQ01 (v)

dv
= e−

∫ v

0
µ(y)dy d

dv

∫ v

0

µ (y) dy = e−
∫ v

0
µ(y)dyµ (v) ,

dQ10 (v)

dv
= e−

∫ v

0
λdy d

dv

∫ v

0

λdy = e−
∫ v

0
λdyλ.

7Extending the model additionally by a non-stationary job-to-unemployment transition rate is also pos-

sible and would not change the general proceeding.
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Together with equation (4.7) and the derivatives, the transition probabilities from equa-

tion (4.10) become

p00 (x) = e−
∫ x

0
µ(y)dy +

∫ x

0

p10 (x− v) e−
∫ v

0
µ(y)dyµ (v) dv, (4.15a)

p10 (x) =

∫ x

0

p00 (x− v) e−
∫ v

0
λdyλdv, (4.15b)

p11 (x) = e−
∫ x

0
λdy +

∫ x

0

p01 (x− v) e−
∫ v

0
λdyλdv, (4.15c)

p01 (x) =

∫ x

0

p11 (x− v) e−
∫ v

0
µ(y)dyµ (v) dv. (4.15d)

These four equations are central for deriving the transition probabilities of SMPs. Obvi-

ously, equations (4.15a) and (4.15b) as well as equations (4.15c) and (4.15d) are interde-

pendent. The equation forp01 (x) depends onp11 (x− v) and the equation forp11 (x), in

turn, depends onp01 (x− v). The transition probabilitiesp11 (x) andp01 (x) can be de-

termined first and then the transition probabilities for thecomplementary events,p10 (x)

andp00 (x), can be obtained immediately.8

One way to solve the probabilities analytically is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform,

compare Kulkarni (1995). The striking fact with respect to equations (4.15a)-(4.15d)

is that an analytical solution is not feasible in cases like our model because the job arrival

rate has no analytical solution. Therefore, the remainder of this chapter deals with the

numerical solution of the interdependent integral equations (4.15a)-(4.15d).

4.4 Numerical solution of the transition probabilities

In order to solve the transition probabilities at some pointin timex numerically, at least

two of the integrals in equations (4.15a)-(4.15d) have to betransformed into discrete

integration problems. To this end, the interval of lengthx is divided intoz discretization

steps first. The distance between subsequent steps, the stepwidth, ish = x/z and the end

point of the intervalx is represented byzh. Thus, equations (4.15a) and (4.15b) become

p00 (zh) = e−
∫ zh

0
µ(ih)d(ih)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡Q00(zh)

+

∫ zh

0

e−
∫ ih

0
µ(kh)d(kh)µ (ih) p10 (zh− ih)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡g(ih)

d (ih) (4.16)

8After having solved for two probabilities, the remaining two are the probabilities of the complementary

events and can be solved by subtracting the respective probability from 1. Thus, an unemployed today can

be unemployed atx, for which the probabilityp00 (x) can be computed. The complementary event for the

unemployed today would be occupying a job atx. As there are only the two possible statesunemployment

andemployment, the probability for the latter is given byp01 (x) = 1 − p00 (x).
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and

p10 (zh) =

∫ zh

0

e−
∫ ih

0
λd(kh)λp00 (zh− ih)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡f(ih)

d (ih) . (4.17)

In general and independently from the numerical integration method, the approximation

of the integral gets more precise the more steps are used. Thedrawback of having a better

precision with more steps is the prolonged computing time for the integrals.

Furthermore, a numerical integration method has to be chosen in order to approxi-

mate the area beneath the function. In this section, two numerical integration methods

are presented and compared in the context of the Semi-Markovtransition probability

problem. In subsection 4.4.1, the very basic rectangle integration method is introduced,

while subsection 4.4.2 deals with the trapeze integration.These rules can be subsumed

under the Newton-Cotes quadrature formulas. A general presentation can be found in

Judd (1998) as well as in Schatzman and Taylor (2002).

4.4.1 Rectangle approximation

This subsection describes the numerical solution of equations (4.15a) and (4.15b) by

using the rectangle approximation of integrals. As there exist several variations of the

rectangle approximation, the first step is to present the general idea of computing an

integral via rectangles as the basis of all variations. Then, one of the variations, the

algorithm using left rectangle integration, is discussed in detail.

The general setup

As the namerectangle approximationalready suggests, it consists of adding up the areas

of rectangles beneath a function, sayγ (.). The width of every rectangle is the step-width

h and the height is the function valueγ (ih) at the current position of the indexi. Hence,

the rectangle area is computed byh · γ (ih).

Possible variations of the rectangle method refer to the function valueγ (.), which

determines the area of the first rectangle. In literature, three methods are distinguished,

see Schatzman and Taylor (2002). Figure 4.3 illustrates thedifferent methods.

As for the right rectangle method, the first rectangle is the one with heightγ (0), hence

the area to the right of0 is computed. Consequently, the rectangles fromi = 0, ..., z − 1

are added. The left rectangle method begins with the rectangle of heightγ (1h) which

means that the area to the left of1h is considered. In this case, the rectangles from

i = 1,...,z are added. For the midpoint rule, the first rectangle taken isthe one with height

γ (0.5h), so the function value in the middle of each interval is used.From figure 4.3
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Figure 4.3: The three subfigures show the approximation of the area beneath the function

via rectangles and the function values used for the rectangles. The upper figure presents

the right rectangle method, the middle figure the left rectangle method, and the figure

below the midpoint rule.
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becomes clear why the rectangle method is a so-calledopen rule: none of the variations

uses both interval endpoints, compare Judd (1998).

In the following, the left rectangle rule is discussed in detail within the Semi-Markov

framework. The other two rules can be derived similarly.

Algorithm Left Rectangles

As mentioned above, the first function value needed for the left rectangle algorithm is the

one ati = 1. Hence, by using the left rectangle approximation andz discretization steps

the integral becomes
∫ x

0

γ (v) dv = hγ (1) + hγ (h) + hγ (2h) + ...+ hγ (zh) (4.18)

= h

z∑

i=1

γ (ih) ,

wherezh = x is the interval endpoint. Using the numerical integration equation (4.18),

the transition probabilities for Semi-Markov processes (4.15a) and (4.15b) become

p00 (zh) = e−h
∑z

i=1
µ(ih)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡Q00(zh)

+ h
z∑

i=1

e−h
∑i

k=1
µ(kh)µ (ih) p10 ([z − i]h)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡g(ih)

= Q00 (zh) + h

z∑

i=1

g (ih) (4.19)

and

p10 (zh) = h
z∑

i=1

e−h
∑i

k=1
λλp00 ([z − i]h)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡f(ih)

= h
z∑

i=1

f (ih) . (4.20)

Starting from the given initial valuesp10 (0) = 0 andp00 (0) = 1, the probabilities for

anyz can be computed successively, which is shown in the following algorithm.

• Initialization forz = 0

The initial valuesp00 (0) and p10 (0) can be deduced intuitively. If a worker is

unemployed today and no time goes by, there is no chance for him to become

employed. Consequently, the probability of staying unemployed is equal to one,

p00 (0) = 1. Equivalently, for an employed worker there is no risk of unemploy-

ment if no time goes by, which meansp10 (0) = 0. Therefore, the initialization for
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the transition probabilities is given by

p00 (0) = 1,

p10 (0) = 0.

• z = 1

Starting points are, like at the beginning of every step, thetransition probability

equations (4.19) and (4.20). Settingz = 1 yields

p00 (h) = Q00 (h) + hg (h)

= e−µ(h)h + he−µ(h)hµ (h) p10 (0)

and

p10 (h) = hf (h)

= hλe−λhp00 (0) .

The computation of the unknownsp10 (h) andp00 (h), givenp10 (0) andp00 (0), is

now straightforward.

• z = 2 and subsequent steps

Evaluating equations (4.19) and (4.20) forz = 2 and using the definitions of

Q11 (ih),Q00 (ih), g (ih), andf (ih) gives

p00 (2h) = Q00 (2h) + h
2∑

i=1

g (ih)

= e−h
∑

2

i=1
µ(ih) + h

2∑

i=1

e−h
∑i

k=1
µ(kh)µ (ih) p10 ([2 − i]h)

and

p10 (2h) = h
2∑

i=1

f (ih)

= hλ
2∑

i=1

e−h
∑i

k=1
λp00 ([2 − i]h) .

The further procedure forz > 2 is similar. In this way, the transition probabili-

ties within an interval can be computed step by step until theprobabilities for the

desired point in time are reached.
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Figure 4.4: When using the trapeze rule, the area beneath the function is determined by

adding up the area of the trapezes with step widthh as well as side lengthsγ (ih) and

γ ([i− 1]h).

4.4.2 Trapeze approximation

The second approximation rule discussed in this chapter is the trapeze rule. The integral

is determined via the sum of trapeze areas beneath the function. Intuitively, the trapeze

rule can be derived from the rectangle approximation by adding or subtracting triangles

resulting from chords through the end points of the intervals.

The general setup

When using the trapeze approach, there is no longer a differentiation between aright or

left method. As the rule uses both endpoints of the interval, it iscalled aclosed rule

according to Judd (1998). Figure 4.4 illustrates the trapeze approximation rule.

The trapezes taken for the approximation of the area are constructed by using the

width h and the lengthsγ ([i− 1]h) andγ (ih). As for the rectangle rule, all trapeze

areas in the interval are added up. Hence, an integral of a functionγ (.) becomes
∫ x

0

γ (v) dv =
1

2
h [γ (0) + γ (h)]+

1

2
h [γ (h) + γ (2h)]+ ...+

1

2
[γ ([z − 1]h) + γ (zh)] .

Recollection results in
∫ x

0

γ (v) dv = h

[
1

2
γ (0) + γ (h) + γ (2h) + ...+ γ ([z − 1]h) +

1

2
γ (zh)

]

=
1

2
hγ (0) + h

z−1∑

i=1

γ (ih) +
1

2
hγ (zh) . (4.21)

Also for this method, the endpoint of the intervalx = zh is reached afterz discretization

steps andv = ih is the time point of the current index positioni.
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In the following, the application of equation (4.21) for thecomputation of the transi-

tion probabilities (4.16) and (4.17) is described.

Algorithm

The general numerical integration equation (4.21) for the trapeze approximation can be

used to substitute the integrals in equations (4.16) and (4.17). The former becomes

p00 (zh) = Q00 (zh) +
1

2
hg (0) + h

z−1∑

i=1

g (ih) +
1

2
hg (zh) .

In addition top00 (zh), this equation contains a second unknown ing (0) = µ (0) p10 (zh),

namelyp10 (zh). Isolating the two unknowns gives

p00 (zh) −
1

2
hµ (0) p10 (zh)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g(0)

= Q00 (zh) + h
z−1∑

i=1

g (ih) +
1

2
hg (zh) . (4.22)

The full equation without the short-cut functions is written out in the appendix chapter

B.2. The second equation (4.17) needs a discrete counterpartfor the trapeze case, too.

The procedure is equivalent, so after replacing the integrals according to equation (4.21),

the probability for the transition from employment to unemployment reads

p10 (zh) =
1

2
hf (0) + h

z−1∑

i=1

f (ih) +
1

2
hf (zh) .

This equation also has two unknowns,p10 (zh) andp00 (zh), because the left expression

on the right-hand side,f (0) = λp00 (zh), contains the unknownp00 (zh). Again, the

final step is the isolation of both unknowns,

p10 (zh) −
1

2
hλp00 (zh)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

f(0)

= h
z−1∑

i=1

f (ih) +
1

2
hf (zh) . (4.23)

For the full version of this equation, see B.2 of the appendix.Finally, the two un-

knownsp10 (zh) andp00 (zh) from equations (4.22) and (4.23) can be determined since

the p10 (zh− ih) andp00 (zh− ih), i = 1, ..., z, are given from previous calculations.

In other words, by starting fromp10 (0) = 0 andp00 (0) = 1, all p (zh) can be solved

successively. Equations (4.22) and (4.23) are the startingpoints of all algorithm steps,

but the initialization. The algorithm steps forz = 0, z = 1, andz = 2 are presented in

the following.
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• Initialization forz = 0

The initial transition probabilities from unemployment tounemployment and from

employment to unemployment are given by

p00 (0) = 1

and

p10 (0) = 0,

respectively, for the same reason as in subsection 4.4.1 forthe rectangle integration

method.

• z = 1

After the initialization, this is the first computation step. The basis of all compu-

tation steps are equations (4.22) and (4.23). Settingz = 1 in the former and using

the definitions ofQ00 (.) andg (.) from (4.16) yields the transition probability from

unemployment to unemployment ath,

p00 (h) −
1

2
hµ (0) p10 (h)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g(0)

= Q00 (h) +
1

2
hQ00 (h)µ (h) p10 (0)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g(h)

. (4.24)

The transition probability from employment to unemployment at h is determined

in the same manner, usingf (.) from equation (4.17). Settingz = 1 in equation

(4.23) results in

p10 (h) −
1

2
hλp00 (h)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

f(0)

=
1

2
he−λhλp00 (0)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

f(h)

. (4.25)

Equations (4.24) and (4.25) are the first two equations with the first two unknowns

p00 (h) andp10 (h). The solution is now straightforward.

• z = 2 and subsequent steps

The next step is to go on withz = 2 and to computep00 (2h) as well asp10 (2h)

given the results from all previous steps. Equations (4.22)and (4.23) become

p00 (2h) −
1

2
hµ (0) p10 (2h)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g(0)

= Q00 (2h) + hQ00 (h)µ (h) p10 (h)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g(h)

+
1

2
hQ00 (2h)µ (2h) p10 (0)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g(2h)
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and

p10 (2h) −
1

2
hλp00 (2h)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

f(0)

= he−λhλp00 (h)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

f(h)

+
1

2
he−λ2hλp00 (0)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

f(2h)

,

respectively.

The only two unknowns in step 2 arep10 (2h) andp00 (2h) on the left-hand side

becausep10 (0) andp00 (0) are known from the initialization andp10 (h) andp00 (h)

from the first step. So also this equation system can be solvedfor the probabilities

atx = 2h.

The proceeding for the subsequent steps withz = 3, ... equivalently starts from

equations (4.22) and (4.23). The mechanism is always the same: thep00 (zh) and

p10 (zh) are calculated using thep00 (zh− ih) andp10 (zh− ih), i = 1, ..., z, from

the previous steps.

After the theoretical description of possible numerical solution methods, the next

section shows the computational results for specific numerical examples.

4.5 Numerical results

Having learned two alternatives of determining transitionprobabilities in the previous

section, this section focuses on how both solutions performwhen applying them to spe-

cific labor market models.9

First, the methods of numerical integration discussed in chapter 4.4, the rectangle and

the trapeze method, are compared to the analytically computable transition probabilities

in the case of constant arrival rates as given by equations (4.11). In general, it is clear

that the trapeze method will perform better than the rectangle method when using the

same step width and step number. However, an important question is how much better

the trapeze method is when employing it for the solution of our labor market model, con-

sidering that the trapeze method is more complex and will need more computation time,

consequently. Furthermore, the limiting distribution as derived by equation (4.4) will be

tested. Thus, the analytical solution serves as a benchmarkfor the numerical methods in

the case of constant transition rates.

Second, the probabilities for duration-dependent arrivalrates are computed with both

numerical methods. As there is no longer an analytical solution available in cases like

our economic model of chapter 3, the two solutions can only beanalyzed independently.

9The algorithm of the solution procedure is set up in Matlab. The code is available on the enclosed CD.
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However, the limiting distribution can be computed for Semi-Markov processes and, in

this way, at least the convergence of both numerical solutions can be evaluated.

4.5.1 Constant arrival rates - convergence to the analytical solution

In order to test the convergence of the transition probabilities computed via the numerical

algorithms, constant arrival rates are used. In this special case, the SMP is a CTMC, for

which the analytical solution of the transition probabilities is known, see equations (4.11)

in subsection 4.3.1. The parameters used for this analysis are taken from Shimer (2005).

The monthly values areµ = 0.45 for the job arrival rate andλ = 0.034 for the job

separation rate. The interval endpoint isx = 500 months. The limiting distribution is

then given bypA
1 = µ

µ+λ
= 0.93 andpA

0 = λ
µ+λ

= 0.07 according to subsection 4.3.1.

• Comparison of graphs

Figure 4.5 shows the evolution of the transition probabilities for the analytical solution

compared to the numerical solution of therectanglemethod. Each subfigure presents the

probabilities for different step numbers. The probabilityfor the transition from initial

unemployment to unemployment is1 for t = 0, the probability for the transition from

initial employment to unemployment is0 ast = 0.10 The analytical solution reaches the

limiting distribution at aboutt = 20 months and the two analytical curves can no longer

be distinguished from then on. The rectangle probabilitiesdo not seem to converge at all

for the displayed step numbers. For250 steps, the numerical solution using the rectangle

method clearly underestimates the probabilities fort ≥ 25, see the upper subfigure. At

the endpoint of the figure att = 150, the numerically approximated probabilities are

nearly zero. For2, 000 steps, there is still underestimation of the analytical probabilities,

but the magnitude decreases and the difference between the two computation methods at

t = 150 is much smaller than before.

10See initialization step forz = 0 in the previous section for the explanation.
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Figure 4.5: Transition probabilities over time for the analytical solution and the rectangle

method. The upper figure shows the solution for250 steps and the figure at the bottom

for 2, 000 steps.
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Figure 4.6: Transition probabilities over time for the analytical solution and the trapeze

method. The upper figure shows the solution for250 steps and the figure at the bottom

for 2, 000 steps.

Figure 4.6 shows the transition probabilities for the analytical solution compared to

the numerical solution of thetrapezeapproximation, again for different step numbers.

Convergence is much better than for the rectangle solution. Already for2, 000 steps,

the trapeze probabilities approach the same limiting valueas the analytical solution. As

before, the probability for the transition from initial unemployment to unemployment at

t = 0 is 1, whereas the probability for the transition from initial employment to unem-

ployment att = 0 is 0. The upper subfigure in figure 4.6 shows the curves for250 steps.

After the first20 months, there is a monotonically increasing overestimation. The trapeze
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Figure 4.7: Transition probabilities for the analytical solution and the rectangle solution

ast → 500 for different step numbers. The upper figures show the interval [475, 500],

the bottom figures show the interval[499, 500].

solution is obviously still much better than the rectangle method described above. The

lower subfigure shows the probability evolution for2, 000 steps. The improvement from

250 steps to2, 000 steps is large, especially fromt = 20 onwards. For this step number,

there is nearly no difference between the curves of the analytical solutions and the curves

of the numerical trapeze solutions visible. After this overview of the probability evolu-

tion, some more detailed figures on the behavior ast→ 500 will be shown.

Figure 4.7 shows the probabilities for the transitions fromunemployment to unem-

ployment and from employment to unemployment both for the analytical solution and

therectangleapproximation zoomed in near the endpoint of the interval. Now, the range

of the underestimation of the analytical solution by the rectangle approximation becomes

better visible. Clearly, the numerical solution approachesthe analytical solution as the

step number increases with the errors getting smaller for increasing step numbers.
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Figure 4.8: Transition probabilities for the analytical solution and the trapeze solution as

t→ 500, again for different step numbers. The upper figures show theinterval[475, 500],

the bottom figures show the interval[499, 500].

Figure 4.8 shows the corresponding probabilities for thetrapezeapproximation com-

pared to the analytical solution. Also these figures verify that, for a bigger step number,

the numerical transition probabilities perform better as approximations of the analytical

solution. Furthermore, it becomes obvious that the trapezeapproximation method over-

estimates the analytical solution, but, unlike for the rectangle probabilities, already the

solutions for2, 000 steps perform quite good. Having an equivalently good approxima-

tion in the rectangle case would require 8,000 or more computation steps.

• Comparison by computational results

Table 4.1 and table 4.2 present the computational results for different step numbers

and the three methods (analytical, rectangle, trapeze). The solutions and errors of both

numerical integration methods are compared to the analytical solution at different points

of the interval. While in the former table the results for the transition probabilities from
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250 steps 500 steps 2,000 steps

Value Error Value Error Value Error

pA
00 0.070 - 0.070 - 0.070 -

1/5 pR
00 0.019 -0.051 0.035 -0.035 0.058 -0.018

pT
00 0.097 +0.027 0.076 +0.006 0.071 +0.001

pA
00 0.070 - 0.070 - 0.070 -

1/2 pR
00 0.003 -0.067 0.012 -0.058 0.044 -0.026

pT
00 0.134 +0.057 0.083 +0.013 0.071 +0.001

pA
00 0.070 - 0.070 - 0.070 -

End PR
00 0.000 -0.07 0.002 -0.068 0.028 -0.042

pT
00 0.228 +0.158 0.095 +0.025 0.072 +0.002

4,000 steps 8,000 steps 16,000 steps

Value Error Value Error Value Error

pA
00 0.070 - 0.070 - 0.070 -

1/5 pR
00 0.064 -0.006 0.067 -0.003 0.069 -0.001

pT
00 0.070 - 0.070 - 0.070 -

pA
00 0.070 - 0.070 - 0.070 -

1/2 pR
00 0.055 -0.015 0.062 -0.008 0.066 -0.004

pT
00 0.070 - 0.070 - 0.070 -

pA
00 0.070 - 0.070 - 0.070 -

End PR
00 0.044 -0.026 0.055 -0.015 0.062 -0.008

pT
00 0.071 +0.001 0.070 - 0.070 -

Table 4.1: Probabilities for the transition from unemployment to unemploymentp00(.)

by ti, wheret1 = 1/5 · x = 100, t2 = 1/2 · x = 250, andt3 = x = 500.

unemployment to unemployment,p00 (t), are recorded, the latter shows the transition

probabilities from employment to unemployment,p10 (t).11

The columns present the probabilities for different step numbers, the rows show the prob-

abilities for the three computation methods analytical, rectangle, and trapeze for different

points in the interval[0, 500]. First, the probabilities at1/5 of the interval,t1 = 100, then

the probabilities after half of the interval att2 = 250, and finally, the probabilities at the

endpointx = 500 are compared for the three methods.

Table 4.1 shows the probabilities for the transition from initial unemployment to un-

employment,p00 (.). For250 (500) steps and after1/5 of the time, the rectangle solution

underestimates the analytical solution in a range of73% (50%), whereas the trapeze so-

lution overestimates the analytical solution in a range of39% (8.6%). So att1 = 100, the

11Note that the probabilities for the complementary events can easily be determined viap11 (t) = 1 −

p10 (t) andp01 (t) = 1 − p00 (t), respectively.
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trapeze solution performs much better than the rectangle solution. With increasing step

numbers, both approximated probabilities continuously get better att1 = 100 with the

trapeze solution being much better than the rectangle solution. Already at4, 000 steps,

the deviation of the trapeze probability from the analytical one is0% within the chosen

accuracy of three decimal places. At the interval endpointx = 500 with 250 (500) steps,

both probabilities are very bad estimates for the analytical probability with an error of

100% (33%) or higher. As expected, the error decreases with increasing step numbers,

so at the interval endpoint with8, 000 steps, there is no longer a significant error for the

trapeze solution. The best result for the rectangle solution at the endpointx = 500 with

16, 000 steps still delivers an error of10%, which is disproportionatly high given the re-

quired amount of computation effort. So in order to get results for the rectangle method,

which are equally good like for the trapeze method with2, 000 steps requires16, 000

steps or more.

In the analytic case, convergence is reached at about20 months. Using adequate step

numbers, it also takes both approximation methods around20 months until convergence

to the limiting distribution.

Table 4.2 shows the probabilities for the transition from initial employment to un-

employment,p10 (.). For 250 (500) steps and after1/5 of the time, the underestimation

by the rectangle solution is not as big as for the corresponding p00(1/5) probabilities

with the error being about57% (39%). The trapeze solution overestimates the analytical

solution in a range of31% (7%). So att1 = 100, the trapeze solution again performs

much better than the rectangle solution. With increasing step numbers, both approxi-

mated probabilities continuously get better att1 = 100 as it has already been the case

for thep00(.) probabilities. This holds for all considered points of timein the interval:

starting from the unacceptable250 and500 step cases, the results at all observed interval

points get better, the more steps are used for the calculation. Again, the results for the

trapeze method and2, 000 steps are better than the results for the rectangle method with

16, 000 steps.

• Convergence with respect to the limiting distribution

The limiting distribution of the SMP can be determined usingequation (4.4). How-

ever, the integrals cannot be evaluated analytically as soon as there is no analytic so-

lution for µ (.). Hence, also for the limiting distribution, the accuracy ofthe different

numerical integration methods is evaluated. The analytical limiting distribution values

arepA
1 = µ

µ+λ
= 0.93 andpA

0 = λ
µ+λ

= 0.07 according to equation (4.1). For both

integration methods, the computed values of the limiting distribution can be taken from
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500 steps 1,000 steps 2,000 steps

Value Error Value Error Value Error

pA
10 0.070 - 0.070 - 0.070 -

1/5 pR
10 0.030 -0.04 0.043 -0.027 0.061 -0.009

pT
10 0.092 +0.022 0.075 +0.005 0.071 +0.001

pA
10 0.070 - 0.070 - 0.070 -

1/2 pR
10 0.004 -0.066 0.015 -0.055 0.046 -0.024

pT
10 0.126 +0.056 0.081 +0.011 0.071 +0.001

pA
10 0.070 - 0.070 - 0.070 -

End pR
10 0.000 -0.07 0.003 -0.067 0.029 -0.041

pT
10 0.215 +0.145 0.093 +0.023 0.071 +0.001

4,000 steps 8,000 steps 16,000 steps

Value Error Value Error Value Error

pA
10 0.070 - 0.070 - 0.070 -

1/5 pR
10 0.066 -0.004 0.068 -0.002 0.069 -0.001

pT
10 0.070 - 0.070 - 0.070 -

pA
10 0.070 - 0.070 - 0.070 -

1/2 pR
10 0.057 -0.013 0.063 -0.007 0.067 -0.003

pT
10 0.070 - 0.070 - 0.070 -

pA
10 0.070 - 0.070 - 0.070 -

End pR
10 0.045 -0.025 0.056 -0.014 0.063 -0.007

pT
10 0.071 +0.001 0.070 - 0.070 -

Table 4.2: Probabilities for the transition from employment to unemploymentp10(.) by

ti, wheret1 = 1/5 · x = 100, t2 = 1/2 · x = 250, andt3 = x = 500.
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pR
0 pT

0

250 steps 0.046 0.075

500 steps 0.057 0.071

1,000 steps 0.064 0.071

2,000 steps 0.067 0.070

4,000 steps 0.069 0.070

8,000 steps 0.069 0.070

16,000 steps 0.070 0.070

pA
0 = 0.070

Table 4.3: Limiting probabilitiesp0, computed via the two numerical integration meth-

ods at different step numbers. The last line shows the analytical value. The remaining

probability of the distribution can be calculated byp1 = 1 − p0.

table 4.3. Besides the numerical integration method, there is now a second source of in-

exactness, namely the approximation of infinity by500. However, as the trapeze method

delivers very good estimates of the limiting distribution already for smaller time values,

approximating infinity by500 appears to be reasonable when computing the expectation.

All in all, the trapeze method is also for the limiting distribution precise enough given

our purpose: using2, 000 steps already results in an error of0% for three decimals pre-

ciseness, while the rectangle method still needs16, 000 steps.

In summary, the trapeze solution performs much better as an approximation for the

analytically computed CTMC transition probabilities and the limiting distribution than

the rectangle method for the given labor market framework. This better exactness comes

along with an extended computation effort since the trapezemethod is more complex.

However, the increased computation effort due to the highercomplexity can be reduced

again: the trapeze method requires less steps in order to reach a given accuracy. While

for our purposes,2, 000 steps prove to be exact enough when using the trapeze method,

we would need16, 000 steps or more to reach acceptable results for the rectangle method.

Altogether, the choice of the integration method should be made depending on the com-

plexity and the scope of the underlying project.

4.5.2 Duration-dependent arrival rates

In this subsection, the transition probabilities in a setupwith duration-dependent arrival

rates for jobsµ (.) and constant separation ratesλ are computed. Theµ (.) are taken from
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pR
00 (.) pT

00 (.) pR
10 (.) pT

10 (.)

100 0.178 0.179 0.163 0.163

250 0.165 0.167 0.166 0.167

500 0.162 0.167 0.163 0.167

Table 4.4: Transition probabilities for duration-dependent transition rates at different

points in time for2, 000 steps.

our labor market model of chapter 3. The parameters used areλ = 0.0098, 2, 000 steps,

and again,500 as the interval endpoint. It is no longer possible to comparethe numerical

solutions to analytical solutions because an analytical solution is no longer available.

However, the evolution of both methods can still be considered and discussed, as well as

the convergence to the limiting probabilities.

• Evolution ofpij (t) for increasingt using rectangle and trapeze approximation

Figure 4.9 shows the evolution of the transition probabilities over time using2, 000 steps.

The trapeze approximation approaches a limiting value of about0.167, while the rectan-

gle probabilities slightly keep decreasing. Table 4.4 shows some selected values.

As there is no longer an analytical benchmark for the probabilities, the next step is to

compute the limiting distributions by the two numerical integration methods.

• Convergence with respect to the limiting distribution

Using equation (4.4) with the two numerical integration methods and approximating in-

finity by 500 gives estimates of the limiting distribution for each method. For the rectan-

gle method, it is given by

pR
0 = 0.1683 , pR

1 = 0.8317, (4.26)

while the trapeze method yields

pT
0 = 0.1684 , pT

1 = 0.8316. (4.27)

These values are quite similar and they can be compared to thelimiting values from

above. For2, 000 steps, the trapeze solution performs again better, as can beseen from

table 4.4. The trapeze solution att = 500 of about0.167 is nearer to both the trapeze

limit of 0.1684 and the rectangle limit of0.1683 than the rectangle solution att = 500.

This result is in accordance with the findings from the previous subsection.
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Figure 4.9: Transition probabilities of the labor market model with duration-dependent

job arrival rates in the interval[0, 180] (upper subfigure) and in the interval[485, 500]

(lower subfigure) for2, 000 steps.
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4.6 Conclusion

The use of Semi-Markov processes allows a more realistic description of behavior or

states in economic modeling. In labor market theory, duration-dependent transition rates

account for microeconomic reactions of individuals over the unemployment spell due

to incentive effects of non-stationary benefit schemes, forexample. This chapter is de-

voted to the application of Semi-Markov processes in this area, especially with respect

to the derivation of the conditional and unconditional distribution of labor market states.

To this end, a basic introduction to Semi-Markov theory is given first. Then, we show

how to determine the transition probabilities between labor market states and the limiting

distribution of states by means of the labor market model from chapter 3, where a Semi-

Markov structure appears in the setup. Since the calculation requires the application of

numerical integration methods, two selected methods, the rectangle and the trapeze ap-

proximation, are introduced and compared with respect to the accuracy of their numerical

results for different step numbers.

Based on a specific labor market example and with constant arrival rates, a step width

of about1/4 appears to be accurate enough for precise results when usingthe trapeze

rule. For the rectangle method, results are equally acceptable at a step width not more

than1/32. Regarding the limiting distribution, the trapeze method delivers a very good

approximation already at step width1/4 with the error being0% within the chosen pre-

ciseness. Also here, the rectangle method requires a much finer step width.

For duration-dependent arrival rates, the transition rates are taken from our labor mar-

ket model of chapter 3. Also in this case, the transition probabilities of both numerical

integration methods approach a limiting value. Again, the trapeze method for the tran-

sition probabilities atx = 500 converge better to the numerical limiting probabilities

computed by both the trapeze method and the rectangle method.

Altogether, the trapeze method is a much more precise methodat much smaller step

numbers and, therefore, provides higher computation efficiency. Hence, for the transition

probabilities of our labor market model it is reasonable to prefer this slightly complexer

method over the rectangle method while using less steps.
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Chapter 5

Summary

The aim of this thesis is to show the lessons learned from Germany’s 2001-2006 labor

market reforms. This is done first by a discussion of the new laws and second by a

detailed analysis of two particular reform measures.

Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive overview of the reform. Wediscuss the main

law amendments, the four Hartz Laws, with regard to the goalsthat were intended by

the Hartz Commission and the actual outcome in the law. The reforms comprised well-

known and widely discussed changes like harder benefit sanctions, marginal employment

rules, flat unemployment assistance payments, and One-EuroJobs. In order to assess

their economic effects, we present evaluation studies for the new laws. The results of the

official studies commissioned by the government show that many promising changes did

not have the desired effects. The ‘Personal-Service-Agenturen’, for example, were cre-

ated as state-run temporary employment agencies in order tocombine the advantages of

placement services of both the Employment Offices and private providers. Nevertheless,

it turned out that these ‘Personal-Service-Agenturen’ were very expensive and inefficient.

Positive employment effects are reported for the ‘Ich-AG’ rules since the likelihood of

being employed was considerably increased for the treatment group. The results of these

studies, the dissatisfaction among the population as well as shortcomings in the laws have

caused the government to change or even abolish several rules again. However, still many

controversial issues are left and still many lawsuits against the Hartz Laws are pending.

The detailed analysis of two particular reform measures refers to changes in the bene-

fit system for unemployed, namely the reduction in both unemployment assistance bene-

fits and the entitlement duration for unemployment insurance benefits (Hartz IV). To this

end, a broad literature overview is given first in chapter 3, presenting different strands

and ideas that build the basis of the evaluation in this chapter. Next, we present our

structural search and matching model of the labor market, which is extended by impor-
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tant features like endogenous search effort reactions, an exogenous spell effect as well as

an endogenous unemployment duration distribution. Moreover, macroeconomic effects

are considered in the framework of non-stationary hazard rates by employing techniques

from Semi-Markov theory. In this way, we can determine the unemployment rate of the

model economy and thus other quantities such as the tax rate and welfare.

When estimating the model parameters structurally by Maximum Likelihood, we account

for true duration dependence of the hazard rate as well as duration dependence implied

by unobserved heterogeneity and find that both features are crucial for the hazard rate:

the exit rate and spell effect parameters as well as the parameter describing the unob-

served heterogeneity are significant. Hence, we can infer that search effort reactions and

a decreasing spell effect actually play an important role for describing optimal individual

behavior, while unobserved heterogeneity leads to differences in individual exit rates out

of unemployment.

Given the parameter estimates, different reform scenariosare simulated. When incor-

porating the Hartz IV reforms into our setup, we can successfully explain the decline

in unemployment and unemployment insurance contributionsin recent years. Consider-

ing welfare positions shows that households gain and firms lose due to the reforms and,

while overall welfare increases, no Pareto improvement is realized. Furthermore, we de-

compose the over-all effects of long-term benefits and analyze the partial insurance and

incentive mechanisms in the model.

In order to determine the unemployment rate in chapter 3, specific techniques from

the area of Semi-Markov processes are needed. To this end, chapter 4 deals with the

application of Semi-Markov processes in labor market theory. First, we give an intro-

duction to continuous-time Markov chains, as they are knownin labor market theory and

therefore constitute a good starting point, before we turn to Semi-Markov processes. By

means of the labor market model presented in chapter 3, it is shown how the transition

probabilities and limiting distributions of the differentlabor market states can be ob-

tained. Since an analytical solution is no longer feasible in this case, numerical solution

methods for the transition probabilities are developed. Finally, we test these methods to

find out which setup fits best to the requirements of our labor market model.

Summarized in two sentences, starting from a detailed characterization of the labor

market reforms in chapter 2 and using the mathematical methods derived in chapter 4,

we provide an in-depth analysis of probably the most important reform measures: the

reduction of unemployment benefit level and length is evaluated within the framework of

a powerful search and matching model in chapter 3, which allows for important features

of individual behavior and macroeconomic performance.
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Appendix to chapter 3

A.1 Wage bargaining

In this section, we derive the wage equation (3.11). Starting point is the Nash bargaining

equation, which determines the division of the job match surpluses,

(1 − β) [V (w) − V (bUI , 0)] = β [J (wg) − J0] . (A.1)

The bargaining power of the firm is denoted byβ. The expression in the square brackets

on the left-hand side of the equation is the surplus of a worker and the counterpart, the

surplus of a firm, can be found in the square brackets on the right-hand side. The value of

a worker earning net wagew is given byV (w) and his fallback position is the value of a

newly unemployed,V (bUI , 0), who gets UI benefitsbUI and has unemployment duration

s = 0. The value of a job paying gross wagewg to employed workers is given byJ(wg),

while the value of a vacancy to a firm is denoted byJ0.

The next step is to determine the time derivative of the bargaining equation,

(1 − β)
[

V̇ (w (t)) − V̇ (bUI , 0)
]

= β

[

J̇

(
w

1 − κ

)

− J̇0

]

. (A.2)

We go on by finding alternative expressions for the differences in the square brackets of

this derivative.

To begin with the household, the Bellman equations of an employed and of an unem-

ployed worker both depend on the net wage and they are given by

ρV (w) = u (w,ψ) + V̇ (w) + λ [V (bUI , 0) − V (w)] (A.3)

and

ρV (b (s) , s) = u (bUI , φ (s)) + V̇ (b(s), s) + µ (φ (s) θ, η (s)) [V (w) − V (b (s) , s)] ,

(A.4)
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respectively. For the moment, we assume the general case ofV (w) possibly changing

with t.

Subtracting equation (A.4) from equation (A.3) and using the value of the newly short-

term unemployed gives

ρ [V (w) − V (bUI , 0)] = u (w,ψ) − u (bUI , φ (0)) + V̇ (w) − V̇ (bUI , 0)

−λ [V (w) − V (bUI , 0)]

−µ (φ (s) θ, η (s)) [V (w) − V (bUI , 0)] .

Rearranging leads to the expression given in the square brackets on the left-hand side of

equation (A.2),

V̇ (w) − V̇ (bUI , 0) = [ρ+ λ+ µ (φ (s) θ, η (s))] [V (w) − V (bUI , 0)]

− [u (w,ψ) − u (bUI , φ (0))] .

We proceed in a similar way with the firm values in order to find the difference in the

square brackets on the right-hand side of equation (A.2). The values of an occupied and

a vacant job to a firm depend on the gross wagewg = w
1−κ

and are given by

ρJ (wg) = A−
w

1 − κ
+ J̇ (wg) + λ [J0 − J (wg)] (A.5)

and

ρJ0 = −γ + J̇0 + q (t) [J (wg) − J0] , (A.6)

respectively, whereq(t) is the vacancy filling rate of a firm. Again, we assume for the

moment that the value of the firm might change over time.

Subtracting equation (A.6) from equation (A.5) and rearranging gives the desired expres-

sion,

ρ [J (wg) − J0] −
[

J̇ (wg) − J̇0

]

= A−
w

1 − κ
+ γ − λ [J (wg) − J0] − q (t) [J (wg) − J0]

⇔ [ρ+ λ+ q (t)] [J (wg) − J0] −
[

J̇ (wg) − J̇0

]

= A−
w

1 − κ
+ γ

⇔ J̇ (wg) − J̇0 = [ρ+ λ+ q (t)] [J (wg) − J0] −

[

A−
w

1 − κ
+ γ

]

.

In order to get the wage equation, we can now substitute the terms in the square

brackets of (A.2) and get the following modified Nash bargaining equation

[1 − β] {[ρ+ λ+ µ (φ (s) θ, η (s))] [V (w) − V (bUI , 0)] − [u (w,ψ) − u (bUI , φ (0))]}

= β
{
[ρ+ λ+ q (t)] [J (wg) − J0] −

[
A− w

1−κ
+ γ
]}
.
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UsingV (w) − V (bUI , 0) = β

1−β
[J (wg) − J0] from the Nash bargaining equation and

recollecting results in

[ρ+ λ+ µ (φ (s) θ, η (s))] β [J (wg) − J0] − [1 − β] [u (w) − u (bUI , φ (0))]

= β

{

[ρ+ λ+ q (t)] [J (wg) − J0] −

[

A−
w

1 − κ
+ γ

]}

⇔ [1 − β] [u (bUI , φ (0)) − u (w,ψ)] + β [µ (φ (s) θ, η (s)) − q (t)] [J (wg) − J0]

= −β
[
A− w

1−κ
+ γ
]
.

By usingµ (φ (s) θ, η (s)) = θq (t), J0 = 0, andq(t) = γ

J(wg)
we get

[1 − β] [u (bUI , φ (0)) − u (w,ψ)] + βγ [θ − 1] = −β

[

A−
w

1 − κ
+ γ

]

⇔ [1 − β] [u (bUI , φ (0)) − u (w,ψ)] − β
w

1 − κ
= −β [A+ γθ] .

So we finally end up with the wage equation (3.11),

[1 − β]u (w,ψ) + β
w

1 − κ
= [1 − β]u (bUI , φ (0)) + β [A+ γθ] .

A.2 Steady state solution

We solve for the steady state of the model by separating the labor market model of chapter

3 into two blocks. Block 1 determines the values of unemployedand employed workers,

while block 2 uses the results from block 1 in order to computemacroeconomic variables.

• Block 1: household behavior

Given the functional forms for utility and the spell effect in (3.17) and (3.18), the

first-order condition determining optimal search effort (3.6) reads

φ (s) = {αη (s) θα [V (w) − V (b (s) , s)]}
1

1−α . (A.7)

It holds for both short- and long-term unemployed. Using this in the Bellman equation

for the unemployed (3.5) and rearranging in order to get a differential equation ins gives

V̇ (b (s) , s) = ρV (b (s) , s)−
b (s)1−σ

1 − σ
+
α− 1

α
[αη (s) θα]

1

1−α [V (w) − V (b (s) , s)]
1

1−α ,

(A.8)

which is again valid for both short- and long-term unemployed. As the value of being

unemployed an instant before and an instant after becoming along-term unemployed
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is identical, we imposeV (bUI , s) = V (bUA, s) when solving this differential equation.

Finally, since for an infinite unemployment spell the spell effect in (3.18) becomes a

constant,lim
s→∞

η(s) = η2, and all other quantities are stationary as well, we get the terminal

condition for (A.8) by usinglim
s→∞

V̇ (bUA, s) = 0:

ρV (bUA) =
b1−σ
UA

1 − σ
−
α− 1

α
[αη2θ

α]
1

1−α [V (w) − V (bUA)]
1

1−α . (A.9)

With the explicit utility function, the Bellman equation forthe employed worker (3.4)

can be written as

V (w) =
1

ρ+ λ

(
w1−σ

1 − σ
− ψ + λV (bUI , 0)

)

. (A.10)

Now we can insertV (w) as given by equation (A.10) into the Bellman equations of

the unemployed, (A.8) and (A.9). Assume further that we knowall parameters and, for

the time being, some starting values forw andθ. Then, the differential equation (A.8) can

be solved starting from an initial valueV (bUI , 0). If its solution fors → ∞ is identical

to V (bUA) from equation (A.9), the initial guess was right. If it is not, the initial guess

V (bUI , 0) has to be adjusted until it is. Hence, with arbitrary exogenousw andθ, we

obtain a time path of effort over the unemployment spell,φ (b (s) , s), the spell path of

the value of being unemployed,V (b (s) , s) , and the value of a job,V (w).

• Block 2: wage, tightness and tax rate

Given the equilibrium values{φ (b (s) , s) , V (b (s) , s) , V (w)} as functions ofw and

θ, we now endogenizew andθ.

The Bellman equation for the firm and the free entry result, (3.8) and (3.10), give us

A− w
1−κ

ρ+ λ
= γ

θ

µ̄
. (A.11)

Using the utility function (3.17), the bargaining equation(3.11) reads

w1−σ

1 − σ
− ψ +

β

1 − β

w

1 − κ
=

[
b1−σ
UI

1 − σ
− φ (0)

]

+
β

1 − β
[A+ θγ] , (A.12)

whereφ (0) is the optimal search effort at the instant of entry into unemployment, which

is given from (A.7). The last two equations require knowledge of the average exit ratēµ

and the tax rateκ.

The average ratēµ is given by equation (3.9), which can easily be computed given

that, after having solved block 1, the exit ratesµ (.) are known from equation (3.18) and
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the densityf (s) can therefore be computed from equation (3.2).1 The tax rateκ makes

the governmental budget constraint (3.3) hold and is given by

κ =

bUIUshort+bUAUlong

wL

1 +
bUIUshort+bUAUlong

wL

. (A.13)

Given the densityf (s), one can compute the number of short-term and long-term un-

employed on the right-hand side of this expression fromUshort = U
∫ s

0
f (s) ds and

Ulong = U −Ushort, whereU is the total unknown number of unemployed. However, this

unknown number of unemployed can be determined by equation (3.16), using equations

(3.13a), (3.13b), and (3.14), which we can solve now given that exit rates are known from

block 1.

Hence, we are basically left with equations (A.11) and (A.12) to determine the miss-

ing endogenous variablesw andθ. After having solved block 1 with a guess ofw and

θ, we verify whether this guess fulfills equations (A.11) and (A.12). If not, we (Matlab)

adjust the guess until a solution is found.

The Matlab code for the steady state solution of the model andthe comparative statics

can be found in the folderreform\2 GEon the enclosed CD (filesgoEndo1,2,3.m).

A.3 Data

The data for the structural estimation comes from the GermanSocio-Economic Panel

(GSOEP). The GSOEP is a panel surveying households on an annual basis. The sur-

vey is coordinated by the Deutsches Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung (DIW, Berlin, see

www.gsoep.de).

We draw a flow sample of entrants toemploymentandunemploymentfrom any of

the statesemployment, unemployment, andother stateat each month of years 1997-98.

Employment includes job-to-job transitions as well as bothfull-time and part-time em-

ployment. The choice of the year of sampling is determined bythe fact that no changes

to either benefit level or entitlement length were made between the 1st of January 1997

1Given the regime change ats, the density in equation (3.2) will have a hurdle structure.Denoting the

exit rateµ (.) by µ1 (s) for short-term unemployed andµ2 (s) for long-term unemployed, we get

f (s) =







µ1 (s) e−
∫

s

0
µ1(u)du for s ≤ s

exp{−
∫

s

0
µ1(u)du}

exp{−
∫

s

0
µ2(u)du}

µ2 (u) e−
∫

s

0
µ2(u)du for s > s.

The expression fors > s is the probability of survivings with a high level of benefit payments times the

density of unemployment duration conditional on the expiration of entitlement, so ons > s, and transition

to a lower level of benefit payments.
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Unemployment: Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

Duration(s) 10.94 14.07 Share of entitled 0.5652 0.4964

UI benefits(b1) 745.04 289.01 Share ofs = 12 among entitled 0.4462 0.4984

Entitlement(s) 13.86 6.41 Observed share passing the test 0.2320 0.4232

Wage(w) 1161.21 547.49

# obs., total 345 # obs., censored 102

Employment: Mean Std. Dev.

Duration(l), cens. 47.04 29.05

Duration(l), all 36.48 29.07

# obs., total 622 # obs., censored 399

Table A.1: Descriptive statistics of the GSOEP data used forestimation.

and the 1st of January 2005, when the Hartz IV reform came intopower. With December

2003 being the last month of our observation period, we end upwith a sample that de-

scribes a stationary entitlement-benefit environment and provides reliable information on

long-term unemployment: about29.57% of unemployment durations in our sample are

right-censored. Among these29.57%, there are only6.09% with an (to us) unobservable

subsequent state. The remaining23.48% exit into theother state, which exists in the data,

but not in the model, and is right-censored in the estimations therefore. For each entrant,

we retrieve the duration of stay in the current state since the moment of entry.

Units of measurement are months for the duration data and Euros for the wage and

benefit data. Wage is the average monthly wage2 for the months employed within a year

prior to job loss; prices are those of 2005. Descriptive statistics can be found in table A.1.

It is important to note that GSOEP data do not contain information on the length

of entitlement to UI benefits. There exist, however, strict and relatively simple rules

that allow to determine the length of entitlement once we know the length of previous

job durations and the age of an individual. For this reason, for every person that enters

unemployment we also have to retrieve his /her previous job history. In addition to that,

previous job history provides us with the record of the last wage earned.

The mean of the vacancy-unemployment ratio between 1997 and2004 in Germany is

θ = 0.3. This value is taken as exogenously given for the ML estimation.

2w = 1161.21 Euros is the average monthly net wage before the worker became unemployed, with job

being lost during 1997.
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A.4 Initial equilibrium: predicting productivity and va-

cancy costs

• Block 1: household behavior

For the initial equilibrium, wagew and tightnessθ are taken as exogenously given.

Wage is the sample mean of our GSOEP data andθ is the average vacancy-unemployment

ratio for Germany between 1997 and 2004. Using these values,block 1 can be solved as

usual, compare section A.2. Hence, with our exogenousw andθ, we obtain the time path

of effort over the unemployment spell,φ (b (s) , s), the spell path of the value of being

unemployed,V (b (s) , s) , and the value of a job,V (w).

• Block 2: tax rate, productivity, and vacancy costs

Given the equilibrium values{φ (b (s) , s) , V (b (s) , s) , V (w)} and the values forw

andθ, we can now determine the tax rateκ, productivityA, and vacancy costsγ.

The unemployment rate is computed using the optimal search strategy of unemployed

as given by block 1 and exogenous tightnessθ. Given the duration densityf (s), one can

calculate the number of short-term and long-term unemployed byUshort = U
∫ s

0
f (s) ds

andUlong = U − Ushort, whereU is the total number of unemployed. The number of

unemployed, in turn, follows from equation (3.16) using equations (3.13a), (3.13b), and

(3.14), which can be solved now with the exit rates from block1. Then, the tax rateκ

makes the government budget constraint (3.3) hold and is given by

κ =

bUIUshort+bUAUlong

wL

1 +
bUIUshort+bUAUlong

wL

. (A.14)

After having determined the tax rate, the bargaining equation (3.11) can be used in

order to calculate the auxiliary variableAaux ≡ A+ θγ,

Aaux =
1

β

{

[1 − β]u (w) + β
w

1 − κ
− [1 − β]u (bUI , 0)

}

.

The Bellman equation for the firm and the free entry result, equations (3.8) and (3.10),

yield
A− w

1−κ

ρ+ λ
= γ

θ

µ̄
, (A.15)

which becomes
Aaux − θγ − w

1−κ

ρ+ λ
= γ

θ

µ̄

using the definition ofAaux. With this equation, the vacancy costsγ of a firm can be

calculated. Havingγ, the solution for productivityA can be obtained from the definition
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Aaux ≡ A+ θγ.

The Matlab code for the computation ofγ andA can be found in the folderreform\1

compute A and gammaon the enclosed CD (filelos.m).

A.5 Determining the productivity of specific years

The predicted value ofA is given by1227.03 and it can be seen as an averageA of the

years 1997-1999 since90% of the spells stem from this period. If we now want to know

the productivityA of the year 1999, we have to use the growth rates of 1997 and 1998.

Starting from 1999, we know that the productivities of 1998 and 1997 can be derived by

A1998 =
A1999

1 + g1998

and

A1997 =
A1999

(1 + g1997) (1 + g1998)
,

respectively, whereg1997 andg1998 denote the growth rates of these years. They are given

by g1997 = 0.018 andg1998 = 0.02, compare Statistisches Bundesamt (2009). These

values can be used to determine the averageA between 1997-1999

A =

A1999

(1+g1997)(1+g1998)
+ A1999

1+g1998

+ A1999

3

⇔ 3A = A1999

[
1

(1 + g1997) (1 + g1998)
+

1

1 + g1998

+ 1

]

.

Then, with the values ofA = 1227.03, g1997, andg1998 as given aboveA1999 becomes

A1999 = 1252.07.

If we now want to know the productivity of the year 2006, afterthe reforms came into

power, we have to multiplyA1999 with all the growth rates between 1999 and 2005. The

growth rates are given in table A.2.

year 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

gyear 0.02 0.032 0.012 0.0 −0.02 0.012 0.008

Table A.2: Growth rates in Germany between 1999 and 2005.

With these growth rates,A2006 can be determined as

A2006 = 1333.39.
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For the Matlab computations, we need to know by how much the productivityA grew

from its average value of 1997-1999 to the value of 2005. Thisgrowth rate can be com-

puted as

g = 1 −
A2006

A

= 1 −
1333.39

1227.03
= 0.0867.

This growth rate is used when we analyze a grown economy, soWithGrowth = 1 in

CreateParas.m, compare Matlab code on the enclosed CD.

A.6 Insurance effects

In this section, we show how to maximize the social welfare function with respect to

long-term benefitsbUA when neglecting incentive effects. First, we are aware of the

relation between the net wagew of a household and the gross wagewg, which is given

byw = (1 − κ)wg. Expressing the government budget constraint (3.3) as
(

bUI

∫ s

0

f (s) ds+ bUA

∫ ∞

s

f (s) ds

)

(N − L) = κwgL,

we can link the net wage to benefitsbUA,

w = (1 − κ)wg = wg −

(

bUI

∫ s

0

f (s) ds+ bUA

∫ ∞

s

f (s) ds

)
N − L

L
.

The derivative of this net wage equation with respect tobUA for the case of exogenous

effort and thereby exogenous unemployment is

dw

dbUA

= −

∫ ∞

s

f (s) ds
N − L

L
.

This expression can be used in order to maximize the social welfare function (3.12)

by choosingbUA,

dΩ

dbUA

= LV ′ (w)
dw

dbUA

+ (N − L)

∫ ∞

s

d

dbUA

V (bUA, s) f (s) ds.

Rearranging this equation results in the condition as given in equation (3.22),

dΩ

dbUA

= −LV ′ (w)

∫ ∞

s

f (s) ds
N − L

L
+ (N − L)

∫ ∞

s

d

dbUA

V (bUA, s) f (s) ds

= −V ′ (w)Ulong + (N − L)

∫ ∞

s

d

dbUA

V (bUA, s) f (s) ds

= N

[

−V ′ (w)
Ulong

N
+
N − L

N

∫ ∞

s

d

dbUA

V (bUA, s) f (s) ds

]

= 0
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⇔ V ′ (w)
Ulong

N
=
N − L

N

∫ ∞

s

d

dbUA

V (bUA, s) f (s) ds. (A.16)

Equation (A.16) states the optimality condition for welfare maximizing UA benefits in

an economy modeled without incentive effects.

A.7 The insurance and incentive effects in steady state

A.7.1 Steady state solution for the insurance effects

In this subsection, we describe the solution of a model whichneglects the incentive ef-

fects in order to see where the welfare changes stem from. In order to do so, we keep the

path of search effort from the pre-reform steady state as given. Furthermore, vacancies,

gross wage, and unemployment are exogenously given. Only the tax rate, linked to the

benefitsbUA, is endogenous. In order to keep the structure from the previous solutions,

we solve for the steady state of the model by separating the model into two blocks.

• Block 1: household behavior

In order to isolate insurance effects, we neglect incentiveeffects by taking search

effort as exogenously given. Hence, we have a pathφexo (s). For the household, there no

longer is a Bellman equation to maximize.

With an exogenous search effortφexo (s) and an exogenous gross wagewg, we can

choose a starting value for the tax rate. The net wage can thenbe computed byw =

[1 − κ]wg and the Bellman equations can be solved,

ρV (b (s) , s) = u (b (s) , s) +
dV (b (s) , s)

ds
+ µ (φexo (s) θ, η (s)) [V (w) − V (b (s) , s)]

⇔
dV (b (s) , s)

ds
= [ρ+ µ (φexo (s) θ, η (s))]V (b (s) , s)

−u (b (s) , s) − µ (φexo (s) θ, η (s))V (w) . (A.17)

Sinceφexo (s) , η (s), andθ are given, the Bellman equation is a linear differential equa-

tion of the first order, again with the condition thatV (bUI , s) = V (bUA, s) and the

terminal conditionlim
s→∞

V̇ (bUA, s) = 0.

The form of the Bellman equation for the employed worker does not change. The net

wage is replaced by the gross wage minus taxes and with the explicit utility function, it

can be written as

V (w) =
1

ρ+ λ

(

[[1 − κ]wg]1−σ

1 − σ
− ψ + λV (bUI , 0)

)

. (A.18)
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V (w) can be inserted into (A.17) and we can use the long-run Bellmanequation for the

long-term unemployed (which finally gets constant fors → ∞). The solution of the

differential equation can then be obtained using the condition V (bUI , s) = V (bUA, s).

• Block 2: tax rate

As there is no optimal behavior of the firm, vacancies are given and there is no wage

bargaining. After having solved block 1 with the initial value ofκ, we now have to verify

whether thisκ is consistent with the budget constraint. The tax rateκ can be computed

by rearranging the governmental budget constraint (3.3),

[

bUI

∫ s

0

f (s) ds+ bUA

∫ ∞

s

f (s) ds

]

[N − L] = κ
w

1 − κ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

wg

L

⇔ κ =
bUI

∫ s

0
f (s) ds+ bUA

∫∞

s
f (s) ds

wg

N − L

L
. (A.19)

Since unemployment and the shares of long-term and short-term unemployed stay con-

stant, as well as gross wage and employment, the tax rate directly reacts to the changes

in bUA. The solution of equation (A.19) is implemented into the Matlab code by a fsolve

command.

The Matlab code corresponding to the insurance effects can be found in the folderre-

form\4 insuranceon the enclosed CD (filesraiseIns.mandrunIns.m).

A.7.2 Steady state solution for the insurance and incentive effects

When allowing for incentive effects in addition to insuranceeffects, we endogenize

search effort. Optimal firm behavior is still neglected and so vacancies and gross wage

are given. We solve for the steady state of the model by separating the model into the

two known blocks. We give a starting value for the tax rateκ, which implies a net wage

w = [1 − κ]wg for a given gross wage, and a starting value forθ. With these starting

values, we can compute block 1 and the unemployment rate. Using the definitionθ = V
U

with the given number of vacancies from the pre-reform steady stateV and the budget

constraint of the government, we can then computeθ1 andκ1 implied by the model and

check our starting values. Matlab will compute this solution by a fsolve function.
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• Block 1: household behavior

Given the functional forms for utility and search productivity in (3.17) and (3.18), the

first-order condition for search effort (3.6) reads

φ (s) = {αη (s) θα [V (w) − V (b (s) , s)]}
1

1−α . (A.20)

It holds for both short- and long-term unemployed. Inserting this into the Bellman equa-

tion for the unemployed (3.5) and expressing it as a differential equation ins gives

V̇ (b (s) , s) = ρV (b (s) , s)−
b (s)1−σ

1 − σ
+
α− 1

α
[αη (s) θα]

1

1−α [V (w) − V (b (s) , s)]
1

1−α ,

(A.21)

which is again valid for both short- and long-term unemployed. As the value of being

unemployed an instant before and an instant after becoming along-term unemployed

is identical, we imposeV (bUI , s) = V (bUA, s) when solving this differential equation.

Finally, since for an infinite unemployment spell search productivity in (3.18) becomes a

constant,lim
s→∞

η(s) = η2, and all other quantities are stationary as well, we get the known

terminal condition for (A.21) by usinglim
s→∞

V̇ (bUA, s) = 0:

ρV (bUA) =
b1−σ
UA

1 − σ
−
α− 1

α
[αη2θ

α]
1

1−α [V (w) − V (bUA)]
1

1−α . (A.22)

With the explicit utility function, the Bellman equation forthe employed worker (3.4)

can be written as

V (w) =
1

ρ+ λ

(
[[1 − κ]wg]1−σ

1 − σ
− ψ + λV (bUI , 0)

)

. (A.23)

We can now insertV (w) from (A.23) into (A.21) and (A.22). Imagine further that

we know all parameters and assume, for the time being, arbitrary starting values forκ

andθ. Then we can solve the differential equation (A.21) startingfrom some initial value

V (bUI , 0) and see whether the solution fors → ∞ is identical toV (bUA) from (A.22).

If it is not, we need to adjust our initial guessV (bUI , 0) until it is. Hence, for exogenous

κ andθ we obtain the time path of effort over the unemployment spell, φ (b (s) , s), the

spell path of the value of being unemployed,V (b (s) , s), and the value of a job,V (w).

Hence, the solution procedure for optimal household behavior is equivalent to the full

equilibrium case of section A.2.

• Block 2: unemployment and tax rate

Given the equilibrium values{φ (b (s) , s) , V (b (s) , s) , V (w)} as functions ofκ and

θ, we now endogenizeκ andθ. Using the results from block 1, we can compute the tax
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rateκ and the labor market tightnessθ implied by the budget constraint of the government

(3.3) and the definition ofθ,

θ =
V̄

U
, (A.24)

respectively. The number of vacanciesV̄ is assumed not to react, and is therefore taken

from the pre-reform steady state since optimal behavior from firms is not taken into

account when evaluating insurance and incentive effects. The tax rateκ makes the gov-

ernment budget constraint (3.3) hold and can be expressed as

κ =

[

bUI

∫ s

0
f (s) ds+ bUA

∫∞

s
f (s) ds

]

[N − L]

wgL
. (A.25)

Given the densityf (s), one can compute the number of short-term and long-term unem-

ployed on the right-hand side of this expression fromUshort = [N − L]
∫ s

0
f (s) ds and

Ulong = [N − L]−Ushort, whereN −L is the total number of unemployed. This number

of unemployed follows from (3.16) using (3.13a), (3.13b), and (3.14), which we can now

solve given that the exit rates are known from block 1.

Having unemployment, the two equationsθ = V̄
U

and (A.25) can be solved in Matlab by

a fsolve command.

The Matlab code corresponding to the combined insurance andincentive effects can be

found in the folderreform\4 insuranceon the enclosed CD (filesraiseInsInc.mand

runInsInc.m).
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folders files

1 compute A and gammaCreateParas.m

2 GE DoItAll.m

3 analyze ReadMe.pdf

4 insurance

common

paras

Table A.3: Files and folders in the folderreform.

A.8 The Matlab code for comparative statics

A.8.1 Preparation

The programs for computing the steady state equilibrium andcomparative statics of the

model can be found in the folderreform on the enclosed CD. The folder contains the

folders and files as given in table A.3.

A.8.2 Running the programs

The programs are written and tested in Matlab 7.4.0.287 (R2007a). The preset parameters

are the parameters we use for our simulations. The structureof the parameters and how

you can change them is described in (1). You can either start the whole procedure, see

(2), or parts of the program, see (3). After having run comparative statics, we recommend

to produce some figures in order to illustrate changes in the model economy, see (4). Part

(5) gives some hints on how to proceed with an error prompt.

Table A.4 provides an overview of the different possible program runs and the order in

which they have to be run. A more detailed description of eachprogram group can be

found in the respective subsection.

If you run DoItAll.m, just delete all .txt and .mat files from the folderreform\paras,

which may be there from previous program runs.

If you run some other comparative static programs as given inthe third column, the pro-

ceeding depends on the data given in the folderreform\paras:

i) If the folder reform\parasis empty except for the foldergraphics, you will have to run

CreateParas.m(1.) andlos.m(2.) before you can continue with the comparative static

group (3.) and produce graphics (4.).

ii) However, if there are data files containing just the data fromCreateParas.mandlos.m,
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1. parameters 2. pre-reform 3. comp. static 4. graphics

DoItAll.m DoVGRall.m

CreateParas.mlos.m goExo.m VGR0.m

CreateParas.mlos.m goEndo1.m VGR1.m

CreateParas.mlos.m goEndo2.m VGR2.m

CreateParas.mlos.m goEndo3.m VGR3.m

CreateParas.mlos.m runIns.m VGRIns.m

CreateParas.mlos.m runInsInc.m VGRInsInc.m

CreateParas.mlos.m raiseIns.m VGRraiseIns.m

CreateParas.mlos.m raiseInsInc.m VGRraiseInsInc.m

Table A.4: Possible program runs.

you can start right away with a program from the comparative static group (3.) and pro-

duce graphics afterwards (4.).

iii) Finally, if there are data files containing data from previous comparative static runs,

please delete all .txt and .mat files from the folderreform\parasor save the data any-

where else and do what is described in i) afterwards.

1. Setting parameters

First of all, in the folderreformyou find fileCreateParas.mwhich helps to produce

all the parameters you need in order to start. These are also the values we used for

our computations.

However, you can also change the parameters if you like. To this end, open the

file CreateParas.m. The default values are the parameters that we use for our com-

putations: we reduce the long-term benefitsbUA (redB = 1), reduce them over 6

steps (numberB = 6), and take the parameters estimates from chapter 3 or values

that are known from Germany. We recommend to leave the estimated parameters

unchanged because otherwise the numerics might no longer work (see 5. Possible

error prompts). Especially you can change the following parameters:

• redB: determines the sort of comparative statics.redB=0 reduces the maxi-

mum UI benefit entitlements, redB=1 reduces benefits for long-term unem-

ployedbUA, redB=2 reduces both in so-called ‘Hartz units’ (for theraise.m

programs,redBdetermines what is increased - not reduced).

• numberB, numberS, numberBS: depending on the value ofredB, the value

of numberB, numberS, andnumberBSdetermines the number of comparative
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static steps with respect to a change ofbUA, s, and both, respectively. Using

more numbers will increase the computation time of the programs, of course,

since more steady states have to be determined.

• WithGrowth: determines whether the growth of total factor productivity be-

tween the pre-reform steady state and the after-reform steady state is taken

into account.WithGrowth=0means without growth,WithGrowth=1incorpo-

rates growth.

• growthrate: determines the factor by which the pre-reform total factorpro-

ductivity is multiplied for the after-reform steady state computations, given

WithGrowth=1.

• b2: determines the benefits for long-term unemployedbUA in our two-tier

unemployment benefit system.

• rhoUI: the wage replacement rateρUI for insured unemployed in our two-tier

unemployment benefit system.

2. Starting the whole procedure

In order to run all the programs successively, you just have to openDoItAll.m, type

DoItAll into the command window of Matlab and press enter. Please make sure

that you deleted all .txt and .mat files in the folderreform\paras. The programs

will now be run in the right order and depending on your computer capacity, this

will take some time.3

First, theparas.matfile containing the parameters used will be created byCre-

ateParas.min the folder reform\paras. Then, the pre-reform steady state will

be computed (reform\ 1 compute A and gamma\ los.m) and the results will also

be saved in the folderreform\paras. After that, the comparative statics will be

done. Four different programs will be run:goExo.m, goEndo1.m, goEndo2.m,

andgoEndo3.mfrom the folder2 GE. All programs do the comparative statics, so

they compute steady states for differentbUA, s, or both. The programgoExo.m

leaves wage, tax rate and labor market tightness exogenous,goEndo1.mendoge-

nizes wage,goEndo2.mendogenizes wage and tax rate, and ingoEndo3.m, finally,

wage, tax rate, and labor market tightness are endogenous.

3A DoItAll run takes approx. 100 minutes on a laptop with an Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU T7300 @

2.00 GHz processor and a memory (RAM) of 2 GB.
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3. Starting parts of the programs

If you are interested in special issues, you can also start selected programs. How-

ever, if you choose to change parameters, you will have to i) create the parame-

ters (open and runCreateParas.m) and ii) run the pre-reform steady state program

(open the folder1 compute A and gammaand runlos.m) first. Having done this,

you have created in the subfolder paras all the data you need for the comparative

static programs. Please mind that - especially in theEquilData.txtfile - you should

delete data from all former runs except from the first line (which contains data from

the los.mrun) if you want to produce the graphics afterwards. If this is missed, the

evaluation programVGR.mmay not work. The programs from the following list

can be run. You may also try to run other Matlab files, but this might lead to error

messages.

• goExo.m: the macroeconomic steady state variables, wage, labor market tight-

ness, and tax rate, are exogenous. The program does comparative static com-

putations with respect to the parameter you have chosen inCreateParas.m.

• goEndo1.m: does comparative statics while the wage is treated endogenous.

Labor market tightness and tax rate are still exogenous.

• goEndo2.m: does comparative statics with the wage and tax rate being en-

dogenous and labor market tightness exogenous.

• goEndo3.m: does comparative statics with all three macroeconomic steady

state variables, wage, labor market tightness, and tax rate, being endogenous.

• runIns.m: evaluates insurance effects in the model while doing comparative

statics. To this end, search effort of the unemployed is treated as exogenous

and therefore taken from the pre-reform steady state. Furthermore, unem-

ployment, vacancies, and gross wage are exogenous. The onlyendogenous

variable is the tax rate.

• runInsInc.m: evaluates insurance and the incentive effects while ignoring ef-

fects on the firm’s side. Search effort is now endogenous. Additionally to the

tax rate, also unemployment is now an endogenous macroeconomic variable.

Vacancies and gross wage are still treated as exogenously given.

• raiseIns.m: evaluates insurance effects in the model while doing comparative

statics with raisingbUA, s, or both. Short-term benefitsbUI are kept constant

in the meanwhile. Again, search effort of the unemployed is treated as ex-

ogenous and therefore taken from the pre-reform steady state. Furthermore,
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unemployment, vacancies, and gross wage are exogenous. Theonly endoge-

nous variable is the tax rate.

• raiseInsInc.m: evaluates insurance and the incentive effects, while ignoring

effects on the firm’s side and rising the comparative static variable (bUA, s,

or both). Again, short-term benefitsbUI are kept constant in the meanwhile.

Search effort is now endogenous. In addition to the tax rate,also the labor

market tightness is now an endogenous macroeconomic variable. Vacancies

and gross wage are still treated as exogenously given.

4. The resulting data

The data resulting from the comparative static computations can now be evalu-

ated graphically. All the data files needed are in the subfolder paras. The file

paras.matcontains all parameters used.EquilData.txtcontains selected parame-

ters and steady state values.MicroData.matcontains the dynamic evolution of se-

lected microeconomic variables over the unemployment spell from the pre-reform

steady state. (prssDGL.matcontains the solution of the differential equations from

the pre-reform steady state and it is only important for the run of runIns.mand

raiseIns.m.)

Now open the folder3 analyse. Depending on whether you did theDoItAll run

or another single run, evaluateDoVGRall(afterDoItAll) or VGR1(for goEndo1),

VGR2(for goEndo2), VGR3(for goEndo3), VGRIns(for runIns), VGRInsInc(for

runInsInc), VGRraiseIns(for raiseIns), VGRraiseInsInc(for raiseInsInc), respec-

tively. If you start any of theVGR#programs, please make sure thatEquilData.txt

just contains thelos.mdata in the first row and below only the data from one (!)

program run. Otherwise you might get an error prompt and Matlab might abort the

program.

The program will now load the steady state data and produce figures: first, for the

microeconomic evaluation of effort, stigma, job arrival rate and the value of unem-

ployment over the unemployment spell from the pre-reform steady state; second,

for search costs measured in utility units; third, for (un)employment related effects

when doing comparative statics; fourth, for distributional effects when doing com-

parative statics. Actually, two figures will be produced containing distributional

effects. The first one contains subfigures already presentedat the unemployment

effects figure and therefore appear twice since they are interesting for the inter-

pretation of distributional effects. The second figure about distributional effects

omits all redundant figures. Furthermore, when having run a program from the
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name comparative static variable

xxx b2.eps bUA

xxx sbar.eps s

xxx b2sbar.eps bUA ands

xxx b2A.eps bUA with increasedA

xxx sbarA.eps s with increasedA

xxx b2sbarA.eps bUA ands with increasedA

Table A.5: Naming of figures from theVGRruns.

raise group, the values of the different labor market agents are plotted into one

figure. This allows to evaluate the insurance and incentive effects for the different

labor market groups at once. All figures will be saved as .eps files in the folder

paras\ graphics.

The figures will be named automatically depending on what wasreduced -bUA, s,

or both - and whether productivityA was increased or not. Table A.5 shows the

naming system.

5. Possible error prompts

Please do not change file names, delete files, or move files to other folders as Mat-

lab won’t find them anymore and give a corresponding error prompt.

Please do also not change source code unless you know what youdo, except for

the parameters as described above.

Even if you only change parameters, a program abortion mightoccur. According

to our experience this has often one of the two following sources. First, the de-

fined error tolerance of fsolve or fzero commands might be toosmall. In this case,

you can try to fix the abortion by increasing error tolerancesin los.m, go.m, run.m,

raise.m, Vb1BackXXX.m, thetaW.m, or TaxTheta.m. Second, the function values

of starting values for fsolve or fzero might not have a different algebraic sign or

be complex. In this case, it is helpful to display the starting values and the corre-

sponding function values in order to adjust the starting values. The second error

can also follow from the first one, so with an increased error tolerance, the given

starting values might work.
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A.8.3 The solution structure of the programs

1. Block 1

Block 1 solves for optimal household behavior by solving the Bellman equations

of the employed and the unemployed workers as described in section A.2. The

following Matlab functions compute block 1:

• effort.m: computes the optimal effort of the unemployed.

• BEbs.m, Vb1back.m: the former states the Bellman equation of the unem-

ployed as a differential equation and the latter solves thisdifferential equa-

tion.

• BELongRun.m: computes the terminal condition for the Bellman equation of

the long-term unemployed, as fors→ ∞ the Bellman equation approaches a

constant value.

• Bew.m: function for the Bellman equation of the worker.

2. Block 2

Block 2 solves for labor market tightness, wage, and the tax rate and computes the

resulting unemployment and welfare. This is done by the following functions:

• thetaW.m: in this function, the equations for labor market tightnessθ, for the

wagew, and the tax rateκ are stated, using the solution of block 1 and the

resulting values of the households.

• smcprob.m, smcPuu.m, unemployment.m: these functions use the Semi-Mar-

kov techniques in order to compute unemployment endogenously using the

optimal job arrival rates resulting from block 1.

3. Additional programs and little helpers

The following programs are additional programs that help tostructure the overall

program, compute additional variables of interest, or testrelated numerical issues.

• CreateParas.m: this function sets the parameters for the simulations.

• DoItAll.m: this program will run the whole procedure. It starts withCre-

ateParas.m, goes on tolos.m, and finally runsgoExo.m, goEndo1.m, go-

Endo2.m, andgoEndo3.m.

• go.m: coordinates together with the remaininggoXXX.mfiles (goExo.m, go-

Endo1.m, goEndo2.m, andgoEndo3.m) the solution of blocks 1 and 2.
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• muebar.m: function that computesµ(s) and the expected value ofµ(s), µ̄.

• productivity.m: function in order to compute the exogenously given spell ef-

fect.

• SocialWelf.m: function that computes the social welfare of the economy given

the steady state solutions from block 1 and block 2.

• los.m, gammaA.m: the former is the central coordination file for the pre-

reform steady state, the latter states the functions for thevariables of interest

in the pre-reform steady state, vacancy costsγ and productivityA.

• Vb1BackEXO.m, BELongRunEXO.m, BEbsEXO.m, BEwEXO.m: functions

that compute block 1 for the pre-reform steady state; they are used bylos.m

andgammaA.m. The structure of these programs corresponds to the structure

of those from block 1 with the difference that the wage is exogenous in the

pre-reform steady state. This is why they are labeled with anEXO in their

file name.

• run.m, raise.m, TaxTheta.m: the former two are central coordination files

computing the isolated insurance effects (runIns.m, raiseIns.m) or the com-

bined insurance and incentive effects (runInsInc.m, raiseInsInc.m). In the

run group, the comparative static variable (bUA, s, or both) is reduced starting

from the pre-reform steady state, while in theraise group the comparative

static variable is increased.TaxTheta.mstates the functions for the endoge-

nous variables of interest, tax rateκ and labor market tightnessθ.

• CheckExitflag.m, boundtestXXX.m: the former checks the reason why the

fsolve procedure was terminated,4 the latter is a group of programs (bound-

testBEwEXO.m, boundtestBELongRunEXO.m, boundtestBEw.m, boundtest-

BELongRun.m) which tests and chooses suitable starting values for fzeroand

fsolve routines.

4. Graphical analysis

The following programs are needed whenever the computations of comparative

statics are done and you want to illustrate the changes. Theywill help to produce

graphics.

• VGR.m: is the central coordination program for the wholeVGR.mgroup

(VGR0.m, VGR1.m, VGR2.m, VGR3.m, VGRraiseIns.m, VGRraiseInsInc.m,

4The fsolve command solves equation systems. Please use the Matlab Help in order to find out more

about fsolve and exitflags.
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VGRIns.m, VGRInsInc.m, DoVGRall.m) and the corresponding comparative

statics. The data from the comparative static computationsin thego.mor the

run.mfamily is loaded andVGR.mproduces and saves the associated figures.

• UnemplEffects.m, DistriEffectsT.m, DistriEffectsP.m, MicroFigure.m, Value-

sAgents.m: programs that plot unemployment effects and distributioneffects

of the comparative static analysis, microeconomic behavior over the unem-

ployment spell, and the values of the agents in one figure, respectively.

A.9 Description of the functions using numerical inte-

gration

For solving the steady state solution of the model in Matlab,numerical integration is

needed for several calculations. Due to the Semi-Markov structure, the numerical in-

tegration routines of Matlab cannot be employed and we have to integrate numerically

‘by hand’. The integration method used is the trapeze approximation and the following

subsections describe all programs where this method appears.

A.9.1 muebar.m

In muebar.m, the average job arrival rate is computed. As there is no analytical solution

for µ (s), the integral of the expectation has to be evaluated numerically. The expectation

is given in subsection 3.3.2 by

µ̄ =

∫ ∞

0

µ (s) f (s) ds

=

∫ ∞

0

µ (s)µ (s) e−
∫ s

0
µ(v)dvds.

For s out of [0, 500], we knowµ (s) and consequently the numerically approximated

value off (s). So we split the integral in order to compute the expectation.

However, we first integrate theµ (.) numerically using the trapeze method. The following

naming is used in the programs: mueINIT≡ µ (0), mueint =numerically integratedµ (.),

mue int(0)≡ 0, τ = zh. With this notation, the integral ofµ(.) becomes
∫ τ

0

µ (s (y)) dy ≈ mue int (z)

≈ 0.5h
z∑

i=1

[µ (i− 1) + µ (i)]

≈ h [0.5µ (0) + µ (1) + µ (2) + ...+ µ (z − 1) + 0.5µ (z)] .
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Using this and the trapeze method for the integral of the expectation from0 to 500, we

get
∫ 500

0

µ (s)µ (s) e−
∫ s

0
µ(v)dvds ≈ 0.5

[
µ (0)µ (0) e−mue int(0) + µ (1)µ (1) e−mue int(1)

]

+0.5
[
µ (1)µ (1) e−mue int(1) + µ (2)µ (2) e−mue int(2)

]

+...

+0.5
[
µ (steps− 1)µ (steps− 1) e−mue int(steps−1)

+µ (steps)µ (steps) e−mue int(steps)
]
. (A.26)

For the second part of the integral, from500 on, we use the assumption thatµ is constant

after500. So the integral becomes
∫ ∞

500

µµe−
∫ s

0
µ(v)dvds = µ

∫ ∞

500

µe−
∫ s

0
µ(v)dvds

︸ ︷︷ ︸

1−F (500)

= µ

[

1 −

∫ 500

0

f (s) ds

]

. (A.27)

Also the
∫ 500

0
f (s) ds is integrated numerically inmuebar.musing the trapeze method.

Soµ̄ can be approximated by adding equations (A.26) and (A.27).

A.9.2 smcProb.m

The transition probabilities for a Semi-Markov Process arecomputed insmcProb.mfor

employed and unemployed starting at this state int. See section 4.4 for the detailed

description of the numerical procedure.

A.9.3 smcPuu.m

In smcPuu.m, the probabilities for the transitions from unemployment to unemployment

are computed for unemployed with different unemployment durationss(t). Starting point

is the equation for the probabilities from unemployment to unemployment for different

unemployment durationss(t) as given by equation (3.14) in subsection 3.4.1,

puu (τ, s (t)) = e−
∫ τ

t
µ(s(y))dy +

∫ τ

t

e−
∫ v

t
µ(s(y))dyµ (s (v)) peu (τ − v)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

g(v|τ)

dv. (A.28)

In order to compute equation (A.28), the integrals have to beevaluated numerically. The

first steps are presented here exemplary for the trapeze method. The initial probability

for peu is given bypeuinit = 0.
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• initialization: z = 0

puuinit = 1,

• step 1:z = 1

puu(1h) = puu(1) = e−mue int(1) + 0.5h [g (0|1) + g (1|1)]

= e−mue int(1)

+0.5h
[
e−mue int(0)µ (0) peu (1) + e−mue int(1)µ (1) peuinit

]
,

• step 2:z = 2

puu (2h) = puu(2) = e−mue int(2) + 0.5h [g (0|2) + g (1|2)]

+0.5h [g (1|2) + g (2|2)]

= e−mue int(2) + 0.5hg (0|2) + hg (1|2) + 0.5hg (2|2)

= e−mue int(2)

+0.5he−mue int(0)µ (0) peu (2)

+he−mue int(1)µ (1) peu (1)

+0.5he−mue int(2)µ (2) peuinit.

A.9.4 unemployment.m

Starting point for the computation of (un)employment in themodel is equation (3.16)

from subsection 3.4.2,

N − L = [N − L]

∫ ∞

0

puu (s (t)) dF (s (t)) + peuL,

wherepeu is the limit of peu (τ) and thepuu (s (t)) are the limits ofpuu (τ, s (t)) for dif-

ferent s (t). Furthermore, we take the number of potential workersN as given. The

endogenous number of employedL can now be determined by isolatingL,

N −N

∫ ∞

0

puu (s (t)) dF (s (t)) = L− L

∫ ∞

0

puu (s (t)) dF (s (t)) + peuL

⇔ N

[

1 −

∫ ∞

0

puu (s (t)) dF (s (t))

]

= L

[

1 −

∫ ∞

0

puu (s (t)) dF (s (t)) + peu

]

⇔ L =
N
[
1 −

∫∞

0
puu (s (t)) dF (s (t))

]

[
1 −

∫∞

0
puu (s (t)) dF (s (t)) + peu

] .
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From this equation, we knowN andpeu. The integral
∫∞

0
puu (s (t)) dF (s (t)) has to be

computed numerically. In order to do so, the interval[0 ,∞[ is split into two sub-intervals.

The first one is[0, 500], the second goes from500 to infinity. The first interval part can

be computed by numerical integration. For each type of unemployed, k, we know the

probabilitypuu (s (t)) for his spells given at the beginning. This probability is approxi-

mated bypuu (500, s (t)) ≈ puu (s (t)). The density is given byf (s) = µ (s) e−
∫ s

0
µ(v)dv.

Hence, using the trapeze method we get for the integral
∫ 500

0

puu (s (t)) dF (s (t)) ≈ h [0.5puu (s = 0) f (0) + puu (s = h) f (h) + ...

+puu (s = [steps− 1]h) f ([steps− 1]h)

+0.5puu (s = steps · h) f (steps · h)] . (A.29)

Now the second part of the integral, the part from500 on, is determined. We assume

that unemployed having a spell of500 or longer have a constant probability of staying

unemployed as the job arrival rateµ (.) does not change anymore. So we assume that

for thempuu (s (t) > 500) = puu (s (t) = 500). Hence, the integral for the second part

becomes

puu (s (t) = 500)

∫ ∞

500

dF (s (t)) = puu (s (t) = 500)

∫ ∞

500

µ (s (t)) e−
∫ s

0
µ(v(t))dvds

= puu (s (t) = 500)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

puu

µ (500)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

µ

∫ ∞

500

e−
∫ s

0
µ(v(t))dvds

= puuµ

∫ ∞

500

e−[
∫

500

0
µ(v(t))dv+

∫ s

500
µ(v(t))dv]ds. (A.30)

Again, the first part integral in the exponential function can be computed numerically. For

the second part,
∫ s

500
µ (v (t)) dv, we know from our assumption thatµ (v (t)) = const =

µ. Hence, this integral becomes
∫ s

500

µdv = [µv]s500 = µ [s− 500] .

Using this in equation (A.30), we get

puuµe
−
∫

500

0
µ(v(t))dv

∫ ∞

500

e−µ[s−500]ds = puuµe
−
∫

500

0
µ(v(t))dv

[

−
1

µ
e−µ[s−500]

]∞

500

= puuµe
−
∫

500

0
µ(v(t))dv 1

µ

= puue
−
∫

500

0
µ(v(t))dv. (A.31)

Equations (A.29) and (A.31) can now be used together with theknown puu, peu, and

mue int in order to determine employment and unemployment.
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A.9.5 SocialWelf.m

Social welfare is given by equation (3.12) in subsection 3.3.3,

Ω = L [V (w) + J ]+[N − L]

[∫ s

0

V (b1, s) f (s) ds+

∫ ∞

s

V (b2, s) f (s) ds

]

. (A.32)

Also here, the integrals have to be evaluated numerically. The first integral in the square

brackets becomes
∫ s

0

V (b1, s) f (s) ds ≈ 0.5h [V (0) f (0) + V (1) f (1)]

+0.5h [V (1) f (1) + V (2) f (2)]

+...

+0.5h [V (b1, steps sbar − 1) f (steps sbar − 1)

+V (b1, steps sbar) f (steps sbar)] .

The second integral has to split up again. First, we integrate froms to 500 since this is the

interval where the value of unemployment still may change. The procedure is equivalent

to the one of the first integral,

∫ 500

s

V (b2, s) f (s) ds ≈ 0.5h [V (steps sbar) f (steps sbar)

+V (steps sbar + 1) f (steps sbar + 1)]

+0.5h [V (steps sbar + 1) f (steps sbar + 1)

+V (steps sbar + 2) f (steps sbar + 2)]

+...

+0.5h [V (steps sbar − 1) f (steps sbar − 1)

+V (steps) f (steps)] .

For the second part of the integral, we can assume thatV (b2, s) stays constant fors >

500. Then we can rearrange the integral,
∫ ∞

500

V (b2, s) f (s) ds = V (b2, 500)

∫ ∞

500

f (s) ds

= V (b2, 500)

[

1 −

∫ 500

0

f (s) ds

]

.

The integral of the density can be determined numerically using the density values com-

puted in muebar.m.

The numerical approximation of welfare according to equation (A.32) is then straight-

forward.
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B.1 The limiting distribution of a Semi-Markov process

From equation (4.3), one can derive the limiting state distribution of a SMP asp0 =
η0

η0+η1

andp1 = 1 − p0, whereηk is the expected duration in statek, k = 0, 1. The

duration distributions for a Semi-Markov process in our labor market model of chapter

3 aref0 (x) = µ (x) exp
{
−
∫ x

0
µ (v) dv

}
andf1 (x) = λ (x) exp

{
−
∫∞

0
λ (v) dv

}
for

unemployment and employment, respectively. Then the expected values are

E [x0] =

∫ ∞

0

xµ (x) exp

{

−

∫ x

0

µ (v) dv

}

dx

=

[

−x exp

{

−

∫ x

0

µ (v) dv

}]∞

0

−

∫ ∞

0

− exp

{

−

∫ x

0

µ (v) dv

}

dx

=

∫ ∞

0

exp

{

−

∫ x

0

µ (v) dv

}

dx

and

E [x1] =

∫ ∞

0

xλ (x) exp

{

−

∫ x

0

λ (v) dv

}

dx

=

[

−x exp

{

−

∫ x

0

λ (v) dv

}]∞

0

−

∫ ∞

0

− exp

{

−

∫ x

0

λ (v) dv

}

dx

=

∫ ∞

0

exp

{

−

∫ x

0

λ (v) dv

}

dx.

Substituting both expectations intop0 = η0

η0+η1

results in

p0 =

∫∞

0
exp

{
−
∫ x

0
µ (v) dv

}
dx

∫∞

0
exp

{
−
∫ x

0
λ (v) dv

}
dx+

∫∞

0
exp

{
−
∫ x

0
µ (v) dv

}
dx
,

which is just the limiting distribution as given by equation(4.4).
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B.2 The transition probabilities for the trapeze method

For the sake of clarity, the equations for the transition probabilities of the trapeze method,

(4.22) and (4.23), were not fully written out in subsection 4.4.2. As it is helpful for the

implementation of the algorithm, the equations are provided here.

Starting point are equations (4.22) and (4.23),

p00 (zh) −
1

2
hµ (0) p10 (zh)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g(0)

= Q00 (zh) + h

z−1∑

i=1

g (ih) +
1

2
hg (zh)

and

p10 (zh) −
1

2
hλp00 (zh)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

f(0)

= h
z−1∑

i=1

f (ih) +
1

2
hf (zh) .

Inserting the definitionsQ00(zh) = exp{−h
∑z

i=1 µ(ih)},Q11(zh) = exp{−h
∑z

j=i λ},

g(ih) = Q00(ih)µ(ih)p10([z − i]h), andf(ih) = Q11(ih)λp00([z − i]h) yields

p00(zh) −
1

2
hµ(0)p10(zh) =exp{−

1

2
h

z∑

i=1

[µ((i− 1)h) + µ(ih)]}

+ h

z−1∑

i=1

exp{−
1

2
h

j
∑

j=1

[µ((j − 1)h) + µ(jh)]}

· µ(ih) · p10([z − i]h)

+
1

2
h · exp{−

1

2
h

z∑

i=1

[µ((i− 1)h) + µ(ih)]}

· µ(zh) · p10(0)

and

p10(zh) −
1

2
λp00(zh) =h

z−1∑

i=1

exp{−ihλ} · λ · p00([z − i]h)

+
1

2
h · exp{−zhλ} · λ · p00(0),

respectively.
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files folders

analytic.m graphics

plotsAR.m param

plotsAT.m

rectang.m

start.m

trapeze.m

plots.m

Table B.1: Files and folders in the foldersmp.

B.3 The Matlab code for SMP transition probabilities

B.3.1 Preparation

The programs for computing the Semi-Markov probabilities can be found in the folder

smpon the enclosed CD. The foldersmpcontains the files and folders as given by table

B.1.

B.3.2 Running the program

The programs are written and tested in Matlab 7.4.0.287 (R2007a).

Everything you need in order to run the programs is provided in the foldersmpon the

enclosed CD. If you want to change preset parameters, see (1).If you just want to run

the program, see (2). A description of resulting data and figures can be found in (3).

1. Setting parameters

First of all, in the foldersmp\ paramyou find the parameter files you need in order

to start right away. The vector of job arrival ratesmueand the vector of separation

rateslamare saved in theparamgroup of .mat files, as well as the number of steps

that are used for the computations and the endpoint of the computations x.

The .mat files containingConstin their name,paramConst250, paramConst500,

paramConst1000, paramConst2000, paramConst4000, paramConst8000, andpa-

ramConst16000, contain the parameters for the case of constant arrival rates, and

hence the parameters on which the computations in subsection 4.5.1 are based. The

file paramVar2000contains data with duration-dependent job arrival ratesmueand

leads to the results presented in subsection 4.5.2. Furthermore, allparamfiles con-

tain the separation rate vectorlam, the step numberstepsand the interval endpoint
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x.

If you want, you can replacemueor lam by your own data for these arrival rates

and change the number of stepsstepsand the endpoint of computationsx accord-

ingly. In order to do so, open the correspondingparamfile, overwrite the respective

values and save your changes. Additionally, you have to openstart and change the

value ofcounter. For constant arrival rates,counterbegins with the smallest step

number (in the preset setup 250) and is doubled after every loop. This proceed-

ing corresponds to the existing step numbers that are used, 250, 500, 1000, 2000...

Please make sure to adjust this mechanism if you change parameters. For duration-

dependent arrival rates, just changecounterto the value of the step number you

use.

2. Starting the programs

In order to run the programs and to compute the Semi-Markov transition probabil-

ities as well as limiting distributions, just open and run the programstart.m. The

central coordination filestart.mwill first ask whether you want to do the analysis

for constant or for duration-dependent job arrival ratesµ(.). After having made

that decision, a .txt file is created, which collects some results of interest. Then, the

data from theparasfamily is loaded. Using this data,start.mrunsrectang.mand

trapeze.m, which compute the transition probabilities by the rectangle method and

trapeze method, respectively. In the case of constant job arrival rates, the special

case of a continuous-time Markov chain, it will additionally runanalytic.mand de-

termine the analytical transition probabilities for comparison. The evolution of the

probabilities over time is plotted into several figures by runningplots.m(duration-

dependentµ(.)) or plotsAT.mandplotsAR.m(constantµ). Finally, the data is saved

into the .txt file. You can find the saved figures and data in the foldergraphics.

3. The resulting data and figures

The resulting data and figures can be found in the foldergraphics. The .txt data

file presents transition probabilities at selected points in time as well as the limiting

probabilities. For a constant job arrival rateµ, the figures are named after the ap-

proximation method (ARfor rectangle andAT for trapeze) and the step number. In

the case of a duration-dependentµ(.), the figures are just namedplot andplotzoom.
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